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The proliferation of fast, cheap, and ubiquitous network
access, in particular on mobile devices, has significantly
changed the way users access online services on a day-to-day
basis. Along with the increased availability of an always-on
Internet, new technologies such as LTE have enabled the use
of all types of services, including those that, such as video
streaming, come with stringent requirements in terms of
network performance and capacity demands. Consequently,
the issue of adequately supporting all those users and all those
services is a nontrivial one for network operators, as users
expect certain levels of quality to be upheld.

In this special issue, we explore the relation between
the Quality of Service (QoS) that operators monitor and
manage and the Quality of Experience (QoE) that the users
actually get. A good understanding of this relation is critical
for network and service providers alike in order to properly
provision and truly enhance their offerings so that end users
receive the quality levels that satisfy or even delight them
while at the same time enabling the efficient use of network
resources.

The paper “Dealing with energy QoE trade offs in mobile
video,” authored by F. Liberal et al., addresses the transmission
of scalable video over mobile networks. In particular, the
focus is on the trade-off energy versus quality: depending
on the specific type of service and network scenario, end
users and/or operators may decide to choose among different
energy versus quality combinations. In order to deal with
this trade-off, the paper first proposes a single-objective
optimization that is able tominimize the energy consumption

with the constraint of a minimum acceptable quality. In
order to reflect the fact that the same increment of energy
consumption may result in different increments of visual
quality, a multiobjective optimization is also proposed, with
the associated utility function. Finally, in order to reduce
complexity, a heuristic algorithm is proposed.

“Angry apps: the impact of network timer selection on
power consumption, signalling load, and web QoE,” authored
by C. Schwartz et al. discusses the trade-off between energy
consumption in smartphones and the generated signaling
traffic in the mobile network. They use measurements made
in public 3G networks to characterize the impact of inactivity
timers in the network in energy consumption for different
kinds of applications: bandwidth insensitive, interactive, and
background applications. With this information, the authors
study how the network operator could optimize the timers to
keep the quality of service of a given application. However,
such optimizations could also provoke more signaling traffic
due to frequent connection reestablishments, and the authors
discuss some of the mechanisms that try to resolve such
conflicts. Finally, they specifically study the impact of the
timer settings on QoE for web browsing.

In their paper “Survey and challenges of QoEmanagement
issues in wireless networks,” S. Baraković and L. Skorin-Kapov
provide a state-of-the-art survey on research in the field
of QoE management for wireless networks. By identifying
and discussing the key aspects and challenges of QoE
modeling, monitoring, adaptation, and optimization from
a wide interdisciplinary perspective, the paper enables a
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better understanding of QoE (and its relationship to QoS) as
well as the process of its management in converged wireless
environments. In particular, their work focuses on questions
of what QoE influence factors to control, where to implement
control mechanisms (e.g., network, client device), when to
invoke them, and finally how to provide such control mech-
anisms, with the ultimate goal of realizing QoE optimization
strategies that balance end-user as well as network provider
interests.

The paper “Towards a QoE-driven resource control in LTE
and LTE-A networks” by G. Gómez et al. focuses on meeting
QoE requirements from a mobile network operator point of
view.The authors propose an architecture for achieving QoE-
driven resource control in LTE and LTE-advanced networks,
based on the introduction of a centralized QoE server
responsible for collecting relevant performance indicators,
making QoE estimations, and triggering potential actions
towards standardized 3GPP Evolved Packet System entities.
The authors identify key performance indicators at both the
application and network levels to be used for QoE estimation
across different types of applications and highlight potential
use cases for their proposed approach.

Finally, the paper “Obtaining more realistic cross-layer
QoS measurements: A VoIP over LTE Use Case,” by F. J.
Rivas et al., presents a real-time testbed enabling realistic
cross-layer measurements over LTE. This testbed enables the
correlation of information at different layers, from service
and IP levels to radio and protocol parameters. The analysis
of the interlayer dependencies will support the identification
of optimal settings for the radio access network and service
parameters. New cross-layer optimization strategies could be
suggested based on the observations provided. As a use case,
VoIP over LTE is addressed.
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We introduce a real-time experimentation testbed in this paper which enables more realistic analysis of quality of service
(QoS) in LTE networks. This testbed is envisioned for the improvement of QoS and quality of experience (QoE) through the
experimentation with real devices, services, and radio configurations. Radio configurations suggested in the literature typically
arise from simulations; the testbed provides a real and controlled testing environment where such configurations can be validated.
The added value of this testbed goes a long way not only in the provision of more realistic results but also in the provision of QoS
andQoE cross-layermeasurements through the correlation of information collected at different layers: from service and IP levels to
radio and protocol parameters. Analyzing the interlayer dependencies will allow us to identify optimal settings for the radio access
network and service parameters. This information can be used to suggest new cross-layer optimizations to further improve quality
of experience of mobile subscribers. As a use case, we examine VoIP service over LTE, which is currently an open issue.

1. Introduction

The enhancement of QoS in a sustainable manner is a critical
goal for network operators as management tasks are becom-
ing increasingly complex. Although some initial efforts have
been carried out by the standardization bodies, there is still
a significant gap to be covered in QoS and also in QoE
optimization. Actually, current efforts towards improving
QoS and QoE are typically based on estimations derived
from costly drive test campaigns. Furthermore, involvement
of human expertise is required to manually tune network
configurations. On the other hand, most of the service and
network configurations available in the literature are derived
from simulations [1–6]. As is widely known, in the process
of modeling communication systems to simulate them, some
details may be missed, and thus, misleading results may be
derived. For example, it is very common to find that the
consumption of control resources is ignored when evaluating
different scheduling methods. In this context, providing
optimized network configurations based on measurements
obtained directly from the subscribers’ terminals and corre-
lated with the information collected at the network will pave
the way for a reduction of costs and more accurate tuning

of network operation from the point of view of the QoS
perceived by final users. Moreover, as stated by standards
organizations (SDOs) or alliances with the participation of
network operators such as NGMN [7], the optimization of
QoS still requires “real” developments to further study the
direction in which to move forward.

In this paper, we propose the use of an experimental
testbed [8] implemented by our research group to carry
out specific long term evolution (LTE) experiences in a real
context and to extract the correlation between LTE radio con-
figurations and QoS parameters perceived at the application
level. The execution of exhaustive measurements campaigns
using this testbed will enable the identification of specific
performance counters, correlations between them, and use
cases for QoS and QoE optimization in LTE networks.

The focus of the paper is on VoIP calls over LTE, which
pose new challenges over previous technologies. In LTE, voice
calls are now delivered through an all-IP network (VoIP)
instead of a circuit switched one, which means that voice has
to compete for bandwidth with other services provided in
the network. It is vital to at least guarantee the same QoE
for VoIP calls that was available in pre-LTE technologies
such as global system mobile communications (GSM) and
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Figure 1: Scope of VoIP deployment over LTE by GSMA PRD IR.92 v6.0.

universal mobile telecommunications (UMTS). This will be
required to avoid significant impact on customers, who will
demand a good service in all-IP mobile networks. Due
to situations like this, the testbed has been conceived to
validate the performance of the network configurations and
problems presented in the research literature. Specifically
for VoIP service we have correlated layer 1 and layer 2
LTE radio parameters with IP performance parameters and
meanopinion score (MOS)measurements base onperceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) algorithm.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces the necessity of obtaining performance measure-
ments which capture the QoS and QoE as perceived by final
users and the new challenges presented in the provision of
voice call services in LTE. This section provides also a brief
state of the art on VoIP over LTE and some noteworthy
LTE configurations proposed in the literature to optimize
its performance. Section 3 presents the testbed and the
configuration under which themeasurements were collected.
Section 4 provides the results obtained during the analysis
of IP performance parameters and Section 5 provides their
correlation with LTE parameters. Finally, in Section 6, we
present conclusions and future work.

2. Voice Calls over LTE: A Regular Data
Service, the Same Quality as before

Third generation partnership project (3GPP) has standard-
ized two solutions for the deployment of voice call service
over LTE. The first is circuit-switched fallback (CSFB) [9],
which implies a shift of the user equipment (UE) access from
LTE to 2G/3G during a voice call. The second is VoLTE [10]
which on the contrary is based on IP multimedia subsystem
(IMS) and does not require the use of legacy technologies.
Another alternative available in the market is voice over
LTE via generic access (VoLGA) [11]. That specification
has been developed by the VoLGA forum, based on the
existing 3GPPGeneric Access Network (GAN) standard [12].
CSFB and VoLGA provide interim solutions for early LTE
deployments, while VoLTE offers a long term opportunity
for mobile operators. VoLTE allows integrating voice and
Internet services and delivering newmultimedia services in a

permanent environment. This will enable the exploitation of
the potential offered bymature LTE networks. In this context,
VoLTE has emerged as the preferred solution by carriers and
theGSMassociation (GSMA) is developing a specification for
delivering integrated telephony services over LTE.

Specifically, the GSMA defines in [10], the minimum
mandatory set of features that a wireless device and a network
should implement to support a high quality IMS-based
telephony service over LTE radio access. The scope provided
by GSMA is shown in Figure 1.

Standardization bodies are confident about the necessity
of introducing specific LTE configurations for the deploy-
ment of VoIP service. In [10] GSMA proposes a list of
LTE configurations which we aim to extend with new ones
obtained and validated in the testbed proposed.

As stated in the 3GPP initiative, the multiservice forum
has already demonstrated successful VoLTE calls, and also
multi media telephony (MMTel) services [13]. During these
tests, equipment from 19 manufacturers was used. The tests
performed focused on validating the interoperability between
the interfaces defined in the 3GPP technical specifications.

Network operators have also performed testings experi-
ments for quality of service (QoS) measuring. For example,
different performance metrics such as latency or throughput
are evaluated for the TeliaSonera network in [14]. How-
ever, our work aims to go a step beyond and not only
measure the performance of interfaces and terminals using
individual metrics but also correlate all these measurements
with specific LTE parameters in order to identify optimum
configurations.

2.1. SomeConsiderations about the Transport of VoIP over LTE.
As proposed by GSMA in [10] session initiation protocol
(SIP) is the protocol used to register UE in the IMS server.
real-time transport protocol (RTP) and user datagram proto-
col (UDP) are the protocols recommended to voice transport,
and RTP control protocol (RTCP) to provide link aliveness
information, while the media are on hold.

The most restrictive performance indicators for inter-
active real-time services such as VoIP are the end-to-end
delay and jitter. The maximum allowed one-way delay for
voice service is 300ms as stated in [15], with a recommended
value lower than 150ms. The low latency of LTE access
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(20–30ms) reduces the end-to-end delay obtained in pre-
vious cellular technologies. However, LTE radio bearers do
not employ fixed delay. Instead, fast retransmissions are used
to repair erroneous transmissions, and uplink and downlink
transmissions are controlled by schedulers. Consequently,
LTE transmissions introduce jitter, which implies that UE
must implement efficient dejitter buffers. The minimum
performance requirements for jitter buffer management of
voice media are described in [16]. In Section 4, IP parameters
will be analyzed in more detail, while in this section, we will
continue with the introduction of some concepts which will
identify exactly what is standardized in VoIP over LTE, what
is not, and how to generate specific configurations to improve
the performance of VoIP over LTE.

The objective of radio resource management (RRM)
procedures in LTE is to ensure an efficient use of the resources
[17]. RRM algorithms at the eNodeB involve functionalities
from layer 1 to layer 3. Admission control mechanisms, QoS
management, and semipersistent scheduling are deployed at
layer 3, while hybrid adaptive repeat and reQuest (HARQ)
management, dynamic scheduling, and link adaptation are
in layer 2 and channel quality indicator (CQI) manager and
power control in layer 1.

3GPP specifies RRM signaling, but the actual RRM
algorithms are not provided [17]. The combination of radio
bearers that a UE must support for voice over IMS profile is
defined in [18] Annex B. Concretely, the voice traffic requires
a guaranteed bit rate (GBR) bearer, as described in [19].
The network resources associated with the evolved packet
system (EPS) bearer supporting GBR must be permanently
allocated by admission control function in the eNodeB at
bearer establishment. Reports from UE, including buffer
status andmeasurements of UE’s radio environment, must be
required to enable the scheduling of the GBR as described in
[20]. In uplink, it is the UE’s responsibility to comply with
GBR requirements.

In the following subsections, we will analyze separately
those parameters and configurations which have been identi-
fied in the current state of the art as optimized LTE solutions
for VoIP.

2.1.1. Quality Class Indicator. The characteristics of the bear-
ers are signalized with a QoS class identifier (QCI). The
QCI is a pointer to a more detailed set of QoS attributes,
including layer 2 packet delay budget, packet loss rate, and
scheduling priority. As defined in [21], QCI 1 is intended for
conversational voice.

2.1.2. RLC Mode Configuration. As specified in [10], the
unacknowledged mode (UM) should be configured at radio
link control (RLC) layer for EPS bearers with QCI 1 to reduce
traffic and latency.

2.1.3. DRX Mode. Support of LTE discontinuous reception
(DRX) methods for both UE and network is mandatory
to reduce power consumption on mobile devices. The idea
behind DRX methods is that the terminal pauses the mon-
itorization of control channels during some periods of time,
allowing it to turn the radio off.DRXparameters can be tuned

depending on radio resource control (RRC) status or service.
Decisions about when the radio should be activated again can
be based on QoS indicators. The simulations conducted in
[1] give, for VoIP applications, a potential saving of about 60
percent.

2.1.4. Compression. In order to optimize, radio resources the
UE and the networkmust support robust header compression
(RoHC) to minimize the size of IP packets during VoIP
calls [10]. As we have already said, the use of UM at RLC
and reduced sequence number sizes also decrease overhead.
The reduction of packet size will enable the improvement
of coding efficiency which is especially important for uplink
scenarios and to improve the quality of data connection in
areas with poor coverage.

2.1.5. Semipersistent Scheduling. The mechanisms involved
in packet scheduling at the eNode-B are three: dynamic
packet scheduling, link adaptation, and hybrid adaptive
repeat and request management (H-ARQ). Semipersistent
scheduling significantly reduces control channel overhead for
applications that require persistent radio resource allocations
such as VoIP. There are many different ways in which semi-
persistent scheduling can configure persistent allocations.

Simulated results obtained in [2] show that in uplink
direction, semi-persistent scheduling can support higher
capacity than dynamic scheduling while at the same time
guaranteeing VoIP QoS requirement, but with the cost of
sacrificing some statistical multiplexing gains from HARQ.
As dynamic scheduling is already needed for other services,
they suggest using dynamic scheduling by default forVoIP. As
an exception, semi-persistent scheduling should be applied
for some VoIP users only in situations where the signaling
load becomes too high.

2.1.6. Admission Control. Admission control mechanisms
determine whether a new evolve packet system (EPS) bearer
request should be admitted by checking that QoS require-
ments of at least all the bearers with high priority are fulfilled.
Specific rules and algorithms for admission control are not
specified by 3GPP. An interesting technique is proposed by
AT&T Labs Research in [3] based on an intelligent blocking
algorithm (IBA) for the admission process of VoIP calls
subject to individual customers’ blocking objectives and
which is only invokedwhen the total bandwidth in use is close
to its engineering limit.The algorithmhas also been validated
with simulations.

2.1.7. Packet Bundling in Downlink. Traffic generated by voice
codecs can be very bursty due to the nature of the service,
that is, silences in the conversations, and the nature of the
codecs, for example, traffic from the adaptive multi-rate
(AMR) codec. The combination between VoIP traffic pat-
terns with dynamic packet scheduling can lead to inefficient
resource utilization that might be improved by the use of
packet bundling in the downlink. Several simulation studies
have been done for both universal terrestrial radio access
network (UTRAN) [4] and evolved universal terrestrial radio
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access (E-UTRAN) [5] probing that dynamic packet bundling
approaches improve VoIP services.

2.1.8. RLC Segmentation and TTI Bundling in Uplink. UE
has limited transmission power, and at the edge of LTE
cells, there is a high probability of obtaining an error in the
transmission of VoIP packets because the device is not able to
gather enough energy during one transmission time interval
(TTI) (1ms) to send the packet. In the case of unsuccessful
transmission,HARQretransmissions are required,whichwill
imply the introduction of 8ms delay per retransmissions. A
large number of retransmissions will involve an intolerable
increase in the delay for a conversational voice service and
reduction of the transmission efficiency.

The conventional approach used to reduce delays and
improve the coverage at the cell edge is RLC segmentation. It
consists of the segmentation of service data unit (RLC SDU)
and their transmission in consecutive TTIs. However, this is
not an optimum solution from the point of view of the over-
head introduced in the control signaling and the increase of
the vulnerability of packet loss due to HARQ feedback errors.
The idea behind TTI bundling is that for a given transport
block a fixed number of transmissions is done in consecutive
TTIs without waiting for the HARQ feedback. The eNodeB
sends the corresponding HARQ feedback only when it has
received the whole bundle of transmissions. This approach

reduces the amount of HARQ feedback significantly [6]. The
L2 header overhead is also reduced because there is a lower
need for segmentation, as well as the signaling overhead
required for uplink grants (i.e., resource allocations) because
a single grant is required for each TTI bundle.

3. Testbed Configuration for VoIP Testing

We have composed an experimental testbed [8] with the
aim of providing a realistic test scenario where previous and
new radio configurations could be deployed. Additionally, it
is possible to analyze their interactions and to verify cross-
layer performance of Internet applications and services over
LTE. Moreover, the testbed can be used to reproduce, in
a controlled environment, behaviors captured in field test
campaigns [8].

The testbed includes an LTE test base station from AT4
wireless which provides high performance protocol and radio
capabilities behaving as an actual LTE radio access network
(RAN), as shown in Figure 2. It also includes features such
as emulation of channel propagation that allows modeling
fading and additive white gaussian noise impairments, in
addition to a high degree of configurability of the LTE stack
and logging functions. The LTE test base station supports
the connection of real LTE terminals and the transport of
IP traffic generated by commercial applications installed on
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them. The non access stratum (NAS) signalling exchange is
provided by a core network emulation. Although the effect
of core network transportation is also important for QoS, it
has not been analyzed in the present work because of the
focus on RAN andwill be addressed in the future.Themobile
terminals also incorporate advanced monitoring software
[22, 23]. Finally, the testbed includes postprocessing tools
which enable the testing and identification of IP connectivity
issues and LTE mismatches through the correlation of logs
collected at different points as shown in Figure 2.

During the experiment, VoIP calls are initiated by a
commercial VoIP client running in a laptop. The laptop uses
the Samsung GT-B3730 USB LTE modem connected, via a
radio frequency (RF) wire, to the E2010 eNodeB emulator
from AT4 wireless. The emulator is connected to the Internet
and to a local Asterisk server via a proprietary data gateway.
The core network is not presented in the current version
of the testbed. In this work, we focus on the study of
radio access interface performance from the point of view
of QoS and QoE perceived at the user equipment (UE).
In order to automate the establishment of the calls, the
Asterisk server is configured to provide a callback service,
so that this service reproduces a 30-second recording each
time a call is received in a preconfigured VoIP extension.
Records have been extracted from audio samples provided
in the (international telegraph union telecommunication
standardization sector (ITU-T) recommendation P.501 to
speech quality evaluation on telephone networks. The codec
used during the transmission is the G.711 because it is well
known and its constant bit rate eases the initial analysis of the
impact in throughput and similar metrics. Other codecs such
as AMR (codec recommended for VoLTE profile in [10]) or
SILK (Skype) will be addressed in future experiments.

Wireshark is used to capture the IP traffic on both sides.
The emulator also provides low level EUTRAN traces that are
valuable for detailed examination of behaviors of interest.The
postprocessing of the results collected is carried out using a
tool developed in our research group which, among other
things, obtains delay, packet losses, jitter, and MOS values
of the VoIP calls. perceptual evaluation of speech quality
(PESQ) algorithm defined in [24] is used to calculate MOS.
PESQ analyzes relative degradation between the original and
the received voice signals. In order to apply the algorithm,
both waveforms have to be provided as input. The source
signal is directly fed to the server, but for comparison
purposes, we obtain it from the generated IP traffic to isolate
it from server encoding effects, whereas the received voice is
reconstructed from the IP traffic recorded byWireshark at the
destination end.

Table 1 contains an example configuration deployed in the
LTE test base station.

Different fading and noise propagation conditions have
been applied. Multipath fading conditions are typically expe-
rienced in mobile environments as a result of the user
mobility. A typical environment with low delay spread is
represented with the EPA5 profile as defined in [25]. EPA
stands for Extended Pedestrian A channel model, which
contains 7 channel taps with an average delay spread of 45 ns
and a maximum tap delay of 410 ns. The EPA5 profile has

Table 1: Resource scheduling and radio frequency configuration in
the LTE test base station.

Parameter Configuration
MIMO configuration 2 × 2
Channel bandwidth 10MHz
Reference signal power −60 dBm/15 kHz
Noise power −67 to −73 dBm/15KHz
Max HARQ retransmissions 3
RLC transmission mode UM
RLC sequence number size 5
PDCP discard policy No discard
PDCP sequence number size 7
Peak PDSCH bandwidth 120Kbps
Resource allocation Periodic, 5ms
Modulation 16QAM
MCS (mod.& coding index) 13
PHICH duration Normal
PHICH resources 1/6
Number of PDCCH symbols 1
Specific aggregation level 2
Fading profile EPA5

Table 2: Extended Pedestrian A channel model.

Excess tap delay (ns) Relative power (dB)
0 0.0
30 −1.0
70 −2.0
90 −3.0
110 −8.0
190 −17.2
410 −20.8

an associated maximum Doppler frequency of 5Hz, and the
associated tap delay and relative power is shown in Table 2.

As demonstrated in the table, the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) has been swept in a range of 7 to 13 dB to analyze
the results under moderate packet loss conditions. As the
VoIP service has real-time requirements, the RLC layer
is configured to operate in unacknowledged mode (UM),
that does not retransmit. However, although the RLC UM
does not retransmit unconfirmed data, the hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ) at medium access control (MAC)
level provides convenient fast retransmission with incremen-
tal redundancy. Thus, even in the presence of a moderate
Physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) bLock error rate
(BLER), a higher layer protocol data unit (PDU), will only
be lost if the maximum number of HARQ retransmissions is
reached at MAC level.

4. Analysis of IP Performance

The aim of this paper is not only to introduce a reference
framework for measurements of IP services deployed over
LTE but also the importance of cross-layer results in the
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context of the VoIP service. Using the testbed described in
the previous section, a campaign of experiments have been
carried out to obtain the results referred to. Also cross-layer
correlations between LTE mechanism and IP performance
are explained.

4.1. IP Parameters. As we have stated in previous sections,
some variable bit rate codecs are expected to be used in VoIP
over LTE however, in this approach we have chosen the G.711
codec to compare because it is a standard and widely studied
codec with constant bit rate (CBR). G.711 codec has a 64 kbps
voice bandwidth.The constant sampled rate of 20ms and the
fixed 160 bytes of the payload plus 40 bytes of IP/UDP/RTP
header produce a flow with a bandwidth of 80 kbps at the
IP level. At the radio access a peak PDSCH bit rate of
120 kbps has been scheduled to provide enough throughput
headroom. We have analyzed the IP bandwidth of the flow
received by the mobile device during 10 consecutive VoIP
calls in the worst-case scenario, that is, the scenario with 7 dB
of SNR. The call length is 30 seconds. Results are depicted in
Figure 3(a).The instantaneous evolution of the IP bandwidth
for the 10 calls is compared with the nominal 80 kbps
constant bit rate generated by the source. The IP bandwidth
fluctuations obtained at the destination are caused by lost
and delayed packets, which cause instantaneous decrements
of the received bit rate. Successful retransmissions generate
bandwidth peaks one second after the decrement, because
the calculation is made averaging the received packets during
the last second. Although we have used the LTE same fading
profile and nominal signal to noise ratio in all the calls,
different instantaneous results have been obtained because of
the random nature of the fading and noise generators.

A packet loss rate close to 0% and a jitter lower than 2ms
can provide good quality VoIP calls, even comparable with
a public switched telephone network (PSTN) call. However
most codecs used in the VoIP service are not tolerant of
higher packet losses. For the “standard” G.711 codec or the
G.729 codec, a 1% packet loss rate significantly degrades a call
[26]. In Figure 3(b), we depict packet losses obtained during
sessions where different SNR were configured. We can see
that packet losses are higher than 1% only for VoIP call with
the lower configured SNR, 7 dB.

The interarrival jitter is calculated as defined in [27] using
the IP traces captured at the mobile subscriber terminal.
Each RTP packet contains a timestamp which reflects the
sampling instant of the first octet in the RTP data packet.
The instantaneous variation of the delay is obtained by
comparing the elapsed time between two received packets
with the difference between their timestamp. The jitter is
then derived applying a filter to the instantaneous delay
variation. In Figure 3(c), we observe the temporal evolution
of instant jitter during VoIP calls conducted in the scenario
configured with 7 dB of SNR, while Figure 3(d) shows the
mean jitter obtained in all the scenarios. This is a traditional
analysis based on only IP parameters, which is very useful
to characterize the performance of the service under study.
However, it is not enough for the adaptation and optimization
of the service to the underlying transport technology.This can
be better appreciated by observing Figure 3(d). Concretely,

it can be seen that despite the delay variations introduced
by HARQ retransmissions, the average jitter is kept in only
a few ms, although eventually the instantaneous delay may
vary in the order of tens of ms. However, to obtain a better
comprehension ofVoIP performance over LTE, it is necessary
to monitor low level parameters and correlate them with
IP parameters. In the following section, we will analyze the
correlations between parameters monitored at different LTE
layers.

5. Cross-Layer Measurement Analysis

In this section, a further analysis of the results obtained in
previous experiments is provided. Specifically, wewill present
a correlation of the SNR configured in the experiments
with different IP and RF measured parameters. In addition,
we will also depict the mapping of voice quality measure-
ments. Known functions (linear, polynomial, exponential,
and logarithmic functions) have been applied to obtain the
correlation between the parameters. To retrieve the degree
of correlation, the coefficient of determination 𝑅2 has been
calculated. 𝑅2 ranges from 0 (indicating the absence of a
systematic correlation) to 1 (indicating a perfect correlation).

5.1. HARQ and Packet Losses. Figure 4(a) shows the effect
of the SNR on the packet loss rate. We have represented
the mean value, as well as the minimum and the maximum
packet loss rate to illustrate the maximum variability for a
given SNR value. It must be noted that although in some
points the slope seems to change, these effects may appear
because of the randomness of the propagation conditions,
these magnitudes require large statistical analysis and in a
limited set of experiments small deviations may appear in the
results.

We have also compared the PDSCH BLER with the IP
packet loss rate. The PDSCH BLER represents the ratio of
correctly acknowledged transport blocks to the total number
of transmitted transport blocks. As the SNR decreases, the
effect of the noise makes the PDSCH BLER increase. In
Figure 4(b), we correlate the PDSCH BLER with the packet
loss rate. In absence of HARQ, the PDSCH BLER should
match the packet loss rate, but HARQ reduces the rate of
packet losses at the cost of additional use of PDSCH resources
to allocate retransmissions. As we are operating in relatively
ideal conditions, the relation between the BLER and the
effective bandwidth reduction is approximately linear as a
single retransmission will succeed typically. In worse SNR
conditions, the ratio of lost packets rate to PDSCH BLER
would be even further reduced at the expense of a more
noticeable impact on the bandwidth.

Other useful magnitudes are also related with SNR and
parameters. The CQI is a magnitude reported by a mobile
device, with a configurable periodicity, that provides an
estimation of the instantaneous quality of the channel. The
larger the reported CQI, the higher the coding rate (lower
redundancy) that can be used for transmission. We have
verified that the reported average CQI decreases consistently
as the noise increases, and in future work, we will provide
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Figure 3: IP performance parameters analysis. (a) Instant IP bandwidth measurements during 10 VoIP calls in an EPA5 LTE scenario with a
7 dB of SNR. (b) Packet losses per VoIP call for different levels of SNR in an EPA5 scenario. (c) Instant jitter measurements during 10 VoIP
calls in a EPA5 LTE scenario with a 7 dB of SNR. (d) Mean Jitter per VoIP call for different levels of SNR.
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Figure 4: Cross-layer measurements and correlations. (a) Packet Loss versus SNR. (b) Packet Loss versus PDSCH BLER. (c) MOS versus
SNR. (d) PESQMOS versus packet lost. (e) PESQ MOS versus PDSCH BLER.
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detailed results of the mapping of PDSCH BLER to reported
CQI for different cell configurations and propagation con-
ditions. Furthermore, we will also analyze different CQI
adaptive schedulers, that will react to the instantaneous
received CQI to provide appropriate resource allocations.

In general, low 𝑅2 values have been obtained (0.7 or less)
with the equations used, which exposes the complexity of the
relationships between the cross-layer parameters analyzed.
In future work, we will apply objective-driven simulations
[28] to obtain more accurate patterns between cross-layer
parameters under study.

5.2. Voice Quality Measurements. In this section, we provide
the voice quality results associated to the former experiments.
VoIP voice quality has been calculated using the objective
PESQ algorithm standardized by ITU-T.ThePESQ algorithm
outcome provides a quality metric mapped to the MOS.
The algorithm requires injecting a known speech signal into
the system under test, and the degraded output signal is
compared with the original (reference) input. Values between
4 and 4.5 represent toll quality, which is the typical quality
offered by the PSTN, while values below 3.5 are often
considered by some users. In Figure 4(c), we can see that an
SNRof 8 dBor higher produces a an averageMOShigher than
4, whereas an SNR of 7 dB results in an MOS of below 3.5 for
some calls.

Although the mapping of MOS to packet losses has been
analyzed in the literature, it is also represented in Figure 4(d)
to verify that a linear estimation can be derived. Particularly,
it can be verified that for packet losses close to 0%, the
maximum quality is reported by PESQ, whose maximum
output is 4.5. It must be noted that the PESQ algorithm does
not consider factors such as the end to end delay that affect
the subjective quality and are considered in other methods
such as the E-model.

In Figure 4(e), the mapping of MOS to the PDSCH
BLER is represented. Although it will depend on the cell
configuration, in future work, we will consider using delay
aware quality algorithms such as E-model to review the
relation between MOS and PDSCH BLER, as the delay
introduced by HARQ retransmissions could have also an
impact on quality depending on the configuration and the
end to end delay budget.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a detailed state of the art of
LTE improvements for enhanced VoIP support. It has also
been identified that standardization organizations, alliances,
and network operators demand more realistic measurements
to improve the QoS and QoE of LTE deployments in general
and VoIP over LTE in particular. To that end, we have
proposed an experimental testing setup based on a real-time
implementation of the LTE radio access where it is possible
to test LTE protocol settings, commercial devices, and real
applications.

We have also shown the results obtained by the provision
of relevant reference performance measurements carried
out for a specific configuration at different levels of the

communication, covering LTE physical level, IP performance
and voice quality evaluation. Moreover, the measurements
are correlated to check the consistency of the results and
extract the relationships between them. For example, the
number of configured HARQ retransmissions has impact on
the tradeoffbetweenmaximumdelay andpacket losses.These
results will also complement the limited nonsimulated results
currently available in the scientific literature.

During the experiments, it has been identified a notice-
able variability of the results because of the use of realistic
impairments such as fading and noise. Real-time test envi-
ronment where the experiments can be largely repeated, as
the proposed one, will definitely contribute to improve the
statistical relevance of the results with shorter test times.

For future work we plan to extend the number of fading
profiles, increase the parameters logged at the emulated
environment, and automate the execution of the tests to
increase the number of VoIP calls under study, which will
improve statistical validity of the results. With these automa-
tion features, we will apply the presented methodology to
validate the proposals identified in the summarized state of
the art.The testbed will be also extended with a core network
which will enable to evaluate the impact of the transport in
the evolved packet core (EPC) and study the performance of
mobility procedures such as S1- and X2-based handovers.
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Scalable video coding allows an efficient provision of video services at different quality levels with different energy demands.
According to the specific type of service and network scenario, end users and/or operators may decide to choose among different
energy versus quality combinations. In order to deal with the resulting trade-off, in this paper we analyze the number of video
layers that are worth to be received taking into account the energy constraints. A single-objective optimization is proposed based
on dynamically selecting the number of layers, which is able to minimize the energy consumption with the constraint of a minimal
quality threshold to be reached. However, this approach cannot reflect the fact that the same increment of energy consumption
may result in different increments of visual quality.Thus, a multiobjective optimization is proposed and a utility function is defined
in order to weight the energy consumption and the visual quality criteria. Finally, since the optimization solving mechanism is
computationally expensive to be implemented in mobile devices, a heuristic algorithm is proposed. This way, significant energy
consumption reduction will be achieved while keeping reasonable quality levels.

1. Introduction

The evolution of multimedia encoding techniques allows effi-
ciently provisioning video services at different quality levels.
However, resulting streams lead also to different energy con-
sumptions making it difficult to simultaneously satisfy both
energy consumption and quality requirements. Therefore,
an energy versus quality compromise solution is commonly
required. In commercial cellular networks, users are used to
dealingwith these trade-offs eithermanually or automatically
(i.e., using small widgets to reduce display brightness, disable
radio interfaces, etc.) and normally maintaining the same
play-out quality. However, reduced energy consumption
becomes a truly severe constraint in specific communication
scenarios such as mobile emergency networks or distributed
sensors. Additionally, any solution will also depend on the
characteristics of the video players although higher resolution
video could improve visual quality for high-end mobile
devices, for others no visible quality improvement is achieved
due to available screen resolution, codecs, or CPU power.
So, additional energy consumption, higher data bandwidth,
and spectrum use would have no real impact on users
satisfaction. Energy- and visual quality-aware video dynamic

transmission schemes would allow network operators and
users to avoid such waste of resources.

In order to cope with the heterogeneity of mobile devices
and user requirements for efficient mobile video delivery, a
multilayer scheme is broadly considered as the best solution.
In this paradigm, each video is encoded into a single stream
with multiple layers, where each layer is only transmitted
once. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) standard, an extension
for H.264/AVC standard, makes this multilayering possi-
ble, becoming the most promising encoding technology
for solving the problem of multiuser video streaming in
most mobile environments (see [1, 2]). This mechanism for
content delivery provides quality differentiation, so that the
same content is sent simultaneously in different qualities
without replicating the original information. This way, users
that demand lower energy consumption can maintain the
reproduction but accepting lower quality level.

For example, [3–5] have proposed broadcasting schemes
that would allow mobile devices to receive and decode the
most suitable number of layers, maintaining the perceived
video quality proportional to the consumed energy in aDVB-
H scenario. Under typical system parameters of mobile TV
networks, the proposed schemes allow mobile devices to
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achieve energy savings between 60% and 95% depending
on how many layers they receive. In [5], not only does
the proposed scheme enable each device to achieve energy
saving proportional to perceived quality but also low channel
switching delays are guaranteed, which is also important to
user experience.

However, in these works the expected visual quality
level as perceived by the user is not quantified, which is
fundamental to find a relation between energy consumption
and user Quality of Experience (QoE).

In [6], authors follow a similar approach but in a
802.11e environment by using sleep cycles of wireless adapter
for energy saving. In this case, a simple QoE estimation
algorithm is used to trigger specific power save protocol
operations. However, they only modify the behaviour of the
receiver with a single version of the content. Furthermore, no
analysis of the optimality of their approach is included.

Such kind of optimization in 802.11 is carried out in [7],
including both linear programming techniques and heuris-
tics. Unfortunately, only energy is considered as optimization
criteria and no effect into quality is analyzed.

Finally, [8] proposes a method for statically selecting the
best number of layers for the whole duration of a video
with energy constraints. However, no compromise solution
is provided and DVB-H scenarios only are considered.

In order to cover these lacks, in this paper we analyze the
optimal strategy to be applied if we can modify dynamically
the number of layers during the video reproduction con-
sidering energy and quality constraints. Therefore, the main
contributions of the paper are as follows. (1) We analyze the
energy versus QoE trade-offs considering either energy or
quality as constraints. (2) We formulate the aforementioned
scenarios in terms of single-objective linear programming
(SOLP) problems and analyze the optimal sets in both the
input and the objective space. (3)We study themultiobjective
problem therefore allowing deployers to fine tune the relative
weights of green consciousness and quality criteria. (4) We
propose lightweight heuristics for energy- and QoE-aware
optimization that ensure a feasible implementation on the
end user while providing near-optimal solutions.

Therefore, the rest of this paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2, we analyze the dual energy minimizing and
QoE maximizing problem while alternating the number of
reproduced layers during a video session. Section 3 considers
users that have both energy and QoE related criteria, and
Section 4 summarizes achieved results.

2. Energy/QoE Single Optimization

In this section, we will express the Energy versus QoE trade-
off in terms of a typical optimization problem with different
objectives and constraints, analyze the optimal strategy, and
compare it with the traditional ones.

Traditional QoE-aware energy-constrained video repro-
duction strategies select the maximum number of layers that
the available battery [8] and/or CPU load [9] would allow for
the full video playout in an static way, so that the decision is
taken just once. We will generalize and refer to this kind of
strategies as basic strategy.

Considering (1) that each additional layer provides dif-
ferent QoE level (see, e.g., [10, 11]) and energy consumption
and (2) that SVC players [12] support switching from a layer
to another, we will instead propose a dynamic method for
triggering layer switching considering energy constraints.

We will therefore focus on selecting the best set of
different time periods 𝑡

𝑖
so that during 𝑡

𝑖
(𝑠)𝑖 layers will be

reproduced.
For simplicity purposes, we will consider 4 layers to

illustrate the method. For a video of duration 𝑇(𝑠) it is clear
then that 𝑡

1
+ 𝑡
2
+ 𝑡
3
+ 𝑡
4

= 𝑇. In our optimization problem
t = [𝑡
1

𝑡
2

𝑡
3

𝑡
4
] will be the input variables.

In order to define our optimization problem completely,
we will consider that the average of the satisfaction over the
whole video reproduction Q̂oE is a good estimator of video
quality. Then, we have an optimization problem consisting of
the following.

(A2.1) Minimizing energy consumption for a given video
and certain minimum acceptable visual quality.

(A2.2) Maximizing user QoE for a given video and certain
maximum energy constraint.

Any single-objective optimization problem (SOP) [13]
like (A2.1) and (A2.2) aims at choosing the “best” possible
combination of input parameters in order to optimize the one
considered criterion.

Let x ∈ R𝑀 be a vector of 𝑀 input variables of the
optimization problem.

The SOP can be stated as follows:

max {𝑓 (x) = 𝑧}

s.t. x ∈ 𝑆, 𝑧 ∈ R,

(1)

where 𝑆 is the set of feasible points in the input space
delimited by 𝑖 inequalities and 𝑗 equalities such as

x ∈ 𝑆 ⇐⇒ {

𝑔 (x) ≤ b, (𝑏
1
, 𝑏
2
, . . . , 𝑏

𝑖
)

ℎ (x) = c, (𝑐
1
, 𝑐
2
, . . . , 𝑐

𝑗
) .

(2)

Thus, the SOP could be summarized as “finding the set of
input variables xopt belonging to 𝑆 region so that 𝑓(xopt) =

𝑧opt is max,” where 𝑆 is constrained by inequalities 𝑔(x) ≤ b
and equalities ℎ(x) = c.

If both 𝑓(x) is linear and 𝑆 is defined by linear conditions
(therefore both 𝑔(x) and ℎ(x) are linear functions as well),
then the SOP is called single objective linear programming
problem (SOLP) [14].

The basic metric that we will use for estimating the
whole user satisfaction regarding video quality will be the
average value of the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) according
to the number of layers reproduced along each time period.
Therefore,

Q̂oE =

1

𝑇

4

∑

𝑖=1

∫

𝑡𝑖

MOS
𝑖
(𝑡) ⋅ 𝑑𝑡, (3)

where MOS
𝑖
(𝑡) is the evolution of the QoE measured in the

MOS scale along the 𝑖th period.
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If the visual quality is considered roughly constant for
a certain bitrate or number of layers and we denote 1 ≤

MOS
𝑖

≤ 5 as the MOS estimated for a certain number of
layers according to subjective tests, then MOS

𝑖
(𝑡) ≈ MOS

𝑖

for the whole period. Therefore,

Q = [𝑄
1

𝑄
2

𝑄
3

𝑄
4
] , 𝑄

𝑖
=

MOS
𝑖

𝑇

(4)

are the normalized quality coefficients, and (3) can be
expressed as follows:

Q̂oE = Q ⋅ t⊺. (5)

Similarly, according to [8, 15], the battery consumption
in mobile video players shows some kind of dependence on
the number of layers received. Therefore, the total energy
consumption will depend on the number of layers that will
be received so that total consumption 𝑃 along the whole
reproduction time can be expressed as follows:

𝑃 = B ⋅ t⊺, (6)

where B = [𝐵
1

𝐵
2

𝐵
3

𝐵
4
] is the vector of normalized

coefficients of battery consumption.
Thisway, problem (1) can be expressed as a SOLPproblem

for both (A2.1) and (A2.2).

2.1. Minimizing Energy Consumption Assuring a QoE Thresh-
old (A2.1). In this case, the objective function to be min-
imized is the energy consumption so that 𝑓(x) = 𝑃.
Minimum energy consumption will be constrained by the
QoE threshold, the user will stand (𝐸) in terms of Q̂oE ≥ 𝐸.
This constraint will lead to the associated inequality in (7).
Similarly, the sum of the time period for all the layer numbers
must be the total duration of the video𝑇 leading to an equality
constraint expressed with the identity vector i = [1 1 1 1].
Consider the following:

max {−B ⋅ t⊺}

s.t. [
[I]
Q] ⋅ t⊺ ≥ [

[0]
𝐸

]

i ⋅ t⊺ = 𝑇,

(7)

where the natural condition 𝑡
𝑖
≥ 0 for all 𝑖 is included in the

matrix notation in (7) using the identity 4 × 4 matrix [I].
Then, the SOLP problem in (7) can be solved by typical

well-known optimization problem resolution mechanisms
such as the simplex method [16]. Therefore, we can eas-
ily calculate the solution of the SOLP for a wide range
of constraints and Q parameters. In fact, considering the
proposed transmission scheme in [8], we have carried out
the optimization for the parameters collected in Table 1 and
obtained Figures 1 and 2. Note that the normalized available
battery is measured in seconds to avoid specific details about
battery characteristics (like voltage and capacity in mAh).

Formobile videos with different motion levels or Content
Types (CTs) (referred to as Low Motion (LM), Medium
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Figure 1: Comparison between basic strategy and energy optimiza-
tion.
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Figure 2: Static versus dynamic energy optimization for different
CTs and SRs.

Motion (MM), and High Motion (HM)) and Spatial Res-
olutions (SRs) we have calculated the QoE-optimal layer
selection strategy with the energy constraint. Note that,
although we have considered a specific scenario in our study,
the method can be applied to any multilayer broadcasting
technology just by considering related Q and MOS

𝑖
coeffi-

cients.
In order to calculate realistic QoE constraints, we must

consider𝐸min and𝐸max: theminimumandmaximumachiev-
able Q̂oE considering 𝑡

1
= 𝑇 and 𝑡

4
= 𝑇, respectively

(i.e., receiving only 1 layer—worst quality—or 4 layers—best
quality—during the whole video length). According to the
metric used 𝐸min = MOS

1
and 𝐸max = MOS

4
. Finally, since
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Table 1: Values for coefficients for battery minimizing SOLP ob-
tained from [8].

Concept Value
Video length
𝑇 (s)

7200

QoE
threshold 𝐸

𝐸min ≤ 𝐸 ≤ 𝐸max

Available
battery (s)

1000

Content
Type

SR Values per layer

MOS
𝑖

LM QVGA [3.20 3.99 4.45 4.78]

MM QVGA [2.36 3.57 4.27 4.77]

HM QVGA [1.45 3.03 3.95 4.60]

LM QCIF [3.71 3.82 3.89 3.93]

MM QCIF [3.08 3.50 3.74 3.92]

HM QCIF [2.29 3.07 3.52 3.85]

𝐾 ⋅ [2 3 4 5] where the constant 𝐾

B depends on the transmission scheme only
regardless of the CT and resulting spatial resolution

the additional constraint of the total energy consumption
must be less than the available battery (if a handheld device)
or the energy budget, not all points will be feasible.

In Figure 1, the objective space (namely, minimum bat-
tery consumption versus QoE threshold) and the finite
decision points associated to the traditional selection of a
fixed number of layers for the whole video are shown for a
certain CT/SR combination. Considered remaining battery
constraint results in a Feasible Point (FP) that represents the
maximum achievable QoE level. Both this FP and discrete
no. L points are shown (the points related to reproducing a
certain number of layers during the whole play-out time, 𝑇).

We can see how, by changing the number of layers
reproduced along the video duration, we can optimize the
energy consumption with finer grain QoE constraints. This
way, for MOS

1
≤ Q̂oE < MOS

2
traditional static strategies

would result in selecting 2 layers (2L) for the whole duration
of the video and consuming associated energy. Our dynamic
approach would instead allow the selection of different
(energy, QoE) points. On the other hand, if we compare in
detail both approaches for this concrete CT and SR (LM
and QVGA), obtained optimum strategy does not match the
simplest one in 2L point. This clearly reflects the energy
saving achieved as for the sameMOS less energy is consumed.

Additional results are depicted in Figure 2 for every com-
bination of video types and encoding resolutions considered.
Examining in detail the figure we can see how optimization
strategy does not match the traditional static approaches
(fixed no. L points). Furthermore, vertical lines show the
result of ensuring certain QoE levels for different CTs. For
example, for selected Q̂oE thresholds, the QCIF versions are
better in terms of energy consumption for HM and MM
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Figure 3: Comparison between basic strategy and QoE optimiza-
tion.

videos, while QVGA is better for the threshold considered in
the LM case.

2.2. Maximizing User QoE Constrained by Maximum Energy
Consumption (A2.2). For (A2.2), in an analogous way to
Section 2.1, the objective function to be maximized is the
MOS so that 𝑓 = Q̂oE. Maximum achievable QoE will
be constrained by the maximum battery consumption 𝐶.
This constraint will lead to the associated inequality in the
following:

max {Q ⋅ t⊺}

s.t. [

[I]
−B

] ⋅ t⊺ ≥ [

[0]
−𝐶

]

I ⋅ t⊺ = 𝑇.

(8)

Figure 3 depicts the evolution in the objective space of
the proposed optimal strategy in comparison with the basic
one considering #L points only. Once more, we can see how
the proposed scheme allows us to set a continuous range of
energy constraints resulting in different values of Q̂oE. In
this case, an available energy budget in the [𝐸

1
, 𝐸
2
) range

would collapse into the same 1L point, therefore allowing only
minimum Q̂oE.

When we compare the obtained results for different
CT/SR combinations (in Figure 4), we can see, again, how the
QoE maximizing quality selection mechanism would choose
QCIF (for the particular energy saving constraints marked
with a vertical line in the figure) for LMandMMvideos, while
QVGA for the HM one.

2.3. Comparison between SOLP Approaches. In Sections 2.1
and 2.2, we have used the simplex optimization method for
SOLPs in order to optimize either energy for a given QoE
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Figure 4: Static versus dynamic QoE optimization for different CTs
and SRs.

threshold orQoE for a givenmaximumbattery consumption.
Due to the nature of the linear optimization problem, if
we compare both optimization approaches, we can see in
Figure 6 that both lead to the same shape in the objective
space.This conclusion is consistentwith the nature of the dual
problem itself, since energy and QoE are opposite objectives,
and the constraint in one problem becomes the objective
function in the other.

Since carrying out the simplex method for the opti-
mization of every video reproduction would be inviable for
handheld devices due to the high CPU power needed, we
focus on developing heuristics capable of providing near-
optimal solutions. This way, both video operators and end
users themselves would be able to reduce their energy
consumption while maintaining QoE levels. In order to do
so, we have analyzed more deeply the shape of the optimal
set (namely, Pareto front in the objective space) for three
different situations and compared it with the #L points. We
can see (Figure 5) how the optimal strategy for energy versus
QoE, depending on MOS

𝑖
and B evolution:

(1) follows exactly the line between 1L and 4L (including
2L and 3L), constrained by the FP;

(2) follows the polygon (the 2D polytope in the objective
space) 1L-2L-3L-4L constrained by the FP;

(3) follows the 1L and 4L but without going through 2L
and 3L points.

We conclude that, regardless of the specific parameters of
the SOLP problem to be solved, the optimal strategy always
includes 1L and 4L points (or associated FP point if 4L is
not feasible due to the battery constraint). This result is quite
evident since reproducing just 1 or all the 4 layers gives the
minimum and maximum QoE and battery. However, both
2L ([0 𝑇 0 0]) and 3L ([0 0 𝑇 0]) points are not always
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Figure 5: Pareto fronts for 3 different MOS
𝑖
and B.

optimal points (i.e., they do not belong to the Pareto front).
As a result, the simple strategy of following the 1L-2L-3L-4L
path must be carefully reviewed.

Therefore, in order to propose an optimization strategy,
we must evaluate the evolution of the Pareto front in both the
objective and the input space for every possible situation (1,
2, and 3).

In Figures 6 and 7, we can see such evolution for the
objective and input space in the aforementioned Situations 1
and 2. Figure 6 confirms the superposition of both (A2.1) and
(A2.2) Pareto fronts in the objective space for both situations.
In Figure 7, we depict the 4D input space with the points
that belong to the Pareto front in both situations. In order
to do so, (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) space coordinates correspond to 𝑡

1
, 𝑡
2
, and

𝑡
3
, respectively. The fourth dimension (𝑡

4
) is represented by

the area of the sphere in the (𝑡
1
, 𝑡
2
, 𝑡
3
) point. Finally, the

result of the objective function is represented by the color
of the sphere according to the colormap shown. (𝑇, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 𝑇, 0, 0), (0, 0, 𝑇, 0), and (0, 0, 0, 𝑇) points are also depicted
with spheres.

When comparing Situations 1 and 2 in the input space,
we can see how, for the former, the optimal path does not
follow any simple strategy. However, the latter follows a linear
path in a set of consecutive planes, which leads to easy-to-
implement heuristics.

After comparing the figures for MOS
𝑖
for every consid-

ered video CTs and SRs and the evolution of the energy
consumption versus the number of layers, we conclude that
all of them follow the Situation 2. In fact, if we analyze the
sufficient conditions leading to Situation 2 it is clear that, if
the function max MOS = 𝑓(min Energy) in the objective
space is convex, the resulting shape would belong to this
group. Most QoE studies aiming at mapping satisfaction
versus network performance parameters use logarithmic
expressions (see [17]), so that they are convex. In our case, due
to this convexity of theMOS expression and the proportional
𝐾 ⋅ (𝑖 + 1) dependency of the energy with t(𝑖) for all 𝑖, an
increment achieved by the simplex algorithm in terms of
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Figure 6: Situations 1 and 2 in the objective space.
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Figure 7: Situations 1 and 2 in the input space.

MOS = MOS + ΔMOS would be caused by a displacement
vector t = t + Δt leading to a (𝑃


,MOS) point above the

1L–4L line in the objective space. An equivalent conclusion
will be obtained if we calculate the gradient of bothMOS and
energy, or if we consider that many optimization methods
indeed provide the convex part of the Pareto front.

Therefore, in this case the associated optimization
heuristic is straightforward, regardless either optimization
approach 1 (minimize energy for a certain QoE) or 2 (maxi-
mize QoE for a certain energy budget) is applied. Algorithm 1
shows the complete optimization heuristic procedure. The
algorithm is based on the fact that the optimal polytope
will follow the 1L-2L-3L-4L path (constrained by the FP).
Additionally, we take into account that, due to the linear
constraints, the polytope will be formed by the intersection
of planes leading to lines in the different 2D planes formed by
the successive input parameters. So, since t = [𝑡

1
𝑡
2

𝑡
3

𝑡
4
]

is the 4D input space, the optimization heuristic will consider

the polytope delimited by 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L/FP points and
planes [𝑡

1
𝑡
2

0 0], [0 𝑡
2

𝑡
3

0], and [0 0 𝑡
3

𝑡
4
]. Note

here that along the different figures in this paper, we have set a
maximum energy constraint leading to an FP between 3L and
4L for illustration purposes. In a real scenario, the FP could
be anywhere in the 1L–4L Pareto Front.

Regardless our aim is minimizing energy for a certain
QoE or maximizing QoE with a certain energy budget, we
will calculate the 2D plane where the target point in the
input space will be located at. Since both energy and QoE
are monotonically growing with t(𝑖) for all 𝑖 either the QoE
or the battery constraint will allow us to select the plane by
evaluating the BAT

𝑖
−BAT

𝑖+1
orQoE

𝑖
−QoE

𝑖+1
intervals where

𝑖 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ FP. Later, the linear dependence will allow us to
express topt(𝑖) as a function of provided constraints (see lines
18–21 and 28–30).

In Figure 8, the results obtained with the heuristics for
both Situations 1 and 2 in the objective space are depicted.
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(1) 𝑇 ← Video Length {Initialize total time to play the whole video}
(2) B ← obtain 𝐵 from Transmission Scheme() {Obtain battery related coefficients}
(3)Q ← obtain 𝑄 from Subjective Tests (CT, SR) {Obtain QoE related coefficients}
(4) 𝐸max ← maximum Battery Consumption
(5) for 𝑖 = 1 → 4 do
(6) t

𝑖
← [0 0 0 0]

(7) t
𝑖
(𝑖) = 𝐿

(8) QoE
𝑖
← Q ⋅ t⊺

𝑖
{Obtain QoE for #L point}

(9) BAT
𝑖
← B ⋅ t⊺

𝑖
{Obtain Battery consumption for #L point}

(10) end for
(11) BATFP ← 𝐸max {Maximum battery sets the FP}
(12) QoEFP ← calculate FP(t1, t2, t3, t4,BATFP) {Obtain QoE for FP}
(13) If minimize Energy then {minimize energy for a given QoE constraint}
(14) 𝐸 ← minimum Acceptable QoE
(15) 𝑖 ← find Plane(𝐸,QoE

𝑖
,BAT

𝑖
,BATFP ,QoEFP)

(16) 𝑎 ←

BAT
𝑖+1

− BAT
𝑖

QoE
𝑖+1

− QoE
𝑖

(17) 𝑏 ←

BAT
𝑖+1

− BAT
𝑖
⋅ QoE

𝑖+1
/QoE

𝑖

1 − QoE
𝑖+1

/QoE
𝑖

(18) BATopt ← 𝑎 ⋅ 𝐸 + 𝑏

(19) topt ← [0 0 0 0]

(20) topt(𝑖) ←

𝐸 − 𝑇 ⋅ Q(𝑖 + 1)

Q(𝑖) − Q(𝑖 + 1)

(21) topt(𝑖 + 1) ← 𝑇 − topt(𝑖)
(22) else {maximize QoE for a given energy constraint}
(23) 𝐶 ← maximum Energy Consumption
(24) 𝑖 ← find Plane(𝐶,QoE

𝑖
,BAT

𝑖
,BATFP ,QoEFP)

(25) 𝑎 ←

BAT
𝑖+1

− BAT
𝑖

QoE
𝑖+1

− QoE
𝑖

(26) 𝑏 ←

BAT
𝑖+1

− BAT
𝑖
⋅ QoE

𝑖+1
/QoE

𝑖

1 − QoE
𝑖+1

/QoE
𝑖

(27) QoEopt ←

𝐶 − 𝑏

𝑎

(28) topt ← [0 0 0 0]

(29) topt(𝑖) ←

𝐶 − 𝑇 ⋅ B(𝑖 + 1)

B(𝑖) − B(𝑖 + 1)

(30) topt(𝑖 + 1) ← 𝑇 − topt(𝑖)
(31) end if

Algorithm 1: Heuristic for both SOLP optimization problems.

Note that, even for Situation 1 the heuristic provides values
very close to the Pareto set. The reason is that 2L, 3L
and the points in the 1L–4L path belong to the Pareto
front. At the same time, when approaching these points
from [𝑡

1
𝑡
2

−
𝑡
3

𝑡
4
] and [𝑡

1
𝑡
2

+
𝑡
3

𝑡
4
], there exist different

combinations of t(𝑖) that result in the equivalent point in the
objective space. Therefore, depending on the path followed
by the simplex algorithm and the stopping thresholds, the
simulation would provide different points in the input space,
but the heuristic is still capable of providing equivalent
optimal points in the objective space.

Figure 9 shows the effect of applying developed algorithm
for Situation 3. As already mentioned, although each case

should be evaluated in terms of MOS
𝑖
and B in order to

estimate associated situation, the convex shape of the MOS
functionmakes this situation highly improbable. Anyway, the
equivalent heuristic is again quite simple, since the Pareto
front follows the 1L–4L path.

3. Hybrid Approach: Optimizing Energy
Consumption and QoE

In the previous section, we have focused on analysing the
problem of optimizing one single objective (i.e., either energy
or QoE) in our mobile video scenario. Therefore, we have
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Figure 8: Situations 1 and 2 in the objective space including heuristics.
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Figure 9: Situation 3 in the objective and input space including original heuristics.

expressed both optimization problems in terms of SOP. The
considered Q̂oE metric allowed us to reduce such problems
to SOLP ones and describe them with the matrix notation in
(7) and (8).

However, real users do not usually consider a single cri-
terion while evaluating a product or a service [18]. Generally
speaking, most users will not care about energy consumption
or quality in an isolated way but will take into account both

criteria. On one hand, commercial users would probably
prefer assuring higher quality for playing movies. In other
scenarios, such as aforementioned emergency networks, they
would instead put the emphasis on preserving battery. How-
ever, minimum image quality levels should be also provided
to keep quality of information so that, for example, first
responders would be still capable of evaluating the risks of
an emergency. Therefore, the two original SOPs merge into
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Figure 10: Evolution of optimization strategies with 0.5 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 1 in the objective space.

a more complex Multiple Objective Optimization Problem
(MOOP) including two objectives: minimizing energy con-
sumption (i.e., 𝑓

1
(t)) and maximizing QoE (i.e., 𝑓

2
(t)).

Then, the MOOP is an extension of the SOP, which can
be defined as follows:

max {𝑓
1
(x) = 𝑧

1
}

max {𝑓
2
(x) = 𝑧

2
}

...

max {𝑓
𝑘
(x) = 𝑧

𝑘
}

s.t. x ∈ 𝑆,

(9)

where 𝑓
𝑖
is the 𝑖th criterion function.

The simplest solution for the MOOP problem consists of
finding the input vector xopt so that

∃xopt ∈ 𝑆 | max {𝑓
𝑖
(xopt) = 𝑧

𝑖opt
} ∀𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘. (10)

In most of the cases, there will not exist such xopt which
maximizes all the criteria simultaneously. So, we will have
to redefine the nature of the problem by introducing the
concept of utility function, 𝑈. Then, the real formulation of
the MOOP can be expressed mathematically as follows:

max {𝑈 (𝑧
1
, 𝑧
2
, . . . , 𝑧

𝑘
)} . (11)

Then, any MOOP requires the definition of a utility
function that collects users’ preferences regarding different
considered criteria as in (11). Many authors have considered
the linear composition of preferences with different weights
to express the articulation of preferences in communications
systems withmethods such as the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP; see, e.g., [19]) to infer the weight of each criterion out
of user surveys. If we consider that our utility function follows
this linear approach:

𝑈 (x) = 𝑤
1
⋅ 𝑓
1
(x) + 𝑤

2
⋅ 𝑓
2
(x) , (12)

where, if we normalize 𝑓
1
and 𝑓

2
between the same value

ranges (i.e., 1 ≤ 𝑓
𝑖

≤ 5 as in the MOS scale), associated
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Figure 11: Evolution of optimization strategies with 0.5 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 1 in the input space.

weights will follow 𝑤
1
+ 𝑤
2
= 1 so that we could express the

utility function in a linear way as in the following:

𝑈 (x) = 𝑤 ⋅ 𝑓
1
(x) + (1 − 𝑤) ⋅ 𝑓



2
(x) . (13)

Since both 𝑓
1
and 𝑓



2
(normalized 𝑓

2
) are related to

QoE and battery criteria, respectively, if we consider similar
expressions as those in (7) and (8) for the objective functions,
we could expand expression (13) as follows:

𝑈 (t) = 𝑤 ⋅

4

∑

𝑖=1

Q (𝑖) ⋅ t (𝑖) + (1 − 𝑤) ⋅

4

∑

𝑖=1

B (𝑖) ⋅ t (𝑖) , (14)

where B is the vector of normalized battery parameters so
that 1 ≤ 𝑓



2
≤ 5. Note that, contrary to Q, B coefficients

will decrease with 𝑖B(𝑖) > B(𝑖 + 1) for all 𝑖 since users
satisfaction regarding battery will decrease when the number
of layers and therefore the battery consumption grows. If we
manipulate this expression for the utility function, we can
express the complex MOOP into a simplified SOLP similar
to (7) and (8) as follows:

max {M ⋅ t⊺}

s.t. [
[

[

[I]
−B
Q

]
]

]

⋅ t⊺ ≥ [
[

[

[0]
−𝐶

𝐸

]
]

]

I ⋅ t⊺ = 𝑇,

(15)
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whereM(𝑖) = 𝑤 ⋅Q + (1 −𝑤) ⋅B. In order to calculate B, we
carry out a mapping between the actual battery consumption
and associated satisfaction, where B(1) will be associated
with the maximum satisfaction andB(4)with the lowest one
(maximum consumption).

Once M is calculated and maximum battery and min-
imum QoE are set, we can use simplex again in order to
optimize users’ satisfaction considering both battery and
QoE. Figure 10 depicts the evolution of the optimal strategy
in the objective space for different values of 𝑤, the relative
weight of both criteria. Both hybrid optimization (with
proposed utility function) together with maximizing QoE
only policy, static assignment and proposed heuristics are
shown. The different values for 𝑤 represent how important
is the “Green characteristic” of the device for the user and/or
video provider when compared with video quality (with 𝑤 =

1 completely important and 𝑤 = 0 not important at all).
We have computed only the range 0.5 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 1, since

the same figures were obtained for lower values of 𝑤. We
can see how, for all 𝑤 < 0.7, the optimal shape is restricted
to a single point (corresponding to 1L). The reason is that,
considering the low importance of QoE, the optimization
algorithm considers that it is always more convenient to
restrict the energy consumption rather than receive more
layers and obtain better video quality. The higher the 𝑤

value, the closer the Pareto fronts gets to our original single-
objective optimization.

In Figure 11, we carry out the equivalent analysis in the
input space. Once again, the Pareto front for considered Q
and B leads to a simplified optimization strategy for t. In
this case, however, the evolution is from plane [𝑡

1
0 𝑡
3

0]

to plane [0 0 𝑡
3

𝑡
4
].

In order to get the exact topt point for every 𝐸 and 𝐶

constraint pair, we carry out the same equations as in lines
18–21 and 28–30 of Algorithm 1.

Therefore, in order to solve the MOLP problem, we could
use any LP optimization technique (i.e., simplex or Interior
PointsMethod) or analyze the problem in a case per case basis
in order to infer whether a simple per-plane heuristic could
be applied. In any case, the complexity of the solution is low.
For example, although simplex’s complexity analysis is rather
a problem dependent leading even to worst-case exponential,
due to the small size of the input matrix, results are obtained
in less than 20 iterations, and empirical tests have led to less
than 30ms of CPU consumption.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyze the trade-off between energy
consumption and visual quality for mobile video systems.

Different optimization approaches have been evaluated.
The simplest static strategy comprises receiving the highest
number of video layers while coping with the video duration
requirements. Thus, taking as inputs the video length and
the amount of remaining battery, we always select the best
possible visual quality.Themain drawback of this approach is
that all the battery is available to be used in the video playout.

In Section 2, we introduce a single-objective optimization
problem as a way to provide an automated decision making

process to the mobile device. Two approaches have been
defined and solved by linear programming: energy consump-
tion minimization constrained to a minimal QoE threshold,
and QoE maximization constrained to a maximum level
of battery consumption. Contrary to the previous case, the
decision maker may provide a noninteger number of layers,
providing a finer grain resolution for quality optimization.
Yet although we are able to introduce additional energy
constraints to the automated decision making, the desired
remaining battery level must be a priori computed without
further information of the achievable QoE level.

Additionally, once the energy or quality constraints are
assured, the single-objective optimization will lead to the
feasible point of maximum quality or minimum energy
consumption. Therefore, this approach does not explore the
intermediate points as possible optimum solutions, where we
can make use of the different relations between increased
energy consumption and enhanced visual quality.

In order to overcome this drawback, we analyze in
Section 3 the problem from a multiobjective optimization
standpoint. Both energy and quality are considered as objec-
tive functions by means of a weighted utility function,
which allows us to solve the problem as a single-objective
linear programming problem. Different weights have been
evaluated, which entail different priority to energy saving
or required quality. These weights could be used to define
different user profiles, different device energy saving modes,
or dynamically adapted based on the status of the device
battery.

Since the implementation of the optimization algorithm
in a mobile handset may result on a resource-consuming
process, we propose the use of a heuristic algorithm. From
the analysis of the evolution of both the objective function
and input variable spaces, different alternatives are found
for the shape of the Pareto front. However, considering the
logarithmic shape of the evolution of most MOS-related
utility functions, a simple heuristic has been proposed. As a
result, the proposed algorithm can be run on a mobile device
as a decisionmaking process to trigger the switching between
layers.
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The popularity of smartphones and mobile applications has experienced a considerable growth during the recent years, and this
growth is expected to continue in the future. Since smartphones have only very limited energy resources, battery efficiency is
one of the determining factors for a good user experience. Therefore, some smartphones tear down connections to the mobile
network soon after a completed data transmission to reduce the power consumption of their transmission unit. However, frequent
connection reestablishments caused by apps which send or receive small amounts of data often lead to a heavy signalling load
within the mobile network. One of the major contributions of this paper is the investigation of the resulting tradeoff between
energy consumption at the smartphone and the generated signalling traffic in the mobile network.We explain that this tradeoff can
be controlled by the connection release timeout and study the impact of this parameter for a number of popular apps that cover a
wide range of traffic characteristics in terms of bandwidth requirements and resulting signalling traffic. Finally, we study the impact
of the timer settings on Quality of Experience (QoE) for web traffic. This is an important aspect since connection establishments
not only lead to signalling traffic but also increase the load time of web pages.

1. Introduction

Together with the wide-spread usage of smartphones in
today’s UMTS networks, the popularity of smartphone apps
has seen a tremendous growth during the last years [1]. The
resulting traffic is expected to exceed half of the global mobile
data traffic in the next years [2]. One of the major reasons
for this phenomenon is that smartphones are very convenient
for users to stay always connected to the Internet. In turn,
this has led developers of smartphone apps to the assumption
of continuous Internet connectivity. Therefore, many apps
such as social network clients, weather forecasts, or instant
messengers update their status frequently, which raises a
number of problems—in the mobile network as well as on
the smartphones.

In contrast to desktops or laptops, smartphones are
equipped only with limited battery. Since established connec-
tions from the smartphone to the mobile network consume
a large amount of energy, some smartphones close these

connections soon after the data transmission is finished, that
is, after a very short period of no traffic activity, which is con-
trolled by an inactivity timer. This saves energy and prevents
battery drain caused by established but unused connections.
However, it might also degrade the user experience since the
connection start-up delay is in the order of a few seconds.
Therefore, users might get annoyed, for example, if the load
time of every web page in their browser is increased. Hence,
two oppositional effects impact the quality of experience
(QoE) perceived by the user: lower energy consumption
and short page load times—a tradeoff that we investigate
thoroughly in this paper.

From a mobile operator’s point of view, each change
between connected and disconnected states of the smart-
phone causes signalling in the network, and excessive sig-
nalling load has led to severe problems in the recent past.
For example, a large mobile network in Japan suffered from
an outage of several hours in January 2012. The operator
of this network mentioned a large number of small control
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messages of certain popular apps (such as keep-alive mes-
sages or buddy list updates in VoIP apps) as a probable
cause for this outage (Penn-Olson, “Finding a connection:
Android, Line, andDocomo’s network outage,” 2012, available
at http://www.penn-olson.com/2012/01/30/docomo-outage-
line/). Therefore, we argue that not an overload in data
traffic but the high number of establishments and teardowns
of wireless connections has brought down the network.
As a consequence, the network operator may adjust the
timer setting accordingly. A longer timer setting can reduce
signalling load and resource costs of the mobile operator,
however, at the cost of energy consumption of the user device
and an increased consumption of radio resources. Hence,
an additional tradeoff exists between battery efficiency on
smartphones and signalling load in the mobile network.
The proprietary fast dormancy mode as implemented by
smartphones (i.e., smartphones tear down the connection
earlier than advised by the network) additionally affects the
signalling load in the network and is also investigated in this
paper. The influence of traffic generated by applications on
radio resources is another point of interest of mobile oper-
ators which is already well investigated in the literature, for
example [5], and out of scope in this paper. In light of current
troubles with network outages induced by signalling storms,
the interest of mobile operators and equipment vendors has
shifted towards signalling generated by the application traffic
[6, 7] on which we focus here.

A reason for this signalling storm is the following. UMTS
networks are designed to provide wireless, high bandwidth
Internet access formobile users, for example, video telephony.
Therefore, high load in terms of data traffic was carefully
considered during the design of such networks. However,
some currently popular apps such as Aupeo radio streaming
or Skype VoIP apps load the mobile network all the time,
even if they are only running in the background. They send
update and keep-alive messages every few seconds, which is
problematic for today’s UMTS networks. The reason is that
the mobile network usually tears down wireless connections
to a user equipment (UE) after an inactivity timeout of a few
seconds, that is, when no data was transmitted for this short
time. If the time between two such keep-alive messages is
slightly above the connection timeout of the mobile network,
the wireless connections between the UE and the mobile net-
work are established and torn down every few seconds. This
is an issue that UMTS networks have not been designed for.

The contributions of this paper are the following. First,
we study the tradeoff between energy consumption at the
smartphone and the generated signalling traffic in the mobile
network. From the user’s point of view, battery efficiency
is one of the determining factors for a good QoE due to a
very limited energy capacity of smartphones [8]. Thereby, we
analyse the impact of the inactivity timer as well as of the
fast dormancy mode for exemplary smartphone apps based
on measurements in a public 3G network. These apps are
selected to cover a wide range of traffic characteristics in
terms of bandwidth requirements and resulting signalling
traffic. In particular, we consider background applications
(like Twitter or Skype in passive mode), bandwidth intensive
(like Aupeo radio streaming), and interactive applications

(like Angry Birds). Then, we answer the question whether a
mobile operator is able to findoptimal values for the inactivity
timer for a given application or network configuration.
Further, we see which apps (and which traffic characteristics)
make the smartphone users and the mobile operators angry,
respectively. We compare the results from these different
applications and study the impact of choosing one such
optimum for one specific application on other applications.
This comparison sheds new light on the practice of using
network parameters to optimise for power consumption
or generated amount of signalling frequency. Furthermore,
we discuss new paradigms for the design of mechanisms
which try to resolve such conflicts, namely, economic traffic
management [9] and design for tussle [10, 11]. Finally, we
study the impact of the timer settings on QoE for web
browsing based on existing models for web browsing [12].
This is an important aspect since connection establishments
do not only lead to signalling traffic but also increase the load
time of web pages which is the key influence factor on web
QoE.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 provides the background on UMTS networks and
the radio resource control protocol used for connection
establishment and teardown. Related work on measurement
studies of relevant RRC parameters like the inactivity timer
is reviewed. Further, existing optimisation approaches of the
resource consumption are revisited. Then, energy consump-
tion as key QoE influence factor of smartphone users is
considered. Section 3 describes the measurement setup and
the algorithm to infer (connectivity and energy) state transi-
tions of the smartphone frommeasured IP packets. Then, we
calculate signalling frequency and power consumption based
on the state transitions. Section 4 presents the numerical
results of our analysis. The traffic of the four popular smart-
phone apps are characterized. Afterwards, we compare the
signalling frequency and power consumption depending on
the network configuration. Finally, we study the influence of
network parameters on QoE for web browsing based on page
load times. Section 5 concludes this work with an outlook on
open challenges of how to optimise mobile networks without
annoying users or operators.

2. Background and Related Work

This section provides background information on the struc-
ture of UMTS networks and their components. In addition,
it explains the radio resource control (RRC) protocol, which
is used for the allocation of wireless transmission resources.
Afterwards, it reviews related work on measurement studies
of RRC parameters in real networks and on optimisation
approaches of such resources, both in the energy and the
wireless domain. Finally, we discuss the impact of energy
consumption on mobile devices such as smartphones on the
QoE of the end user.

2.1. UMTS Networks and the RRC Protocol. UMTS networks
consist of the UEs, the radio access network (RAN), and the
core network (CN).Their basic structure for packet-switched
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connections is illustrated in Figure 1. UEs are usually cell
phones or computers connected using datacards. The RAN
connects the UEs to the CN, which is connected to the
Internet. The RAN contains the NodeBs in which the UEs
are connected to using the air interface. The NodeBs in turn
are connected to radio network controllers (RNCs), which
among other tasks are responsible for radio resource control
using the RRC protocol [3].

For resource management reasons, a UE may be in one
of several RRC states, where each state allows the UE a
different level of connectivity to the RAN. The RRC protocol
specifies five states for the connection between theUE and the
RAN: Idle, URA-PCH, CELL-PCH forward access channel
(FACH), and dedicated transport channel (DCH).

In the Idle state, the cell is notified of the UE presence,
but the UE can neither send nor receive data. The FACH and
DCH states allow communication with the RAN, where the
DCH state allows for larger bandwidth at the cost of a higher
power consumption. For simplicity reasons, we neglect URA-
PCH and CELL-PCH in this study. While URA-PCH plays
only a role in scenarios of high mobility, CELL-PCH is not
yet widely implemented. Our results are still of general nature
and do not depend on the limited number of considered RRC
states.

State transitions are controlled by the RNC using rules
specified in the RRC protocol and timer values set by the
network operator [5, 13]. A brief description is given in
the following. We consider two different state transition
models, depicted in Figure 2. The first model includes the
Idle, FACH, and DCH states (cf. the right part of the figure).
Therefore, we call it a three-state model. If the UE is in the
Idle state and activity is detected (i.e., a packet is sent or
received), the connection transits to the DCH state. After

each transmission, a timer 𝑇DCH is started, and it is reset
whenever a newpacket is sent or received. If the timer expires,
the connection transits to the FACH state. Upon entering,
the 𝑇FACH timer is started. If a new transmission occurs, the
connection again transits to the DCH state. If 𝑇FACH expires,
the connection transits to the Idle state.

The second model, denoted as the two-state model, only
includes the Idle andDCH states. If theUE is in the Idlemode
and a packet is sent or received, the connection transits to the
DCHstate.Once in theDCHmode, the𝑇DCH timer is started,
and it is reset whenever a new packet is sent or received. If the
timer expires, the UE transits back to the Idle state.

While the three-state model is closer to the specified RRC
protocol, the two-state model is similar to some proprietary
fast dormancy implementations used by UE vendors. In
these fast dormancy implementations, the UE tears down
the connection to the network state as soon as no data is
ready to be sent for a certain time, that is, it forces the
network to transit to the Idle state. In contrast to the three-
state model, there is no transition to the FACH state. If
a device disconnects from the network by transitioning to
the Idle state, it has to be reauthenticated before another
transition to the DCH state occurs. This results in additional
signalling traffic and causesmore load on the network [6] due
to frequent reestablishments of the RRC connection. These
proprietary fast dormancy algorithms do not adhere to the
RRC specification [14] but, nonetheless, exist in the real world
and have been identified as possible causes for signalling
storms.Themajor reason for fast dormancy implementations
is the decrease in power consumption on the UE, since the
transmission unit of the UE consumes only 1%–2% of the
energy in the Idle state compared to the DCH state. Thus,
both models warrant further investigation.

2.2. Related Work on Measurements of RRC Parameters and
Optimisation of Resource Consumption. The increased use
of mobile broadband networks has caused radio resource
management to become a hot research topic. In particular,
a considerable research effort is spent on measurements of
RRC configurations observed in real UMTS networks. The
authors of [13] present a measurement tool exactly for that
purpose. They use round-trip times of data packets to infer
the RRC state of the connection. This is possible since the
latency in the FACH is significantly higher than in the DCH
state.This allows the authors to measure RRC state transition
parameters such as 𝑇DCH and 𝑇FACH, channel setup delays,
and paging delays in different networks. They find that the
settings vary by network and give values of 1.2 seconds for the
DCH release timer and values of more than one minute for
the Idle timer. To validate their method of inferring the RRC
states from the round-trip times, they compare the actual
energy consumption of the device with the expected energy
consumption in a specific RRC.

A similar approach is applied by the authors of [5]. They
reach comparable conclusions but report timer values of 5
seconds for 𝑇DCH and 12 seconds for 𝑇FACH. Furthermore,
the authors identify sets of RRC state transitions from two
network providers. We used these results to define the state
models in Section 2.1.
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In [15], the authors propose the tail optimisation protocol.
The main idea is that the applications on the UE can
accurately predict whether traffic will soon be transmitted or
not.This knowledge permits to avoid the unused tail of DCH
periods if no further data has to be sent. If traffic activity is
expected within a short time frame, the UE stays in the DCH
state to avoid frequent connection reestablishments and the
associated signalling load. The same authors extend this idea
in [4] and propose ARO, an application resource optimiser,
together with an implementation for Android 2.2. This tool
also includes additional features such as batching up data or
increasing the update rate of application to optimise their
resource consumptions.

Finally, the 3GPP has released a technical report [16]
about the adverse impact of mobile data applications. This
report states that frequent connection reestablishments due
to small data packets caused, for example, by status updates
of social network or instant messaging apps, can lead to
problems of increased signalling load. This highlights the
importance of this topic.

2.3. Smartphone Energy Consumption and Quality of Experi-
ence. In [8], the authors performed a 4-week long study with
29 participants to identify factors influencing QoE of mobile
applications.The study comprises (1) data from context sens-
ing software, (2) user feedback using an experience sampling
method several times per day, and (3) weekly interviews
of the participants. To determine the factors of influence,
the authors analyse the frequency of specific keywords in
the interviews and the surveys. It turns out that the term
battery has the highest frequency. According to [8], this is
reasonable since the battery efficiency has a strong impact
on the user perceived quality, in particular, when it is nearly
discharged.

As a consequence of this finding, we investigate the
energy consumption of a smartphone as one of the main
indicators for QoE. In addition, we show that the energy
consumption of the transmission unit of a smartphone can
be reduced if the state of wireless connection between the UE
and the RNC is set to Idle shortly after data transmission.
However, this can lead to frequent connection reestablish-
ments since some apps send or receive small status updates
very often.The signalling load produced by such issues is one
of the major problem in today’s UMTS networks. Hence, this
is clearly a tradeoff between battery efficiency on the side of
the end user and the network load for the network operators.

There are different approaches to cope with such tradeoffs
in the design of specific mechanisms. The two most promi-
nent ones are economic traffic management (ETM) [9] and
design for tussle [10, 11].The ETM paradigm suggests that the
different stakeholders collaborate and exchange information
so as to permit a joint optimisations of the tradeoff. This can
achieve better results than separate optimisation since these
tend to work in opposite directions. Design for tussle focuses
more on conflicting interests than on cooperation. It means
that mechanisms should be able to adapt the outcome of a
certain tussle at run time and not at design time, for example,
by giving the sole control of essential entities to a certain
stakeholder.

3. Inferring Signalling Frequency and Power
Consumption from Network Trace

However, RRC state transitions are triggered by the UE’s
firmware. While solutions exist to capture RRC state tran-
sitions on specific hardware [17], they are not available for
all modern smartphone platforms. Other options to measure
the required information include using costly hardware and
specificUEs, usually not available to researchers and develop-
ers. This prevents the application developers from evaluating
the effect their applications have on the overall health on the
network. Consequently, they cannot takemeasures to prevent
the harmful behaviour of their applications. However, it is
possible to infer the RRC state transitions for a given packet
trace if the network model is known.

In this section, we first describe the setup used to capture
network packet traces for arbitrary apps. Then, we give an
algorithm to infer the RRC state transitions for a given packet
trace. Based on these state transitions, we can calculate the
number of signalling messages generated by the packet trace.
Finally, we use the information of the RRC state of the UE at
every given point in time to calculate the power consumption
of the UE’s radio interface.

3.1. Measurement Procedure and Setup. To investigate the
behaviour of the application under study, we capture traffic
during a typical use of the application on a smartphone. The
smartphone runs the Android operating system and is con-
nected to the 3G network of a major German network opera-
tor. To obtain the network packet traces, we use the tcpdump
application. This application requires root privileges which
are obtained by rooting the device and installing the custom
cyanogenMod ROM (http://www.cyanogenmod.org/). Once
tcpdump is installed and running, we start the application
under study and capture packet traces while the application
is running. Then, the android debugging bridge is used to
copy the traces to a workstation. The traces contain Internet
Protocol (IP) packets as well as Linux Cooked Captures. We
only require the IP packets; thus, we filtered the traces for IP
packets which are used during the following analysis.

3.2. Inferring Network State. In this section, we study the
influence of the application traffic on RRC state transitions
and signalling messages. Since RRC state transitions cannot
be captured using commonly available tools, we introduce an
algorithm to infer RRC state transitions from IP packet traces.
Using this algorithm, we analyse the RRC state transition
frequency and signalling message load for the two-state
model and the three-state model.

Traffic below the network layer cannot be measured
without specific equipment which is often out of reach
for developers interested in assessing the impact of their
applications on the network. Based on the two-state and
the three-state models introduced in Section 2.1, we process
tcpdump captures of the application traffic.However, it should
be noted that this method is not restricted to a specific
network model but can be extended to any other network
model as well. Using these captures, we extract the times-
tamps when IP packets are sent or received. Furthermore,
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Input: Packet arrival timestamps ts
DCH to FACH timer 𝑇DCH
FACH to Idle timer 𝑇FACH

Output: Times of state transition 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
New states after state transitions state
interarrival(i)← ts(𝑖 + 1) − ts(𝑖)
index← 0

for all ts(𝑖) do
if state(index) = Idle then

index← index + 1
state(index)← DCH
state time (index)← ts(𝑖)

end if
if interarrival(𝑖 − 1)> 𝑇DCH then

index← index + 1
state (index)← FACH
state time (index)← ts(𝑖) +𝑇DCH

end if
if interarrival(𝑖 − 1)> 𝑇DCH + 𝑇FACH then

index← index + 1
state(index)← Idle
state time (index)← ts(𝑖) + 𝑇DCH + 𝑇FACH

end if
end for

Algorithm 1: Inferring RRC state transitions based on IP
timestamps.

we require the timer values of the transition from the
DCH state to the FACH state, 𝑇DCH, and the timer for the
transition between the FACH and the Idle states, 𝑇FACH.
Based on this information, Algorithm 1 infers the timestamps
of state transitions according to the 3GPP specification [3]
for the three-state model. This algorithm can be simplified
to also work for the two-state model. Alternatively, a way to
postprocess the results of the algorithm to obtain results for
the two-state model is given at the end of this section. The
algorithm first computes the interarrival times for all packets.
Then, each timestamp is considered. If the UE is currently
in the Idle state, a state transition to DCH occurs at the
moment the packet is sent or received. If the interarrival time
exceeds the 𝑇DCH timer, the UE transits to the FACH, 𝑇DCH,
seconds after the packet was sent or received. Similarly, if the
interarrival time exceeds both the 𝑇DCH and 𝑇FACH timers, a
state transition to Idle occurs, 𝑇FACH, seconds after the state
transits to the FACH.

UE vendors always search for ways to decrease energy
consumption of their devices. A straightforward way to
achieve this, if only the wellbeing of the UE is considered, is
to transit from theDCH to Idle states as soon as no additional
data is ready for sending. While this transition is not directly
available in the 3GPP specification for the RRC protocol [3],
a UEmay reset the connection, effectively transitioning from
any state to Idle. This behaviour can be modelled using the
two-state model introduced in Section 2.1.

State transitions for the two-statemodel can be calculated
using a similar algorithm. Alternatively, the behaviour of the
two-state model can be emulated using Algorithm 1 if 𝑇FACH

Table 1: Number of signalling messages per RRC state transition
perceived at the RNC (taken from [3]).

From/to Idle FACH DCH
Idle — 28 32
FACH 22 — 6
DCH 25 5 —

Table 2: Power consumption of the UE radio interface depending
on current RRC state (taken from [4]).

RRC state Power consumption (mW)
Idle 0
FACH 650
DCH 800

is set to 0 seconds and all state transitions to FACH are
removed in a postprocessing step.

3.3. Calculating Signalling Frequency and PowerConsumption.
In reality, the number of state transitions is not the metric of
most importance if network load should be evaluated. Each
state transition results in a number of RRCmessages between
the UE and different network components. For this study,
we consider, the number of messages perceived at the RNC,
which can be found in [3] and is summarized in Table 1.
It can be seen that transitions from or to the Idle state are
especially expensive in terms of number of messages sent or
received.This is due to the fact that upon entering or leaving,
the Idle state authentication has to be performed. Note that
for the two-state model, only transitions from or to the Idle
state occur. This results in the fact that for the same network
packet trace, the number of signalling messages occurring
in the two-state model is generally higher than in the
three-state model. To obtain the total number of signalling
messages, we weight the number of state transitions with
the number of messages sent per state transitions. Then, we
average the number of state transitions over themeasurement
duration to obtain a metric for the signalling load at the
RNC.The inference algorithm does not differentiate between
state changes caused by upstream or downstream traffic.
State changes caused by downstream traffic usually generate
some additional signalling messages, as paging is involved.
The inference algorithm can be easily enhanced to support
this behaviour. However, the results discussed in the next
section would only change quantitatively. Furthermore, the
inference of signalling messages can be easily adapted to new
networking models or signalling numbers.

From users’ point of view, the signalling message fre-
quency is not important.The user is interested in a low power
consumption because this increases the battery time of the
device. To calculate the battery time, we use the time when
state transitions occurred, and the new RRC state of the UE
to calculate the relative amount of time that was spent in
each state. Given the relative time spent in each state, we use
Table 2 (taken from [4]) to compute the power consumption
of the radio interface during the measurement phase. To
obtain the energy consumption, the power consumption can
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Table 3: Qualitative characterization of applications under study.

Application Traffic
characteristic Application use Required

bandwidth

Angry Birds Interactive Foreground Low
bandwidth

Aupeo Interactive Background High
bandwidth

Twitter Periodic, low
frequency Background Low

bandwidth

Skype Periodic, high
frequency Background Low

bandwidth

be multiplied with the duration of the measured network
packet trace. We only focus on the power consumption of
the radio interface, as it is possible to measure the aggregated
power consumption using out-of-the-box instrumentation
techniques provided by the hardware vendor.

4. Numerical Results of Measurement Study

In the measurement study, we apply the methods introduced
in Section 3 to four popular smartphone applications to infer
signalling traffic and energy consumption. In Section 4.1,
we characterize the applications in terms of traffic pat-
terns, application usage, and bandwidth requirements. In
Section 4.2, we study the signalling frequency and power
consumption caused by these applications, if inactivity timers
such as 𝑇DCH or 𝑇FACH are modified. Finally, we analyse in
Section 4.3 the influence of network parameters on web QoE
in terms of mean opinion score (MOS) depending on page
load times which are influenced by the network settings.

4.1. Characterization of Traffic Patterns for Selected Applica-
tions. For this study, we chose four specific applications in
order to cover a broad spectrum of traffic characteristics,
as described in Table 3. First, we discuss said characteristics
for these applications. We differentiate between applications,
where the user interaction causes the generation of traffic,
and such where the application periodically sends or receives
traffic. Finally, we consider the amount of bandwidth used by
the application.

Angry Birds for Android is a popular interactive free-
to-play game and runs in the foreground. To finance the
game, an advertisement is shown once the player starts or
restarts a level. Advertisements are downloaded on demand
by the application but require low bandwidth. Thus, the time
between two advertisements depends on the frequency of the
player advancing to the next level or deciding to restart the
current one.

Aupeo is an Internet radio application, allowing a user
to listen to content from personalised radio stations while
running in the background. Content is not streamed but
downloaded at the beginning of the track.The exact duration
depends on the radio stations chosen by the user and is thus
interactive. This results in large times of inactivity during the

playback of the track itself. Due to the fact that audio files are
downloaded, there is a high bandwidth requirement.

The Twitter client is used to send and receive new
short messages from the user’s Twitter account. Transferring
these messages requires relatively low bandwidth. To this
end, the user can specify an update frequency when to
pull new messages in the background. Thus, the downloads
occur with a periodic behaviour of low frequency, where the
client sends an HTTPS request to the Twitter server and in
return receives new Tweets for the user’s account. We do
not consider an active user who is publishing new Tweets.
Such behaviour would manifest as additional traffic to the
periodic one generated by the status updates. Due to the
fact that publishing updates occurs relatively infrequently and
updating the feed occurs more often, the traffic generated
by publishing updates is dominated by that occurring due to
updates and thus can be neglected.

Finally, we consider the Skype application. We do not
consider any Voice over IP (VoIP) calls but the application’s
Idle behaviour, that is, when the application is running in
the background. During this time, the application sends keep-
alive messages to the network. These keep-alive messages are
sent with high frequency and require low bandwidth.

In addition to the applications considered, there exist
other categories of applications which are running in the
foreground and interactively require a high bandwidth. One
example for such an application is Skype while taking a
VoIP call. These applications are not considered in this
study because this kind of behaviour causes the UE to be
always online. This results the minimal amount of signalling
messages to be sent and a maximal power consumption at
the UE, independent of network model, or used parameters.
Other combinations of traffic criteria also exist. However,
from both a signalling load as well as a power consumption
point of view, they can be mapped to one of the discussed
cases. For example, if an application is sending periodic
updates with low bandwidth without user interaction, then
the fact that the application is running in the foreground
or the background is without consequence for the generated
signalling load or power consumption. However, these cases
should be considered when the optimisation strategies for
message sending are under study. For example, background
applications could allow for the batching of messages because
the transmission is usually not urgent, while foreground
applications do not allow for such behaviour because it would
decrease QoE.

Next, we describe the applications under study in more
detail. For each application, we show the cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of the interarrival times in Figure 3(a)
and give information about the mean values and standard
deviation of both interarrival times and bandwidth in Table 4,
respectively.

Let us again begin with the Angry Birds application. We
see that there are no distinct peaks in interarrival time, which
would hint at periodic behaviour. Furthermore, we see that
5% of all interarrival times are greater than 1 second. As we
consider only 𝑇DCH values above 1 second, those are candi-
dates for triggering state transitions. The mean interarrival
time is 0.66 seconds, with a relatively high standard deviation
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Figure 3: Characteristics of the four different smartphone applications in our measurement study.

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of interarrival time and bandwidth for considered apps.

Application Mean interarrival time
(seconds)

Standard deviation of interarrival
time (seconds)

Mean bandwidth
(kilobit/second)

Standard deviation of
bandwidth (kilobit/second)

Angry Birds 0.66 15.90 4.42 4.50
Aupeo 0.06 3.06 129.76 482.63
Twitter 8.91 44.09 0.27 0.04
Skype 0.55 1.95 1.30 1.84

of 15.90 seconds. This is caused by the low interarrival times
in one advertisement request and the relatively large interar-
rival times between two advertisements. Mean bandwidth is
relatively low with 4.42 kbps and a high standard deviation of
4.5 kbps. These differences can be explained by considering
the behaviour of the application. During long phases of
use, no traffic is sent, and, after a level is restarted, a new
advertisement has to be obtained, causing the transmission
of data.

Next, we study the behaviour of the Aupeo application.
We see that the application generates packets with relatively
small interarrival times.This finding is backed up by the small
mean interarrival time of 0.06 seconds. The high standard
deviation of 3.06 seconds is caused by the wait between
two tracks. Furthermore, we see a high mean bandwidth of
129.76 kbps and a standard deviation of 482.63 kbps. This is
caused by the difference in traffic activity between timeswhen
tracks are either downloaded or not.

For Twitter, we see that 90% of all transmissions occur
with an interarrival time of 1 seconds. Also, we can observe
a high mean interarrival time of 8.91 seconds and a high
standard deviation of 44.49 seconds. Additionally, the mean
bandwidth is low with only 0.27 kbps and a low standard
deviation of 0.04 kbps due to the fact that Twitter text

messages are only 140 characters in length, and thus only a
low volume of traffic needs to be transmitted.

Finally, we consider the Skype application. Similar to the
Twitter application, we see that 90% of all packets occur with
an interarrival time of less than 1 second.However, in contrast
to Twitter, we see a lowmean interarrival time of 0.55 seconds
with a standard deviation of 1.95 seconds. Further, we observe
a relatively low mean bandwidth of 1.30 kbps and a standard
deviation of 1.8 kbps.

To further study the traffic patterns of the applications, we
study the autocorrelation of the packet interarrival time with
regard to the lag length in Figure 3(b).Wenote that all studied
applications present completely different autocorrelations
for the interarrival times. This is one of the reasons that
the applications under consideration will display different
signalling behaviour in the next section.

4.2. Influence of Application Characteristics on Optimisation
with Network Timers. This section studies the impact of
traffic generated by applications on both the network and
the QoE of the user. We consider two metrics. First, we
consider the frequency of signalling messages perceived at
network components such as an RNC. In light of network
outages caused by the so called signalling storms (a large
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number of signallingmessages leading to overload at network
equipment), it is in the interest of a network operator to
reduce the number of signalling messages arriving at the
RNC. One possible way to reduce the signalling frequency
is to modify network timer values like 𝑇DCH and 𝑇FACH. As
discussed in Section 2.3, the QoE a user perceives while using
his device is influenced by the battery life of the UE. Thus,
the second metric considered is the influence of the used
network model and associated timer settings on the device’s
power consumption. As described in Section 3.3, based on a
measurement trace for an application, we use Algorithm 1
to infer the state transitions occurring during the use of the
application.Then, we calculate the relative time spent in each
state and use Table 2 to compute the mean power consump-
tion of the radio interface during the measurement.We study
both metrics: first on its one and then aggregated for both
network models introduced in Section 2.1. First, we consider
the three-state model in Section 4.2.1, which describes the
default behaviour in 3G networks. Then, we describe the
influence of the two-state model in Section 4.2.2. Here, we
model a network behaviour similar to that if proprietary
fast dormancy algorithms are used. These algorithms have
been identified as one of the causes of a signalling storm [6].
Finally, we summarize the results and discuss the possible
ramifications of using network timer values to reduce the
signalling frequency in Section 4.2.3. More numerical results
and details can be found in [18].

4.2.1. Three-State Model: Signalling Frequency versus Power
Consumption. First, we investigate the signalling frequency
generated by the studied applications for the three-state
network model. Figure 4(a) shows the signalling frequency
with regard to the𝑇DCH timer. For all studies of the three-state
model, the FACH timeout is set to𝑇FACH = 2⋅𝑇DCH, a realistic
value, as shown in [4]. We see that for 𝑇DCH timers shorter
than 6 seconds, the Skype application in Idle mode gen-
erates the highest signalling message frequency. The Angry
Birds application generates the second highest frequency
of signalling messages, followed by the Aupeo application.
The Twitter application generates the smallest signalling
load. If the 𝑇DCH value is longer than 15 seconds, this
order changes. However, in general, the signalling message
frequency for higher 𝑇DCH timeouts is lower than for shorter
𝑇DCH timeouts. Now, the Aupeo application has the highest
signalling frequency, followed by the Twitter application.The
signalling message frequency for the Angry Birds application
takes the third place. The application which generated the
highest signalling message frequency generates the lowest
frequency for higher timeout values. This behaviour can be
explained by the fact that the Skype application sends keep-
alive messages with an interval of less than 20 seconds. If
the timer is greater than the interval time of the keep-alive
messages, the UE stays always connected and thus generates
almost no signalling.

These results show that the traffic patterns of the applica-
tion have a large influence on the generated signalling load.
Signalling is generated for every pause in sending or receiving
larger than the configured timeouts. If such pauses occur

frequently, this increases the signalling load as shown on
the examples of Skype and Angry Birds. Applications with
more time between the sending or receiving of data cause
less signalling, as shown by Aupeo and Twitter. Furthermore,
we can observe that the signalling load can be reduced
by increasing the DCH timeout, with the minimum being
reached as 𝑇DCH approaches infinity. From a signalling
load perspective, a value of 20 seconds would probably be
sufficient; however, if other metrics such as radio resource
consumption are considered, 10 seconds would be acceptable
for a network operator.

Based on this finding, we see that increasing the 𝑇DCH
timer decreases the signalling frequency at the RNC. How-
ever, the actual signalling frequency depends on the applica-
tion running at the UE. From a network operator’s point of
view, the three-state model should always be preferred to the
two-state model because it generates less signalling messages
per second, thus decreasing the load at the RNC. This view
however does not consider the additional radio resources
which are kept in use for a longer time if larger 𝑇DCH values
are used. Additionally, it should be noted that the choice of
the networkmodel is sometimes outside of the domain of the
network operator. Proprietary fast dormancy algorithms, as
the considered two-state model, are enabled on the UE by the
user.

In Figure 5(a), we consider the power consumption if
the network uses the three-state model, that is, if the fast
dormancy mode of the UE is disabled. The figure shows the
mean power consumption of the device with regard to the
𝑇DCH timeout. Possible values range between 0mW if the UE
was in Idle state during the whole measurement and 800mW
if the UE was in DCH state during the complete measure-
ment. We see that the least power over all considered 𝑇DCH
values is consumed by the Twitter application. The second
least power consumption is required by Aupeo, followed by
Angry Birds. Finally, the most power is consumed by Skype.
Here, we see that the maximum value of 800mW is reached
at a 𝑇DCH timeout of 20 seconds. This is because, due to the
periodic traffic behaviour of Skype, the device is always in
the DCH state. Again, we see that the traffic characteristics of
the applications impact the power consumption. Applications
with more network activity are forced to stay in more power
consuming states for a longer time. We see that for very
small network timers, the power consumption is minimal.
However, as seen in the last section, small timers increase
the signalling load at the RNC. Again, a choice of 10 seconds
for the 𝑇DCH timer can be seen as a compromise between
signalling load and power consumption.

Finally, we aggregate both metrics in Figure 6(a). The
x-axis of the figure gives the signalling message frequency.
On the y-axis, we show the power consumption. Different
𝑇DCH values are shown by different colors as specified by
the colorbar. First, we consider Angry Birds. We observe
that as the signalling frequency approaches zero, the power
consumption rapidly increases, even if only small gains in
signalling frequency reduction can be achieved. The Aupeo
application presents a completely different picture. Here, we
can see multiple almost horizontal lines of markers. If 𝑇DCH
is chosen in this range, each increase of 𝑇DCH brings a small
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Figure 4: Signalling messages frequency for varying 𝑇DCH timers.

decrease in signalling frequency for an increase in power
consumption. However, some points of discontinuity exist.
If, for example, the DCH timer is increased from 10 seconds
to 11 seconds, a decrease in power consumption of 40%
can be achieved by only suffering from a small increase of
power consumption. These points of discontinuity would
present themselves to be suitable targets of optimisation.
Next, we consider the Twitter application. It displays a similar
behaviour as the Aupeo application, with multiple points
of discontinuity. Note that Twitter exhibits a different point
of discontinuity, and the 𝑇DCH value of 10 seconds, which
provided good results for Aupeo, is not optimal for Twitter.
Finally, Skype shows a completely different picture. First,
note that due to the large signalling frequency of Skype for
small values of 𝑇DCH, 𝑇DCH = 1 second is not displayed
in the figure. Furthermore, as the 𝑇DCH timer increases
above 20 seconds, the signalling frequency does not decrease
any further, and the power consumption remains at the
maximum value. We observe that there is no common
optimal value for all applications which would result in an
acceptable tradoff.

4.2.2. Two-State Model: Signalling Frequency versus Power
Consumption. Now, we study the consequences of the appli-
cation traffic in a network using the two-state model. The
two-state model occurs in reality if fast dormancy implemen-
tations are considered. Here, the UE disconnects from the
network if for a certain time no traffic is sent or received
in order to reduce power consumption. As for the three-
state model, Figure 4(b) shows the signalling frequency with
regard to the setting of the 𝑇DCH timer. We see the same
general behaviour as with the three-state model; however, the
signalling frequency generated by each of the applications for
the two-state model is usually higher. For example, even for

relatively high 𝑇DCH timeout values of 10 seconds, the Angry
Birds application causes 270% of the signalling frequency as
in a network using the three-state model.

Next, we consider the changes in the power consumption
of the UE if the user decides to enable fast dormancy, that
is, switch to a two-state model, in Figure 5(b). As with the
signalling frequency, we only see a quantitative differences
to the three-state model. Again, we compare the differences
between the two-state model and the three-state model on
the example of the Angry Birds application. For the same
considered 𝑇DCH timeout of 10 seconds, we see a decrease of
81% in power consumption when compared with the 3-state
model.

Finally, we compare the influence of changes of the
𝑇DCH timeout on both signalling frequency and power
consumption for the two-state model in Figure 6(b). As for
the three-statemodel, we see that there is no tradeoff between
power consumption and signalling frequency that would be
acceptable for all application. Even for single applications,
𝑇DCH values such as 11 seconds which was an acceptable
tradeoff forAngry Birds is no longer a good choice in the two-
state model.

4.2.3. Consequences of Tradeoff: Signalling Frequency versus
Power Consumption. To illustrate the ramifications of the
behaviour discussed in the previous section, we compare the
influence of the 𝑇DCH timer on an application with different
traffic characteristics, for example, the Aupeo application as
shown in Figure 7(b). The signalling load before the increase
of the DCH timer was 0.55 messages per second; after the
change to 𝑇DCH = 8 seconds, the load remains unchanged.
Thus, the policy change based on one application brings
no significant gain to other applications. However, from
a user’s point of view, the power consumption increased
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Figure 5: Power drain for varying 𝑇DCH timers.
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Figure 6: Influence of manipulating 𝑇DCH timer on signalling message frequency and power consumption. Filled marker highlights 𝑇DCH =

11 seconds.

from 121mW to 183mW. Again, we assume that the user
activates fast dormancy to deal with the increase in power
consumption of more than 50%. This results in a decrease
of power consumption to 117mW and an increase of overall
signalling frequency to 0.76 signalling messages per second.
By changing the value without considering all applications,
the network operator has decreased the QoE for other users
and worsened their overall situation. Thus, due to the large
number of applications, it seems impossible to optimise the
DCH timeout to reduce the signalling message frequency

without negatively impacting the users QoE in unexpected
ways.

There exist applications, like Twitter and Aupeo, where
optimisation by modifying the 𝑇DCH values can provide
acceptable results. However, these optimisations are only
successful if a single application or network model is con-
sidered. For other applications, like Angry Birds or Skype,
this optimisation approach does not seem to be successful.
A reduction of signalling load and power consumption is
possible, if the application developers are incentivised to
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Figure 7: Influence of manipulating 𝑇DCH timer on different applications.

optimise their applications in these regards. In [4], the
authors suggest methods to achieve this optimisation, for
example, batch transfer of advertisements for applications
like Angry Birds or decreasing the refresh rate in applications
like Skype. However, at the moment, neither application
developers are receiving incentives to optimise applications
in this way, nor hardware vendors do provide interfaces
to facilitate such optimisation. Such interfaces would allow
application developers to schedule their data transmissions
in such a way that both signalling and battery drain would be
reduced. Additionally, these interfaces would need to allow
the application developer to specify if sending the transmis-
sion is urgent because the application is being actively used
by the user and requires the feedback of the transmission or if
the data is being sent as a regular update, while the application
is running in the background and can be scheduled for later
transmission as suggested by [19, 20].

To bring network operators, hardware vendors, and appli-
cation developers together and allow for global optimisation
of all relevant metrics, holistic approaches like Economic
Traffic Management or Design for Tussle, as described in
Section 2.3, are required.

4.3. Impact of Network Configuration and Background Traffic
on Web QoE. So far, we have discussed only power con-
sumption as a QoE influence factor. For applications like
web browsing, one relevant QoE influence factor is page
load times. Therefore, we consider a web QoE model which
quantifies the impact of page load times on mean opinion
scores [12]. We distinguish here between web QoE and QoE
as no QoEmodels are currently existing which consider page
load times as well as power consumption. In this section, we
study the impact of background traffic as well as network
timer settings on the page load time of an image and the
resulting MOS. For this study, we only consider the three-
state networkmodel, but the results can be applied to the two-
state model as well.

We assume a scenario where a user is running a back-
ground application like Twitter or Skype. Then, while the
application is in the background, the user begins to download
an image from a website. Due to the background traffic, and
depending on the networkmodel and associated timer values,

the UE may be currently either in Idle, FACH, or DCH state.
We give the probability of a random observer encountering
the system in FACH state by 𝑝FACH and the probability of a
random observer encountering in Idle state by 𝑝Idle. If the
device is currently not in DCH state, it takes some time to
connect. This promotion time depends on the current state
and is according to [15] 2 seconds if the UE is in Idle state and
1.5 seconds if the device is in the FACH state. For this study,
we assume that the user randomly chooses a time to begin
downloading an image. The time until the image is displayed
consists of the time to load the page 𝑡

𝑝
as well as the time to

go online 𝑡
𝑜
, where 𝑡

𝑜
is the mean time to go online, given as

𝑡
𝑜
= 𝑝Idle ⋅ 2.5 s + 𝑝FACH ⋅ 1.5 s. (1)

Thus, the total time 𝑡 that is required to download the image
is given by 𝑡 = 𝑡

𝑜
+ 𝑡
𝑝
.

The authors of [12] give a function to calculate the MOS
based on the required page load time as QoE(𝑡) = 𝑎 ⋅
ln 𝑡 + 𝑏, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 depend on the type of content being
downloaded. For our scenario, picture download and values
of 𝑎 = −0.8 and 𝑏 = 3.77 are suggested. It has to be noted
that for different websites, the logarithmic function was still
observed, but different values for 𝑎 and 𝑏 were obtained as
given in [12]. These values depend for example on the type of
web page as well as the size of the content. Nevertheless, the
results presented in this section are therefore generalizable
for web browsing to various pages. This allows us to give an
expected MOS for downloading pictures while a background
application is influencing the probability of a device already
being in DCH state or still having to be promoted to DCH
state.

Using this methodology, we study the influence of back-
ground traffic on the QoE for two background applica-
tions with different traffic characteristics. In Figure 8(a), we
assume that the user is running the Twitter application as
a background process. The application is set to update the
users’ status feed every 5 minutes. In Figure 8(b), the user is
running the Skype application as a background application.
This application sends keep-alive messages every 20 seconds.
For each application, we assume that the three-state network
model with 𝑇DCH settings of 1, 4, 8, and 16 seconds is used.
We always set 𝑇FACH = 2 ⋅ 𝑇DCH. In both figures, we show the
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Figure 8: Perceived QoE for loading a page with existing background traffic.

assumed page load time, as provided by the network, on the
x-axis for values from 0.2 seconds to 25 seconds. We assume
that 0.1 seconds is a lower bound because page load times
lower than 0.1 seconds are not distinguishable [21] by humans.
The calculated MOS values are given on the y-axis.

The picture downloads with the background traffic gen-
erated by the Twitter application result in MOS values begin-
ning at 3.15 for 𝑇DCH = 1 second, 3.18 for 𝑇DCH = 4 seconds,
3.21 for 𝑇DCH = 8 seconds, and 3.27 for 𝑇DCH = 16 seconds,
respectively. With increasing page load time, the MOS again
decreases. This behaviour is due to the fact that the Twitter
application periodically sends traffic every 5 minutes. Then,
no further activity occurs until the next refresh occurs. In this
time, the UE transits to Idle state. This traffic characteristic
causes an high probability of a user encountering the device
in an Idle state. In contrast, downloading pictures with
the Skype application generating background traffic causes
different MOS values. For a page load time of 0.2 seconds,
the MOS value with 𝑇DCH = 1 second is 3.49, with 𝑇DCH =
4 seconds is 3.99, with 𝑇DCH = 8 seconds is 4.44, and finally
with 𝑇DCH = 16 seconds is 4.99, respectively. For increasing
page load times, the MOS decreases. This increased MOS
values occur because of the high frequency of traffic sent by
the Skype application. Here, every 20 seconds, traffic is sent.
This means that even for relatively low values of 𝑇DCH, the
user has a high probability of encountering a state where no
promotion delay is required before the actual page load time
can begin.

From these studies, we can conclude that, when consid-
ering QoE on mobile devices, not only the page load time
caused by the network but also additional delays caused by
the state of the device should be considered. As shown on
two examples, this state can be affected by other applica-
tions which are running in the background and generate
traffic.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we investigate the influence of both applica-
tion traffic characteristics and network configuration on the
signalling load at the RNC as well as the QoE for the user.
We consider two different influence factors on QoE: power
consumption and page load times for web browsing.

First, we consider the power consumption at the UE.The
network operator can reduce the signalling load at the RNC
by increasing a network parameter, the 𝑇DCH timer, which
determines the time a UE remains connected to the network.
However, increasing this timer also increases the battery
drain at the UE.While it is possible to find a tradeoff between
signalling load and battery drain for any single application,
we show that for a set of applications, this is not possible. A
network parameter, which might be optimal for one applica-
tion, may cause another application to generate either a high
signalling load or an increased battery drain. Additionally,
we consider the influence of background applications on the
web QoE. For mobile applications, the page load time may
be increased if the UE is currently disconnected and has
to connect to the network before obtaining the requested
content. If another application is already running, the device
may, depending on the traffic pattern of the application,
already be online, that is, connected to the radio access
network. We suggest to consider this when performing QoE
studies for mobile users.

When considering ways to improve mobile networks,
many different players, metrics, and tradeoffs exist. We
highlighted one examples of such a tradeoff, that is, sig-
nalling frequency versus power consumption, and discussed
the influence of the current optimisation parameters and
the network timers on another. However, many additional
tradeoffs exist. For example, the mobile operator has to
balance the use of radio resources with the number of
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generated signalling frequencies. Furthermore, application
providers seek to improve the user experience which usually
results in a higher frequency of network polls, creating
additional signalling traffic.Thehigh number of tradeoffs and
involved actors in this optimisation problem indicates that
the current optimisation technique used by operators is no
longer sufficient.

Approaches like Economic Traffic Management or Design
for Tussle could be applied to find an acceptable tradeoff for
all parties. In economic traffic management all, participating
entities share information in order to enable collaboration.
This collaboration allows for a joint optimisation of the
tradeoff. Design for tussle aims to resolve tussles at run time,
instead of design time. This prevents the case that one actor
has full control over the optimisation problem, which would
likely result in the actor choosing a tradeoff only in its favour,
ignoring all other participants.

One example of an actor providing information for
another in order to optimise the total system would be UE
vendor could provide interfaces for application developers
to use when sending data. These interfaces would schedule
data to be transmitted in such a way that signalling load
and battery drain would be reduced, if the application’s
requirements allow for it. Until such interfaces exist, appli-
cation developers could consider the effect of the traffic their
applications produce both on theUE and the network. To this
end, we will provide a web application as future work, which
will allow application developers to upload and analyse their
applications’ traffic according to different network models.
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With the move towards converged all-IP wireless network environments, managing end-user Quality of Experience (QoE) poses a
challenging task, aimed at meeting high user expectations and requirements regarding reliable and cost-effective communication,
access to any service, anytime and anywhere, and across multiple operator domains. In this paper, we give a survey of state-of-
the-art research activities addressing the field of QoE management, focusing in particular on the domain of wireless networks
and addressing three management aspects: QoE modeling, monitoring and measurement, and adaptation and optimization.
Furthermore, we identify and discuss the key aspects and challenges that need to be considered when conducting research in
this area.

1. Introduction

Wirelessmobile communications have experienced phenom-
enal growth throughout the last decades, going from support
for circuit-switched voice services and messaging services to
IP-basedmobile broadband services usingHigh Speed Packet
Access (HSPA), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX), and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Radio
Access networks [1]. Increasingly, mobile applications and
services are being used in daily life activities in order to
support the needs for information, communication, or leisure
[2]. Mobile users are requiring access to a wide spectrum
of various multimedia applications/services without being
limited by constraints such as time, location, technology,
device, and mobility restrictions. This represents the out-
come of the currently leading trend and future aim in
the telecommunications domain: the convergence between
fixed and mobile networks, and the integration of existing
and new wireless technologies. Such integrations aim to
satisfy mobile users’ requirements in terms of providing
access to any service, along with reliable and cost-effective
communication, anytime and anywhere, over any medium

and networking technology, and across multiple operator
domains [3].

The ITU has specified the Next Generation Network
(NGN) as a generic framework for enabling network con-
vergence and realizing the aforementioned requirements
[4]. The NGN concept is centered around a heterogeneous
infrastructure of various access, transport, control, and ser-
vice solutions, merged into a single multimedia-rich service
provisioning environment. Today, an increasing number of
mobile operators are migrating their networks in line with
the 3GPP specified Evolved Packet System (EPS), consisting
of a multiaccess IP-based core network referred to as the
Evolved Packet Core (EPC), and a new LTE 4G radio access
network based onOrthogonal FrequencyDivisionMultiplex-
ing (OFDM) [1, 5, 6].While the network controlled and class-
based Quality of Service (QoS) concept of the EPC are based
on the 3GPP policy and charging control (PCC) framework
[7–9] (discussed further in Section 4), intense recent research
in the area of Quality of Experience (QoE) has shown that
such QoS mechanisms may need to be complemented with
more user-centric approaches in order to trulymeet end-user
requirements and expectations.
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Today, humans are qualitymeters, and their expectations,
perceptions, and needs with respect to a particular product,
service, or application carry a great value [10].While the ITU-
T has defined QoE as the “overall acceptability of an applica-
tion or service, as perceived subjectively by the end user” [11],
ETSI defines QoE as “a measure of user performance based on
both objective and subjective psychological measures of using
an ICT service or product” [12] and extends QoE beyond
subjective to include objective psychological measures.

QoE is therefore considered to be a multidimensional
construct, encompassing both objective (e.g., performance
related) and subjective (e.g., user related) aspects [13]. As
such,QoEhas been considered in relation to bothQoS, which
is primarily a technical, objective, and technology-oriented
concept, as well as to User Experience (UX) [14] which is
generally considered as a more user-oriented concept. The
former focuses on the impact of network and application
performance on user quality perception, while the latter
primarily deals with the individual users’ experiences derived
from encounters with systems, impacted by expectations,
prior experiences, feelings, thoughts, context, and so forth.

Various approaches such as [15–19] provide definitions of
QoE that are closely related to technology-centric logic, not
accounting for the subjective character of human experience,
and lacking consideration of a broader definition of QoE
[20]; that is, the consequence of the assumption that the
optimization of QoS-related parameters will automatically
result in increasing the overall QoE, leading to swift adoption
of products and services on the consumption side. However,
QoS is only a subset of the overall QoE scope. Higher
QoS would probably result in higher QoE in many cases,
but fulfilling all traffic-related QoS requirements will not
necessarily guarantee high user QoE. Moreover, it is assumed
that products and services that meet users’ requirements
and expectations and that allow them to have high QoE in
their personal context will probably be more successful than
products and services that have higher QoS but fail to meet
users’ high demands and expectations [21].

A recent definition that has emerged from the EU
Qualinet community (COST Action IC1003: “European Net-
work on Quality of Experience in Multimedia Systems and
Services”) encompasses the discussed aspects and defines
QoE as “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an
application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her
expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the
application or service in the light of the user’s personality and
current state. In the context of communication services, QoE is
influenced by service, content, device, application, and context
of use” [22].

In the context of converged all-IP wireless networks, an
important consideration is the impact of mobility on user
QoE, further related to mechanisms for assuring session
and connection continuity. Session establishment delays are
impacted by authorization and authentication procedures,
as well as session establishment signaling. Handover may
impose additional delays and packet losses, resulting in
potential loss of session-related content and awkward com-
munication. Hence, mechanisms are necessary for achieving
seamlessly session continuity and minimizing disruption

time [21]. Besides the challenges that various types ofmobility
(terminal, session, user, service) and seamless handover
between networks that use the same technology (horizontal
handover) or networks that use different technologies (ver-
tical handover) represent, the fast development of new and
complexmobilemultimedia services that can be delivered via
various newmobile devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) poses
an additional challenge in the QoE provisioning process [3].
In the context of wireless systems, limitations arising from
both device and transmission channel characteristics have a
clear impact on user quality perception [23].

The overall goal of QoE management may be related to
optimizing end-user QoE (end-user perspective), whilemak-
ing efficient (current and future) use of network resources and
maintaining a satisfied customer base (provider perspective).
In order to successfullymanageQoE for a specific application,
it is necessary to understand and identify multiple factors
affecting it (subjective and objective) from the point of view of
various actors in the service provisioning chain, and how they
impact QoE. Resulting QoE models dictate the parameters
to be monitored and measured, with the ultimate goal being
effective QoE optimization strategies. Therefore, the overall
process of QoE management may be broken down into three
general steps: (1) QoE modeling, (2) QoE monitoring and
measurements, and (3) QoE optimization and control [24].

With the implementation of successful QoE manage-
ment, users will benefit with satisfied requirements/expecta-
tions and may be further inclined to adopt new complex
services and support further technology development. Fur-
thermore, QoE management is very important for all actors
and stakeholders involved in the service provisioning chain:
device manufacturers, network providers, service providers,
content providers, cloud providers, and so forth. In today’s
highly competitive environment, where providers’ price levels
are decreasing and pricing schemes are becoming more
similar [25], it is not enough to simplymake services available
to users, who further have the option of choosing from
a spectrum of various providers. Actors involved in the
process of service provisioning have identified the need to
work towards meeting users’ requirements and expectations
by maximizing users’ satisfaction with the overall perceived
service quality, while at the same timeminimizing their costs.
Understanding andmanagingQoE is needed in order to react
quickly to quality problems (preferably) before customers
perceive them. Hence, successful QoE management offers
stakeholders a competitive advantage in the fight to prevent
customer churn and attract new customers.

Based on the previously mentioned, it may be concluded
that QoE is a fast emerging multidisciplinary field based on
social psychology, cognitive science, economics, and engi-
neering science, focused on understanding overall human
quality requirements [10]. Consequently, management of
QoE as a highly complex issue requires an interdisciplinary
view from user, technology, context, and business aspects,
with flexible cooperation between all players and stakehold-
ers involved in the service providing chain.

In this paper we give a survey of approaches and solu-
tions related to QoE management, focusing in particular
on wireless network environments. It is important to note
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that different QoEmodels and assessment methodologies are
applicable for different types of services (e.g., conversational
voice services, streaming audio-visual services, interactive
data services, collaborative services). We do not focus on
a particular service but rather give a general survey of
approaches. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sur-
veys the modeling of QoE by discussing the classification of a
wide range of QoE influence factors into certain dimensions
and describing existing general QoEmodels.Themonitoring
and measurement of QoE is described in Section 3, while
Section 4 discusses the topic of QoE optimization and con-
trol. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by pointing out
the challenges and open research issues in the field of QoE
management.

2. QoE Modeling

As a prerequisite to successful QoE management, there is
a need for a deep and comprehensive understanding of the
influencing factors (IF) and multiple dimensions of human
quality perception.QoEmodeling aims tomodel the relation-
ship between different measurable QoE IFs and quantifiable
QoE dimensions (or features) for a given service scenario.
Such models serve the purpose of making QoE estimations,
given a set of conditions, corresponding as closely as possible
to the QoE as perceived by end users. Based on a given
QoE model specifying a weighted combination of QoE
dimensions and a furthermapping to IFs, aQoEmanagement
approach will then aim to derive Key Quality Indicators
(KQIs) and their relationwithmeasureable parameters, along
with quality thresholds, for the purpose of fulfilling a set
optimization goal (e.g., maximizing QoE to maximize profit,
maximizing number of “satisfied” customers). An important
issue to note is that different actors involved in the service
provisioning chain will use a QoE model in different ways,
focusing on those parameters over which a given actor has
control (e.g., a network provider will consider how QoS-
related performance parameters will impact QoE, while a
content or service provider will be interested in how the
service design or usability will impact QoE).

In this section we first discuss QoE IFs in general, and
give an overview and comparison of general QoE modeling
approaches, discussing in turn their applicability with respect
to QoE management strategies. We then further consider
more concretely QoE models targeted specifically towards
wireless networks, highlighting the differenceswith respect to
fixed networks. We end the section with a summary of QoE
modeling challenges.

2.1. QoE Influence Factors. A QoE IF has been defined as
“any characteristic of a user, system, service, application, or
context whose actual state or setting may have influence on the
Quality of Experience for the user” [22]. Figure 1 illustrates
a multitude of different factors which may be considered
in relation to QoE, making it clear that their grouping into
categories aids in identifying such factors in a systematic way.
Several existing approaches have addressed this issue and
proposed classifications of QoE IFs intomultiple dimensions.

It should be noted that specific IFs are relevant for different
types of services and applications.

Stankiewicz and Jajszczyk [3] have classified the
technology-oriented factors that impact QoE into three
groups: QoS factors, Grade of Service (GoS) factors,
and Quality of Resilience (QoR) factors, believing that
provisioning of those at the appropriate level is crucial for
achieving high QoE. Also, they take into consideration a
number of additional factors (mostly nontechnology related)
such as emotions, user profile, pricing policy, application
specific features, terminals, codecs, type of content, and
environmental, psychological, and sociological aspects,
but they do not further group them. On the other hand,
Baraković et al. [21] have categorized QoE influence factors
into five dimensions: (1) technology performance on four
levels: application/service, server, network, and device;
(2) usability, referring to users’ behavior when using the
technology; (3) subjective evaluation; (4) expectations; and
(5) context. Recently, Skorin-Kapov and Varela [26] have
proposed the ARCU model that groups QoE factors into
four multidimensional IF spaces: Application (application
configuration-related factors), Resource (network/system
related factors), Context, and User spaces.

Finally, a recent classification that has emerged from the
EU Qualinet community in the form of a White Paper [22]
groups QoE IFs into the following three categories (which are
additionally divided into several subcategories as described in
the referenced whitepaper).

(i) “Human IFs present any variant or invariant property
or characteristic of a human user. The characteristic
can describe the demographic and socioeconomic
background, the physical and mental constitution,
or the user’s emotional state” (e.g., user’s visual and
auditory acuity, gender, age, motivation, education
background, emotions).

(ii) “System IFs refer to properties and characteristics
that determine the technically produced quality of
an application or service. They are related to media
capture, coding, transmission, storage, rendering, and
reproduction/display, aswell as to the communication
of information itself from content production to
user” (e.g., bandwidth, delay, jitter, loss, throughput,
security, display size, resolution).

(iii) “Context IFs are defined as factors that embrace any
situational property to describe the user’s environ-
ment in terms of physical, temporal, social, economic,
task, and technical characteristics” (e.g., location,
movements, time of day, costs, subscription type,
privacy).

2.1.1. Relationships between QoS and QoE. Among the wide
scope of discussed IFs, a great deal of research has focused
in particular on identifying the relationships between QoS
parameters and QoE, whereby in many cases a user’s per-
ceived quality has been argued tomostly depend onQoS [27–
29]. In studies focused on the mathematical interdependency
of QoE and QoS, Reichl et al. [28, 30] have identified a
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Figure 1: Different factors to be considered in relation to QoE.

logarithmic relationship between QoE and QoS. They argue
that it can be explained on behalf of the Weber-Fechner
Law (WFL) [31], which studies the perceptive abilities of the
human sensory system to a physical stimulus in a quantitative
fashion, and states that the just noticeable difference between
two levels of certain stimulus is proportional to the magni-
tude of the stimuli. A logarithmic relationship formulates the
sensitivity of QoE as a reciprocal function of QoS.

On the other hand, the IQX hypothesis presented and
evaluated by Fiedler et al. in [29] formulates the sensitivity of
QoE as an exponential function of a single QoS impairment
factor. The underlying assumption is that the change of
QoE depends on the actual level of QoE. Understanding
the relationship between network-based QoS parameters and
user-perceived QoE provides important input for the QoE
management process, in particular to network providers with
control over network resource planning and provisioning
mechanisms.

2.2. From Subjective Quality Assessment to Objective Quality
Estimation Models. When building a QoE model, quality
assessment methodologies must be employed. While actual
“ground-truth” user perceived quality may be obtained only
via subjective assessment methodologies, the goal is to use
subjective tests as a basis for building objective QoE models
capable of estimating QoE based solely on objective quality

measurements. Hence, we shortly describe subjective quality
assessment methodologies and different types of objective
quality assessment methods and models.

2.2.1. Subjective QoE Assessment. Subjective quality assess-
ments are based on psychoacoustic/visual experiments which
represent the fundamental and most reliable way to assess
users’ QoE, although they are complex and costly. These
methods have been investigated for many years and have
enabled researchers to gain a deeper understanding of the
subjective dimensions of QoE. Most commonly, the out-
comes of any subjective experiment are quality ratings from
users obtained during use of the service (in-service) or after
service use (out-of-service), which are then averaged into
Mean Opinion Scores (MOSs). This approach has been spec-
ified in ITU-T Recommendation P.800.1 [32] and expresses
an average quality rating of a group of users by means of
standardized scales. For a number of reasons, the use of
MOS has been criticized [33] and extended to other ITU
recommended subjective assessment procedures classified by
type of application and media [34]. An interested reader
is referred to the large number of standards which are
referenced in [34].

In addition to standardized subjective QoE assessment
methods, additional (sometimes complementary) relevant
methods used for long-term user experience assessment have
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been used. In their studies involving QoE evaluations of
mobile applications, Wac et al. [35] have collected users’
QoE ratings on their mobile phones via an Experience
Sampling Method (ESM) [36] several times per day, while
a Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) [37] has been used
to interview users on a weekly basis regarding their usage
patterns and experiences towards the mobile applications.
These methods have served to analyze possible relations and
causalities between QoE ratings, QoS, and context.

With regards to collection of data and running of QoE
experiments, assessments may be conducted in a laboratory
setting [38], in a living labs environment [20], or in an
actual real world environment [27, 35]. Some performance
criteria are modified in a given range in a controlled fash-
ion and subsequently users’ opinions regarding the ser-
vice performance are quantified. As an emerging and very
prospective solution focusing on obtaining a large number of
ratings in a real world environment, crowdsourcing method-
ology [39, 40] has been studied and utilized.

2.2.2. Objective QoE Models. Objective QoE models are
defined as the means for estimating subjective quality solely
from objective quality measurement or indices [41]. In other
words, these models are expected to provide an indication
which approximates the rating that would be obtained from
subjective assessment methods. Different types of objective
quality estimation and prediction models have been devel-
oped. Each model has its proper domain of application and
range of system or service conditions it has been designed for.
Since there exists no universal objective quality assessment
approach, proposed ones can be categorized by various
criteria in order to determine their application area [34]:
(1) application scope; (2) quality features being predicted;
(3) considered network components and configurations; (4)
model input parameters; (5)measurement approach; (6) level
of service interactivity that can be assessed; and (7) level to
which psychophysical knowledge or empirical data have been
incorporated.

According to the level at which the input information
is extracted, there are five types of objective QoE models
[34]: (1) media-layer; (2) packet-layer; (3) bitstream-layer;
(4) hybrid; and (5) planning models. Media-layer models
[42–45] estimate the audio/video QoE by using the actual
media signals as their input. In dependence of utilization
of the source signal, one can use three different approaches
[46, 47]: (1) no-reference (NR) model; (2) reduced-reference
(RR) model; and (3) full-reference (FR) model. On the other
hand, packet-layer models [48] utilize only the packet header
information for QoE estimation, which describes them
as in-service nonintrusive quality monitoring approaches.
A bitstream-layer model is the combination of the two
previously mentioned models, since it utilizes bitstream
information as well as packet header information. Similarly,
hybrid models [49–51] are conceived as a combination of the
previously described three models. Finally, planning models
do not acquire the input information from an existing service,
but estimate it based on service information available during
the planning phase.

In addition to ITU-T standards, ETSI gives a compre-
hensive guide with generic definitions and test methods for
most of the key telecommunication services [52]. There are a
number of other standardization bodies that deal with QoE
assessment, including VQEG, MPEG, and JPEG.

While most of the current literature considers objective
measures in relation to technology oriented collections of
data, it is important to note that objective measurements may
also refer to objective estimations of user’s behavior (e.g.,
task duration, number of mouse clicks) which is commonly
considered only as subjective [53].

2.3. A Survey of General QoE Modeling Approaches. Besides
briefly described subjective assessment methods that may
contribute to building objective QoE models, also addressed
in the previous subsection, we survey a number of general
QoE modeling approaches in order to obtain a “broader
picture” on this topic. Therefore, this subsection provides an
analysis of several general QoE models that were validated
by various types of services. While the listed models are
not all strictly limited to wireless environments, they aim
to identify numerous QoE IFs and provide mechanisms for
relating them to QoE.

Table 1 summarizes these QoE models based on the
following comparison parameters: IFs according to catego-
rization in [22], type of service, consideration of wireless
aspects, provisioning of the concrete QoE model, and appli-
cability with respect to QoE management. This comparison
provides an extension and modification of the analysis given
by Laghari et al. in [10]. We consider more concretely QoE
models targeted specifically for wireless environments in the
following subsection.

Perkis et al. in [54] present a model for measuring
the QoE of multimedia services, distinguishing between
measurable and nonmeasurable parameters. In other words,
the approach does not provide any QoE metric relationship
formulae but rather addresses the factors that influence user’s
QoE.Themeasurable model parameters are closely related to
the technology aspects of the terminal and service, and non-
measurable entities are closely related to user’s perception of
a service, his/her expectations, and behavior. Additionally, a
framework for quantifying themodel parameters is described
and validated with Voice on Demand (VoD) and mobile TV
services in a mobile 3G environment. Although the authors
categorize the parameters by accounting for QoS, QoE, and
business aspects, and thereby encompass human and system
parameters, the model does not fully include the context
dimension. However, the proposed modeling framework
gives the input information for the measurement process and
thereby contributes to the overall QoEmanagement by aiding
the various parties in improving their performance.

A model that does not clearly encompass all QoE dimen-
sions, but rather considers them in a limited manner, is
introduced by Kim et al. [55]. The In-service Feedback QoE
Framework (IFQF) is a user-triggering scheme aimed at
investigating the main reasons of quality deterioration and
thereby contributing to the overall QoEmanagement process.
The architecture consists of four agents: server, network, user,
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and management agent that gather information and form a
feedback loop to find out the reason and location of faults,
and thereby to minimize the difference between QoE value
estimated by operators and the real QoE (as subjectively
perceived by the user).

In [56], Kilkki proposed a framework that identifies the
relationship between QoS and QoE, but does not explicitly
consider QoE components in detail. The framework con-
nects different research communities, including engineers,
economists, and behavioral scientists. The author makes a
strong case for a holistic approach to QoE and suggests the
establishment of a multidisciplinary research group which
would address the complexity ofQoE.Additionally, key terms
in the communication ecosystem are stated, but no classi-
fication of QoE factors or any details on the taxonomy are
provided. However, the framework introduces new concepts
such as Quality of User Experience (QoUE) and Quality of
Customer Experience (QoCE).

On the contrary to the previous approaches which con-
sidered various QoE factors only partially or in a more
abstract fashion, Möller et al. [57] have developed a detailed
taxonomy of the most relevant QoS and QoE aspects focus-
ing on multimodal human-machine interactions, as well
as factors influencing its QoS. The taxonomy consists of
three layers: (1) the QoS-influencing factors related to the
user, the system, and the context of usage; (2) the QoS
interaction performance aspects describing user and system
behavior and performance; and (3) the QoE aspects related
to the quality perception and judgment processes taking
place inside the user. In addition to previously described
approaches, this one also does not provide any concrete
formulation of QoE metrics relationship but recognizes the
need for one with corresponding weights given to QoE IFs
in order to contribute to target-oriented design and QoE
optimization in future systems. However, it is believed that
the developed detailed taxonomy provided in this paper will
aid in producing concrete formulation.

As in [56], Geerts et al. [58] have taken amultidisciplinary
approach and included researchers from backgrounds such
as sociology, communication science, psychology, software
development, and computer science in order to create a
comprehensive framework. The proposed model consists
of four components: user, ICT product, use process, and
context. Each component is divided into several subcate-
gories, which then encompass all three aforementioned QoE
IF categories. Although the proposed approach does not
introduce a weighted QoE formulae, it aims to provide a
detailed look at the different components of QoE offering
concrete information on how they can be measured.

Another approach accounting for all QoE IF categories is
proposed by Laghari et al. [10]. The authors have proposed
a high-level QoE model that can be adapted to many
specific contexts. It consists of four domains, that is, sets
of knowledge, activity, or influence in the proposed model:
human, context, technology, and business. Therefore, the
model addresses QoE from multiple aspects, while it can
be noted that it is more subjectively oriented towards the
human domain. Also, the framework defines the main inter-
actions of the domains: human-context, human-technology,

human-business, technology-business, and context-techno-
business, as well as presenting causal relationships between
domain characteristics. In other words, the presented for-
mulation relates QoE (set of outcome factors) with a
“cause-effect” relationship directly affected with the pre-
diction factors (e.g., technological, business, or contextual
characteristics) and indirectly with mediating factors (e.g.,
associations between aforementioned factors). Additionally,
by providing a well-structured detailed taxonomy of QoE
relevant variables and formulating the causal relationship
between them, this approach aids various interested parties
in comprehending and managing QoE in a broader manner.

Volk et al. [59] present a novel approach toQoEmodeling
and assurance in an NGN Service Delivery Environment
(SDE). The proposed model is context aware and comprises
a comprehensive set of quality-related parameters available
throughout various information factories of the NGN and
accessible by employing standardized procedures within the
NGN SDE. QoS and various human perception components
are addressed. Furthermore, parameter selection and map-
ping definitions are established vertically from the transport
layer through the application layer to the end-user layer, and
horizontally with concatenation of point-to-point QoS and
end-to-end QoE.

De Moor et al. [20] propose a framework that enables
the evaluation of multidimensional QoE in a mobile testbed-
oriented living lab setting. The model consists of a dis-
tributed architecture for monitoring the network QoS, con-
text information, and subjective user experience based on
the functional requirement related to real-time experience
measurements in real-life settings. The architecture allows
the study and understanding of cross-contextual effects, the
assessment of the relative importance of parameters, and the
development of a basic algorithmic QoE model.

Although Song et al. [60] have not proposed exact
formulae for QoE calculation, they have organized QoE
IFs into three components: user, system, and context and
mapped their impacts upon four elements of themobile video
delivery framework, namely, mobile user, mobile device,
mobile network, and mobile video service, since the model
is created for a mobile video environment. User-centered
design of mobile video may benefit from this model, as well
as mobile video vendors that may develop effective strategies
to improve user’s experience.

Finally, the framework discussed by Reichl et al. [28] is
aimed at improved modeling, measurement, and manage-
ment of QoE for mobile broadband services (e.g., mobile
Web browsing, file download). The authors have developed
a model for predicting QoE of network services, based
on a layered approach distinguishing between the network,
application and the user layers. The layered approach derives
the most relevant performance indicators (e.g., network
performance indicators, user-experience characteristics, and
specific application/service related performance indicator)
and aims to builds accurate QoE models by combining user
studies providing direct ratings, with logged data at the
application layer and traffic measurements at the network
layer. The employed laboratory setup includes the user’s
device and two network emulators whichmodel the behavior
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of a variable UMTS/HSPA network. Participants’ network
traffic is captured using the METAWIN [61] passive mon-
itoring system that monitors traffic on all the interfaces of
the packet-switched core network. Passive network measure-
ments combined with obtained subjective user ratings serve
to build reliable QoE models for future QoE estimation. The
proposed model provides an interdisciplinary perspective
including aspects such as device and application usability,
usage context, user personality, emotional issues, and user
roles.Thereby, it can be used not only for QoE prediction and
management, but also for uncovering functional dependen-
cies between causally relevant performance indicators and the
resulting perceived quality.

Based on the comparison given in Table 1, it may be
summarized that the majority of discussed approaches [10,
20, 28, 57–60], differing in considered type of service and
wireless aspects, address the human IFs at both low-level (i.e.,
physical, emotional, and mental constitution of the user) and
high-level processing (i.e., cognitive ability, interpretation, or
judgment). These models also consider system IFs classified
into content, media, network, and device factors, as well as
context IFs, while a set of them such as [55, 56] do not
explicitly address IFs in that fashion. However, although the
analyzed approaches address different IFs, most provide a
QoE modeling framework, while only a few of them provide
a concrete model [10, 28, 59].

In the context of QoE management, all addressed QoE
modeling approaches, each in its own way, contribute to
this process and may be applied in various contexts such
as system or service/application optimization, as well as
network resource allocation improvement. Thus several of
them have been built to aid monitoring, measurement, and
estimation of QoE [20, 54, 58, 59], while others contribute
to QoE improvement by diagnosing the main reasons for
quality deterioration [55], enabling development of strategies
[60], and providing detailed taxonomy [56, 57] and causal
relationships [10], as well as QoE prediction mechanisms
[28].

2.4. QoE Modeling in the Context of Wireless Networks. QoE
modeling becomes even more challenging in the context
of wireless and mobile networks due to additional issues
posed by this variable environment. Previously analyzedQoE
modeling approaches have addressed the points common
to both fixed and wireless-mobile environments in terms of
system, user, and context IFs. However, in order to gain better
understanding of QoE modeling in wireless environments,
additional aspects that need to be considered and stressed
in addition to common ones have been listed and classified
according to the categorization in [22] in Table 2.

Beginning with the environment itself, we address reli-
ability and variability. Wireless channels are more prone to
errors than fixed networks because of exposure to various
physical phenomena such as noise, fading, or interference.
This leads to packet losses, as well as to excessive and variable
delays, which consequently affect metrics such as Round Trip
Time (RTT), Server Response Time (SRT) or throughput,
and integrity and fluency of transmitted data. The wireless
infrastructure has been marked as an air bottleneck in data

transmission between the user device and the gateway due
to several other features such as wireless capacity in terms of
speed, coverage radius, or limited bandwidth, and channel
sharing with other users or signal strength which may be
affected by temperature, humidity, distance from the antenna,
and so forth. Also, regarding the wireless channels’ reliability,
one must consider security issues and interceptions. In
addition, the usage of the multitude of wireless access tech-
nologies differing in their characteristics (e.g., bandwidth,
capacity and coverage constraints, congestion mechanism)
also influences the wireless network performance in many
ways and thereby the QoE as well.

In contrast to a fixed environment, mobility (horizontal
handover) as well as the freedom of switching between vari-
ous available wireless access technologies, that is, migration
of communication from one network to another (vertical
handover), leads to another factor affecting QoE—session
establishment delay. Namely, during session establishment,
a mobile user passes several steps. Firstly, the user has to
wait for the security procedures to be performed in order to
be granted access to the network. The user then additionally
waits while the signaling procedures are completed in order
to establish the session. Therefore, in order to initially
establish the session or reestablish one due to interruption
caused by handover, these procedures have to be performed
[21]. With high users’ mobility rate, signaling procedures are
performed more frequently, increasing the amount of the
signaling traffic. This affects the overall usage of wireless
resources and increases the session establishment delay,
leading to a negative impact on QoE.

However, the increased amount of signaling traffic
exchanged in session set up, modification, or tear down
procedure does not only affect radio and signaling resources,
but also affects device performance. For example, modern
mobile phones have an impressive repertoire of functions
and features and support applications that require constant
connection with the network [62]. The connectivity is main-
tained by frequently exchanging signaling traffic, which may
dominate in comparison with data traffic.The consequence is
the overload of computational resources on themobile device
and faster battery consumption. These factors have been
considered neither in the case of laptops where the signaling
traffic is not generated that frequently and batteries are bigger
and allow longer connection maintenance, nor in the QoE
modeling for fixed environments where battery consumption
is not an issue. Additionally, battery consumption is not only
linked with mobile-device interaction with the network, but
also to user-device interaction. Therefore, one may conclude
that battery lifetime and its consumption are major factors
that need to be considered when modeling QoE in the
wireless context.

In addition to battery consumption, a number of mobile
device features impact QoE. The size of the mobile device
screen, as well as position and location of the keys on the
screen, may cause difficulties with resizing or scrolling. The
small keyboard can impact overall usability and lead to aggra-
vation when typing. Furthermore, as stated in [2, 35], end-
user perceived quality may be affected by a lack of “features,”
such as flash player, personalized alarm clock, features for
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Table 2: Aspects to be considered and stressed when modeling QoE in a wireless context.

Category Aspects impacting QoE to be considered and stressed in the wireless context

System

Network Device

(i) Physical phenomena of wireless
channel—variability (affected by
noise, fading, and interference)

(i) Signal strength (terminal antenna
gain, terminal receiver sensitivity)

(ii) Wireless channel reliability
(interception, security issues)

(ii) Battery lifetime—energy
consumption

(iii) Wireless capacity (speed, coverage,
limited bandwidth, shared resources)

(iii) Computational power/resources,
storage capacity, processor capability

(iv) Channel sharing among users (iv) Screen and keyboard size
(v) Signal strength (affected by the
temperature, humidity, distance from
the antenna, base station antenna gain)

(v) Signaling traffic overload

(vi) Signaling traffic overload
(vii) Handover delay

Media and Content
(i) Adaptation capabilities (e.g., capability to adapt various application parameters to
fit the device, network, usage context constraints)

(ii) Usability of mobile device
(iii) Adjustment to the device power consumption
(iv) Data access
(v) Offline capabilities
(vi) Transparent synchronization with backend systems
(vii) Security issues
(viii) Lack of add-ons

User and context User routine and lifestyle
The impact of multiple contexts on user’s perception (e.g., mobility, time of day,
noisy environment, prior experience)

privacy settings, Global Positioning System (GPS), and built-
in dictionary.

In the context of achieving high QoE, mobile appli-
cation developers should consider all usage scenarios and
address various challenges. Application adaptation capabil-
ities (dynamic or static) are important, in terms of adapt-
ing service/application content to fit the device and access
network capabilities. Besides usability which is mostly con-
sidered in all QoE models, applications should be adjusted
to device computational power [63]. Various means of data
access, security issues, and offline capabilities as well as
transparent synchronization with the backend systems also
must be addressed when considering mobile applications.

Finally, user behavior in the wireless context is differ-
ent as compared to fixed environments. Users are able to
access services via various available wireless technologies
and different mobile devices, which expose them to dynamic
environments. Although addressed in most existing QoE
modeling approaches, it is particularly important to address
the various usage contexts in wireless environments, since
they change the users’ perceived quality greatly. The authors
in [2] have recognized these important user- and context-
related aspects in mobile environments and summarized
them in the user routine and lifestyle.

2.5. Summary of QoE Modeling Challenges. There are a num-
ber of challenges related to the topic of QoEmodeling. Firstly,
there is a need to identify a long list of various factors affecting
QoE for a given type of service. Secondly, well-planned
extensive subjective studies need to be conducted involving
human quality perception (including both cognitive and
behavioral modeling) in order to model the relationship
between identified IFs and (multiple dimensions of) QoE.
Some of the main aspects to be considered when planning
subjective tests include specification of themethodology to be
used, identification of the dependant and independent vari-
ables to be considered, user test subjects, testing scenarios,
testing environment, and rating scales. Test results analysis
leads to identification of the IFs with the most significant
impact onQoE and enables the derivation of keyQoE IFs.The
identification of keyQoE IFs and their quality thresholds pro-
vide input for relevant QoE optimization strategies. Thirdly,
general QoE models should be generic and designed in an
elastic way so as to account for fast technology and service
advances in converged wireless networks.

While standards specify subjective testing methodologies
for multimedia services such as audio, video, and audio-
visual services [49, 50, 64, 65], new methodologies are
currently being studied for emerging services such as Web
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and cloud-based services [66–70]. In addition, this section
contributes by summarizing the QoE modeling challenges in
the wireless context.

3. QoE Measurement and Modeling

As previously stated, QoE is a multidimensional concept
which is difficult not only to define in a simple and unified
manner, but also to monitor and measure, considering the
large number ofQoE IFs to be considered. In order to provide
accurate QoE assessment, consideration of only one or two
QoE IFs is generally not sufficient. On the contrary, QoE
should be considered in all its dimensions taking into account
as many IFs as possible (and relevant). Knowledge of the key
IFs related to a given type of service drawn fromQoEmodels
provides input for QoE monitoring purposes.

The QoE monitoring and measurement process encom-
passes the acquisition of data related to the network envi-
ronment and conditions, terminal capabilities, user, context,
and application/service specific information and its quantifi-
cation [24]. The parameters can be gathered via probes at
different points in the communication system, at different
moments, as well as by various methods. A diversity of
QoE monitoring and measurement points, moments, and
methods together with the selection of the key QoE IFs for
a given service additionally increases the complexity of this
process.

In order to be able to manage and optimize QoE,
knowledge regarding the root cause of unsatisfactory QoE
levels or QoE degradations is necessary. As noted by Bat-
teram et al. [71] and also by Reichl. et al. [30], a layered
approach relates network-level Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs, for example, delay, loss, throughput, etc.) with user-
level application specific Key Quality Indicators (KQIs, for
example, service availability, usability, reliability, etc.), which
then provide input for a QoE estimation model. Additional
input to a QoE estimation model may then be provided by
user-, context-, and device-related IFs. Knowledge regarding
this mapping between KPIs and KQIs (or what we have
referred to as quality dimensions) will provide valuable input
regarding the analysis of the root causes of QoE degradation.
Hence, monitoring probes inserted at different points along
the service delivery chain to collect data regarding relevant
KPIs are necessary.

When discussingmonitoring points, wemay roughly dis-
tinguish between network-based probes and client side probes
(note that measurements in both cases may be conducted
at different layers of the protocol stack). At the client side,
we may further distinguish between probes that collect end-
user-related data (e.g., objectivemeasures such as usermouse
clicks, or data such as user demographics, user motivation,
etc.), context data, device-related data, application data,
and network traffic data. While monitoring at the client
side provides the best insight into the service quality that
users actually perceive, a challenge lies in providing QoE
information feedback to the network, service/application,
content, or cloud provider to adapt, control, and optimize
the QoE. As noted by Hoßfeld et al. [24], this client side
monitoring point poses the issues of users’ privacy, trust,

and integrity, since users may cheat in order to receive better
performance. Consequently, collecting data from within the
network without conducting client side monitoring (in an
either objective or subjectivemanner), and vice versa, will not
generally provide sufficient insight into QoE. Hence, accurate
monitoring of QoE needs to employ both: monitoring from
within the network and at the client side.

Soldani et al. [72] have used the same conclusions
for the monitoring and measurement of QoE, specifically
in mobile networks, that is, the need for complementary
application of QoE monitoring and measurement methods.
Two approaches were proposed: (1) a service-level approach
using statistical samples; and (2) a network management
system approach using QoS parameters.The former one uses
application-level performance indicators and provides the
real user opinion towards the used service, while the latter
mapsQoS performancemetrics from various parts of the net-
work onto user-perceptible QoE performance targets. Several
similar QoE measurement approaches were standardized by
3GPP in particularly for Real-Time Protocol (RTP) based
streaming, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) streaming
[73], Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), pro-
gressive download [74], and Multimedia Telephony (MMtel)
[75] for 3GPP devices. Namely, the quality of mobile media is
usually degraded due to issues that arise in the last wireless
hop, and, consequently, network oriented QoE assessment
may not be very reliable. Therefore, it has been reported
that the best way to obtain an accurate QoE assessment is
to monitor and measure it in the mobile device and report
it back to the system [76]. Reported QoE data is combined
with other network collected measurements and facilitates
the identification of the root causes of quality degradation.

Regarding timing, QoEmeasurementsmay be conducted
(1) before the service is developed, which includes the
consideration of individual quality factors as well as quality
planning; (2) after the service is developed, but not delivered;
(3) during/after service delivery, which comprises quality
monitoring within the network and at the end user side
during/after service usage. It has been noted that in the
context of closed loop adaptation, there is a growing demand
for suitable objective (rather than subjective) QoE evaluation
techniques to facilitate optimal use of available wireless
resources [23].

As discussed in [71], there are primarily three techniques
prevalent in the market today for measuring performance:
(1) using test packets; (2) using probes in network elements
and user equipment; and (3) using the measurement com-
bination from several network elements. Various approaches
involving passive measurements have been reported, based
on analyzing the correlations between traffic characteris-
tics and performance criteria [28, 77]. Conducting passive
measurements is often cheap and may be used for the
evaluation of new applications. However, using network QoS
measures for QoE estimation generally implies discerning
individual media streams, hence putting additional effort on
themonitoring process (involving packet filtering and stream
reconstruction) [78].

It is a great challenge today to find a consensus regarding
QoE measuring practices. On one hand, QoE has been
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Figure 2: QoE/QoS monitoring and adaptation points in a wireless network environment (see Abbreviations).

mainly measured in terms of technical metrics, since it
is often interpreted in terms of QoS. This measurement
and assessment approach is criticized when stressing the
multidimensional character of QoE [20, 54, 56, 79–81]. On
the other hand, measuring the subjective dimensions of the
experience is often skipped or neglected because of shorter
product/service life cycles, time pressure, budgetary reasons,
or simply because they are ignored.

3.1. A Survey of QoEMonitoring andMeasurement Approaches
in Wireless Networks. Figure 2 illustrates possible QoE/QoS
monitoring and adaptation points in a wireless network
environment in the context of the 3GPP EPS. The EPS
supports multiple access networks and mobility between
them via a converged all-IP core network referred to as
the previously mentioned EPC [1]. The figure portrays a
simplified architecture combining 2G/3G access networks,
non-3GPP radio access networks, and the 3GPP LTE access
network [6, 82, 83]. As shown, QoE/QoS-related data may
be collected from within the network, at the client side,
or both. The QoE monitoring and measurement within the
network may include data collection at different points such
as the base stations within the various access networks, the
gateways or routers within the core network, or the servers
in the service/application, content, or cloud domains. The
acquired parameters may be derived from application level
(e.g., content resolution, frame rate, codec type, media type),

network level (e.g., packet loss, delay, jitter, throughput), or
a combination thereof, that is, in the cross-layer fashion.
This approach of enabling QoS at different layers is required
due to the fact that existing QoS support in wireless access
technologies (e.g., WiMAX or LTE) focuses only on the
access network [84]. Traffic collection closer to the end user
will provide input for a more accurate estimate of QoE, as
discussed also in [85]. Furthermore, the amount of data to
process is greatly reduced as compared to data collected in the
core network. While QoS solutions commonly use network
egress routers for conducting traffic analysis, there is a need
to consider computational load.

The remainder of this subsection provides a discussion
of several QoE measurement and monitoring studies that
have been conducted with various types of services. The
approaches are categorized as focusing on client side or
network measurements, or their combination. A summary
given in Table 3 compares these approaches based on theQoE
monitoring point, QoE estimation point, method of conduct-
ing the QoE measurement, metrics (subjective or objective),
type of service, and QoEmanagement applicability, as well as
deployment challenges in the context of QoE management.
We note that while subjective measurements are generally
more applicable in the context of building QoE models (or
validating monitoring approaches), objective measurements
are generally employed for QoE estimation and subsequently
optimization purposes.
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3.1.1. QoE Monitoring at the Client Side. While 3GPP policy
and QoS mechanisms are based on centralized control,
there have been complementary efforts to move certain
intelligence from the network to the client. In the context of
DASH services (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP),
3GPP and MPEG standardization bodies have standardized
mechanisms for activating QoE measurements at the client
device, as well as the protocols and formats for the delivery
of QoE reports to the network servers [74]. It is important
to note that HTTP adaptive streaming in general provides
the client with the ability to fully control the streaming
session. This methodology is mostly suitable for mobile
wireless environments and proposed as an optional feature on
client devices.TheQoEmonitoring and reporting framework
as standardized by 3GPP is composed of the following
phases: (1) a server activates QoE reporting, requests a set
of QoE metrics to be reported, and configures the QoE
reporting framework; (2) a client monitors or measures the
requested QoE metrics according to the QoE configuration;
and (3) the client sends the QoE report to the network
server in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format by
using HTTP [86]. In the context of 3GPP LTE systems, it is
important to devise and adopt new QoS delivery and service
adaption methods targeting DASH services, since they are
beneficial in the sense of optimal management of limited
network resources and improved QoE provisioning to the
end user [87]. The benefits of adaptive streaming have in
particular been recognized in the case of high bandwidth-
consuming mobile video communications. Figure 3 depicts a
possible example of PCC architecture performing end-to-end
QoS/QoE delivery for DASH services. As noted in [87], the
current 3GPP PCC architecture supports only QoS delivery
and service adaptation for RTSP-based adaptive streaming
services, with the need for new methods for HTTP adaptive
streaming services.

Other work has addressed concrete cases of collecting
QoE relevant metrics at the client side, albeit primarily for
QoE modeling purposes and not considering QoE report-
ing mechanisms providing feedback to the network. In
their studies of mobile video streaming, Ketykó et al. [88]
have introduced an implementation of a QoE measurement
approach on the Android platform based on the collection of
both objective and subjective parameters. Observed objective
parameters are logged by a QoS and context monitor compo-
nent deployed on an Android device node and include audio
and video jitter and packet loss rate, as well as percentage
of duration of connection to a specific data network type in
relation to the total duration of a video watching session. In
addition, observed end user subjective parameters are logged
by an Experience Monitor component also deployed on the
Android device and include test users’ ratings of content,
picture and sound quality, fluidness, matching to interests,
and loading speed. Similar to the procedures in [88], Verdejo
et al. [89] discuss the Android-based QoE measurement
framework as applied in the context of playing a mobile
location-based real-time massively multiplayer online role-
playing game (MMORPG). Users’ evaluations regarding the
feelings of amusement, absorption, or engagement expe-
rienced while playing the game are taken into account

and related to a set of objective QoS-related parameters,
contextual data, and physiological data obtained from an on-
body sensor.

Previously described measurement approaches may con-
tribute to the overall QoEmanagement process in the context
of improving the application design, that is, better under-
standing of content and physical effects. However, if applying
such measurement techniques, for example, for optimizing
network performance, the challenge lies in reporting QoE
feedback obtained at the client side back to the network.
Other potential deployment challenges are user related. As
previously mentioned, if a user is providing QoE related
feedback, they may cheat to improve their performance.
Finally, user’s privacy may be an issue when it comes to
behavioral monitoring.

Besides the previously described subjective data col-
lection methods ESM and DRM, Wac et al. [35] have
also addressed technical aspects of QoE in their measure-
ment approach involving a real-life four-week-long study.
They have developed an Android Context Sensing Software
(CSS) application that unobtrusively collects context and
QoS data from users’ Android phones. Gathered context
data includes current time and user’s geographical location,
wireless access network technology, cell-ID or an access
point name, Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI), and
current used applications with total amounts of application
throughput)while themeasured network parameter is Round
Trip Time (RTT) for an application-level control message
sent every minute from amobile device through the available
wireless access network to a dedicated server. As a result of the
study, the authors identified a number of QoE IFs for mobile
applications, such as user’s routine, prior experience, and the
possibility to choose between a PC and their mobile device.
This approach contributes to the QoE management process
in the context ofmobile applications design improvement but
might experience the same deployment challenges as the two
previously described approaches.

With regards to collecting user feedback, a framework
proposed by Chen et al. [90] quantifies the users’ quality
perceptions by having users click a dedicated button when-
ever he/she feels dissatisfied with the quality of the used
application. Hence, the framework is called OneClick and
has been demonstrated through user evaluations of different
multimedia content in variable network conditions.

Finally, we mention the applicability of client side mon-
itoring in the context of QoE-driven mobility management.
Focusing on voice services, Varela and Laulajainen [91]
describe QoE estimations for VoIP to improve the existing
network-level IP mobility management solutions. The pro-
posed solution performs QoE estimations by passive net-
work QoS monitoring for VoIP traffic, feeding the network’s
QoS information to a Pseudo-Subjective Quality Assessment
(PSQA) tool [92].The aim is to aid in making access network
handover decisions. A presented prototype implementation
is tested in scenarios representing real VoIP service usage.
We note that VoIP QoE estimation and prediction based
on passive probing mechanisms and integrated directly into
a mobility management protocol is further addressed by
Mitra et al. [93]. Furthermore, a user-centric approach to
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Figure 3: Example of possible PCC architecture performing end-to-end QoS/QoE delivery for DASH services (see Abbreviations).

proposing seamless mobility management solutions was one
of the key focus areas of the EU FP7 PERIMITER project
[94] (available deliverables provide detailed insight into user-
centric mobility design).

3.1.2. QoE Monitoring in the Network. Volk et al. [59], whose
approach is described in Section 2 in the context of QoE
modeling, have focused on an NGN and IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) [95] based environment and proposed a
solution for QoE assurance which employs an automated
proactive in-service algorithm for the user’s QoE estimation,
rather than relying on regular QoS techniques or acquir-
ing the subjective end-user’s feedback. The QoE estimation
algorithm is based on context-aware objective end-to-end
QoE modeling and is run by a dedicated application server,
implemented as a value-added service enabler. The authors
argue reasons for conducting centralized QoE estimations
in the network as being availability of and access to a wide
range of quality-related information, the possibility of non-
intrusive in-service QoE estimation, and the potential of
proactive in-service quality assurance functionality (e.g., the
application server may invoke adaptation/modification of
certain quality affecting parameters).While the authors argue
that this approach ensures fair interpretation of subjectively
perceived quality towards any end user or service, and

operational efficiency in terms of no end-user involvement
(guaranteeing universality of the QoE estimation), the notion
of user singularity may be considered neglected.

Hoßfeld et al. [96] compare two YouTube QoE moni-
toring approaches operating at the end user level (described
in the following heading) and within the network. A novel
YouTube in-network (YiN) monitoring tool is proposed as
a passive network monitoring tool. This approach aims at
detecting and measuring stalling of the video playback by
approximating the video buffer status by comparing the
playback times of video frames and the time stamps of
received packets. The challenges of this approach are related
to the accurate reconstruction of the stalling events that arrive
at the application layer which requires additional costs and
limits the scalability in terms of the number of YouTube video
streaming flows that can be actually monitored by a probe.

Menkovski et al. [38] have presented a method for
assessing QoE and developed a platform for conducting the
QoE estimation for a service provider.The designed platform
estimates QoE of the mobile TV services based on existing
QoS monitoring data together with QoE prediction models.
The prediction models are built using Machine Learning
(ML) techniques from subjective data acquired by limited
initial subjective user measurements. Thereby, subjective
measurement associated complexities are minimized, while
the accuracy of the method is maintained. This platform is
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currently used for mobile TV systems where it estimates the
QoE of the streaming media content and is further used to
manage the services and resources. However, the deployed
system cannot give any information as to how the service is
perceived by the end user.

3.1.3. QoE Monitoring Combining Client Side and Network
Measurements. Further focusing on YouTube as one of the
most common and traffic intensive mobile applications,
Staehle et al. [97] have proposed a previously mentioned
YouTubeApplicationComfort (AC)monitoring tool—YoMo,
which monitors the QoE at the client’s side. The tool detects
the YouTube video and determines its buffered playtime.
Thereby, the YoMo tool is able to detect an imminent QoE
degradation, that is, stalling of the video. The interruption of
the video playback is the only considered factor influencing
YouTube QoE, as it has been argued that this is the key IF
in the given case. Additionally, the tool communicates the
stalling information to the network advisor and raises an
alarm if the AC becomes bad.Whatmakes YoMo particularly
suitable for QoE monitoring and measurement is its ability
to predict the time of stalling in advance. Thus, it allows the
network operator to react prior to the QoE degradation and
to avoid unsatisfied customers.

Ketykó et al. [98] have introduced a measurement con-
cept of QoE related to mobile video streaming in a 3G
network environment and semi-real-life context. The data
collection, which is based on the Experience Sampling
Method, combines objective and subjective data for eval-
uating user experiences. Observed technical-quality-related
QoE parameters, audio and video packet loss and jitter, are
obtained at the server-side from the Real-time Transport
Control Protocol (RTCP) Receiver Records (RR), while the
observed RSSI parameter is obtained from theMyExperience
in situmeasurement tool used at the client side.The subjective
assessments parameters have been conducted in two phases:
(1) preusage questionnaire (obtaining users’ experiences
towardsmobile applications) and (2) usage phase where users
are asked to use the mobile application in six different usage
contexts: indoor and outdoor, at home, at work, and on a
train/bus. This study has shown that QoE of mobile video
streaming is influenced by the QoS and by the context.
Additionally, the authors have proposed linear functions
for modeling the technical-quality-related QoE aspects and
argued that spatial quality and emotional satisfaction are the
most relevant QoE aspects for the tested users.

Having surveyed several chosen QoE measurement
approaches, we have classified them into ones that aim to
perform QoE monitoring by acquiring data only at the client
side [35, 74, 88–90], only within the network [28, 38, 59,
91, 96], or by collecting data at both, the client side and
within the network [97, 98]. As stated previously, in order
to assure accurate QoE estimation and identification of the
causes ofQoEdegradation,measurements collected along the
end-to-end service delivery path are needed. The majority of
approaches comprise both subjective and objective parame-
ters with end users estimating QoE. While the collection of
subjective assessments is generally conducted in the scope
of empirical QoE studies targeted towards building accurate

QoE models, objective measurements provide input for QoE
predictionmechanisms and are commonly employed forQoE
optimization and control purposes. Furthermore, in terms of
the measurements environments that have been discussed,
several approaches have been illustrated in a laboratory
testbed [28, 38, 91, 96, 97], while others were demonstrated
in real-life [35, 59, 74, 90] or semi-real-life environments
[88, 89, 98].

As it can be observed from the previous analysis, QoE
monitoring approaches in the wireless context often measure
parameters such as packet loss rate, bandwidth, through-
put, delay, and jitter and do not in general differ from
ones addressing a fixed environment. However, in order to
gain a deeper understanding of QoE IFs in wireless and
mobile environments, there is a need to monitor parameters
characteristic for such environments (Table 2). For example,
RSSI measurements can be utilized for addressing wireless
factors such as channel exposure to physical phenomenon,
its capacity and sharing among the users, signal strength,
terminal antenna gain. Additionally, in order to gain the
accuracy regarding the wireless channels, this measurement
can be combined with measurements of base station and
terminal antenna gain, distance from the antenna, temper-
ature, and so forth. The information obtained by combining
the aforementioned measurements can give a clearer picture
of which factors impact QoE and to what extent. Another
example is the measurement of the radio cell reselection
frequency or signaling update frequency which may reveal
how these wireless and mobile specific issues can be opti-
mized. Additionally, although not considered in the analysis,
it is recommended to measure the mobile device power
consumption while using different applications, processor
capability, and storage capacity.

3.2. Summary of QoE Monitoring and Measurement Chal-
lenges. The previous discussion has shown that the QoE
monitoring and measurement process is complex due to the
diversity of factors affectingQoE, data acquisition points, and
timings, as well as methods of collecting data, and the lack of
consensus regarding these issues. The main challenge in this
process is to answer the following four questions: (1)What to
collect?; (2) Where to collect?; (3) When to collect?; and (4)
How to collect?

Firstly, one needs to determine which data to acquire.
The what/which clause is specified by the QoE metrics
selection which depends on the service type and context.The
decision regarding data that should be acquired considering
the wide spectrum of QoE IFs is challenging, but it is
the prerequisite for any QoE monitoring and measurement
approach. Secondly, choosing a location where to collect data
is another critical issue in theQoE assessment process, that is,
determine the location of monitoring probes. As previously
mentioned, data can be collected within the network, at the
client side, or both (depending also on whether measure-
ments are conducted for QoE modeling purposes or for QoE
control purposes). The QoE monitoring and measurement
within the network may include data collection at different
points such as the base stations within the various access net-
works, the gateways or routers within the core network, or the
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servers in the service/application, content, or cloud domains.
Additionally, the acquired parameters may be derived from
application level, network level, or a combination thereof.
Each acquisition location addresses the specific challenges
discussed previously. Furthermore, if performing in-service
QoE management (e.g., QoE-driven dynamic (re)allocation
of network resources), collected data generally needs to be
communicated to an entity performing QoE optimization
decisions. Hence, the passing of data to a control entity
needs to be addressed. Thirdly, one should determine when
to collect data: (1) before the service is developed; (2) after
the service is developed, but not delivered; and (3) after the
service is delivered. Additionally, how often data should be
monitored and measured needs to be considered. Finally,
how to perform the data acquisition is determined by the
where andwhen clauses.TheQoEmonitoring process implies
computational operations, hence computational complexity
and battery life of mobile devices need to be considered.

It may be concluded, as in the QoE modeling process,
that different actors involved in the service provisioning chain
will monitor and measure QoE in different ways, focusing on
those parameters over which a given actor has control (e.g., a
network providerwillmonitor howQoS-related performance
parameters will impact QoE, a device manufacturer will
monitor device-related performance issues, while application
developers will be interested in how the service design or
usability will affect QoE).

Having chosen the proper QoE metrics and monitoring
and measurements approach, it is important to provide
mechanisms utilizing this information for improving service
performance, network planning, optimization of network
resources, specification of service level agreements (SLAs)
among operators, and so forth. Such issues are addressed as
the “final step” in the QoEmanagement process, discussed in
the following section.

4. QoE Optimization and Control

Following QoE modeling, monitoring, and measurements,
the ultimate goal of QoE management is to control QoE
via QoE optimization and control mechanisms. Such mech-
anisms yield optimized service delivery with (potentially)
continuous and dynamic delivery control in order to maxi-
mize the end-user’s satisfaction and optimally utilize limited
system resources. From an operator point of view, the goal
would be to maintain satisfied end users (in terms of their
achieved QoE) in order to limit customer churn, while effi-
ciently allocating available wireless network resources. QoE
optimization as such may be considered a very challenging
task due to a number of issues characteristic for converged all-
IP wireless environments, including limited bandwidth and
its variability, the growth of mobile data, the heterogeneity of
mobile devices and services, the diversity of usage contexts,
and challenging users’ requirements and expectations, as well
as the strive to achieve cost efficiency.

4.1. An Overview of QoE Optimization Approaches in Wireless
Environment. A number of strategies for optimizing QoE in

a wireless environment that have been proposed differ in
the applied approach (network/user oriented), parameters
chosen to be adjusted, control location(s) and timing(s),
and so forth. Therefore, in this section, Table 4 will provide
an overview of the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of
QoE optimization point, optimization strategy, considered
wireless technologies, and deployment challenges.

Since QoS (and ultimately QoE) provisioning is a key
issue in the context of wireless networks, 3GPP has proposed
a set of comprehensive QoS concepts and architectures for
UMTS [7, 8]. A Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF)
included in the EPS as part of the 3GPP PCC architecture
[9], which is shown in Figure 4, impacts end-user QoE for a
particular subscription and service type by providing service-
aware network-based QoS. Service requirements may be
extracted from the application-level signaling (e.g., based on
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)) and passed down to
the PCRF, responsible for executing policy rules. Execution
of policy rules and their enforcement at the network level
serves to manage network congestion, provide differentiated
service quality based on heterogeneous service requirements,
and create a framework for new business models.The bearer-
and class-based QoS concept introduces a QoS Class Iden-
tifier (QCI) which specifies standardized packet forwarding
treatment for a given traffic flow. The standardized QCI
characteristics are specified in terms of bearer type (Guar-
anteed Bit-Rate (GBR) or non-GBR), priority, Packet Delay
Budget (PDB), and Packet Error Loss Rate (PELR) [99]. Apart
from nine QCIs, QoS parameters defined in the EPS include
Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP),MaximumBit-Rate
(MBR), and GBR.

Skorin-Kapov andMatijašević [100] have proposed QoE-
driven service adaptation and optimized network resource
allocation mechanisms in the context of the 3GPP IMS and
PCC architectures (Figure 5(a)). Service requirements and
user preferences are signaled in the form of utility functions
and serve as input for an optimization process (conducted
by a proposed QoS Matching and Optimization Function)
aimed at calculating the optimal service configuration and
network resource allocation, given network resource, service,
and operator policy constraints. The calculation results are
passed to the PCRF node and serve as input for resource
allocation mechanisms. Ivešić et al. [101] have further built
on this approach by focusing on QoE-driven domain-wide
optimal resource allocation among multiple sessions. The
resource allocation has been formulated as a multiobjective
optimization problem with the objectives of maximizing the
total utility of all active sessions along with operator profit in
the context of the 3GPP EPS.

Further considering a 3GPP environment, an in-service
QoE controlmechanismhas been proposed byVolk et al. [59]
and further studied by Sterle et al. [102] (Figure 5(b)). The
proposed application-level QoE estimation function running
at the application server in the NGN service stratum is
based on collection of a comprehensive set of QoE IFs. The
authors attempt tomaximizeQoE bymaking the adjustments
to identified quality performance indicators. As previously
discussed in terms ofQoEmonitoring andmeasurement, this
approach’s benefits include the wide range of quality-related
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Figure 5: QoE control mechanisms: (a) Skorin-Kapov and Matijašević [100] and Ivešić et al. [101]; (b) Sterle et al. [102] (see Abbreviations).
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Table 4: An overview of QoE optimization approaches in wireless environments.

QoE optimization
approach

QoE optimization
point QoE optimization strategy

Wireless
technologies
considered

Deployment challenges

Skorin-Kapov and
Matija ̌sevi ́c [100]

SIP application server
in IMS domain

(i) Mechanisms for service
adaptation
(ii) Mechanisms for optimal
network resource allocation

3GPP access

(i) Computational complexity
(ii) Users subjectivity
(iii) Signaling overhead
(iv) Scalability

Ivešić et al. [101]

SIP Application server
in IMS domain and
policy engine in core
network (e.g., PCRF)

Mechanisms for domain-wide
optimal network resource
allocation

3GPP access
(i) Computational complexity
(ii) Scalability
(iii) Users subjectivity

Sterle et al. [102] SIP application server
in IMS domain

Mechanisms for service
optimization

WiMAX and
UMTS

(i) Computational complexity
(ii) Users subjectivity
(iii) Scalability
(iv) Extendibility

Thakolsri et al. [103]
Core network

(cross-layer based
optimization)

(i) Mechanisms for optimal radio
resource allocation
(ii) Mechanisms for rate
adaptation

UMTS (HSDPA) (i) Users subjectivity
(ii) Extendibility

Staehle et al. [97]
Core network

(cross-layer based
optimization)

(i) Mechanisms for optimal radio
resource allocation
(ii) Mechanisms for service
optimization

WLAN
(i) Computational complexity
(ii) Users subjectivity
(iii) Scalability

Shehada et al. [112]
Core network

(cross-layer based
optimization)

Mechanisms for optimal network
resource allocation LTE (i) Extendibility

(ii) Users subjectivity

Amram et al. [113]
Core network

(cross-layer based
optimization)

(i) Mechanisms for optimal
network resource allocation
(ii) Mechanisms for optimal
handover decision

LTE and WLAN

(i) Extendibility
(ii) Cost limitations
(iii) Optimal CDN node selection
(iv) Users subjectivity
(v) Scalability
(vi) Modification of scheduling
algorithm

Aristomenopoulos
et al. [109]

Access network
(cross-layer based
optimization)

(i) Mechanisms for optimal radio
resource allocation
(ii) Mechanisms for integration
of user’s subjectivity

CDMA
(i) User’s fairness
(ii) Extendibility
(iii) Scalability

Wamser et al. [110] Access network
(eNodeB)

Mechanisms for service
optimization (prioritized traffic
scheduling)

LTE

(i) User’s fairness
(ii) Signaling overhead
(iii) Modification of scheduling
algorithm

Piamrat et al. [111]

Access network
(user- and

network-data
collection)

Mechanisms for optimized access
network selection WLAN

(i) Computational complexity
(ii) Importing intelligence into
base stations
(iii) Possible signaling overhead
(iv) Extendibility
(v) User’s fairness

Khan et al. [114]
Sender side

(preencoding stage
over access network)

(i) Mechanisms for service
optimization
(ii) Mechanisms for rate
adaptation

UMTS
(i) Extendibility
(ii) Users subjectivity
(iii) Modification of SBR
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Table 4: Continued.

QoE optimization
approach

QoE optimization
point QoE optimization strategy

Wireless
technologies
considered

Deployment challenges

El Essaili et al. [107]

Distributed on the
end user terminal and
access network (base

station)

(i) Mechanisms for optimal radio
resource allocation
(ii) Mechanisms for service
optimization

LTE
(i) Signaling overhead
(ii) Computational complexity
(iii) User’s privacy

Csernai and Gulyas
[115]

End user mobile
device

Mechanisms for optimized
battery consumption WLAN

(i) Extendibility
(ii) Cost requirements
(iii) Modification of scheduling
algorithm

Latr ́e et al. [104] Access network

(i) Mechanism for monitoring
the network and building
knowledge about it
(ii) Mechanisms for analyzing
the knowledge and determining
QoE actions and enforcing them
(iii) Mechanisms for reducing
packet loss and switching to
different video bit rate to obtain
better quality

Not explicitly
stated

(i) Scalability
(ii) Users subjectivity
(iii) Computational complexity

Hassan et al. [106] Access network
(i) Mechanisms for optimized
resource allocation and provider
revenue

WLAN (applicable
to others)

(i) User’s fairness
(ii) Scalability
(iii) Speech processing

CDMA: Code Division Multiple Access, GPRS: General Packet Radio Service, HSDPA: High-Speed Downlink Packet Access, IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem,
LTE: Long-Term Evolution, QoE: Quality of Experience, RACS: Resource and Admission Control System, SIP: Session Initiation Protocol, UMTS: Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System, WiMAX: Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, WLAN: Wireless Access Network.

information sources available in the network and non-
intrusive in-service quality assurance and control.

Network-, that is, operator-driven, QoE optimization
approaches are primarily concerned with the optimal utiliza-
tion of available network resources, and in order to maximize
QoE, they propose various network resource management
mechanismswhich rely on the information obtained from the
monitoring and measurement process. Therefore, Thakolsri
et al. [103] (Figure 6(a)) have applied utility maximization
in the context of QoE-driven resource allocation across
multiple users accessing different video contents in a wireless
network. The proposed scheme allocates network resources
and performs rate adaptation such that perceivable quality
fluctuations lie within the range of unperceivable changes.
Also, the Aquarema concept proposed by Staehle et al. [97]
(Figure 6(b)) enables application specific network resource
management and thereby improves the user QoE in all
kinds of networks for all kinds of applications. The authors
have achieved the improvement by the interaction of the
previously described application comfort monitoring tool—
YoMo, running at the client side, and a network advisor which
may trigger different resource management tools. The tool
quantifies how well an application is running and enables
prediction of the user experience, thereby allowing the
network advisor to act upon an imminent QoE degradation.
The principles of these approaches that have placed the
resource allocation mechanisms in the core network may be
combined. For example, the former one which manages the
network resources by prioritizing the users that have better
channel conditions and which thereby indirectly assumes the

improvement of the overall QoE can be supplemented with
the client information obtained from the monitoring tool.
Thereby it would gain more information for the fair priori-
tizing, that is, network resource allocation, and improvement
of individual user QoE.

Additionally, Latré et al. [104] (Figure 6(c)) have defined
an autonomic management architecture to optimize the QoE
in multimedia access networks using a three-plane approach
consisting of (1) aMonitor Planewhichmonitors the network
and builds up knowledge about it; (2) a Knowledge Plane
which analyzes the knowledge and determines the ideal
QoE actions; and (3) an Action Plane that enforces these
actions into the network. The authors have focused on the
“smart” Knowledge Plane which consists of two reasoners: an
analytical one based on a set of equations and the other one
based on neural networks. These reasoners can optimize the
QoE of video services with two optimizing actions: applying
Forward Error Correction (FEC) to reduce the packet loss
caused by errors on a link and switching to different video
bit rate to avoid congestion or to obtain a better video quality.

In order to efficiently use limited wireless resources
and distribute them among users whose perceived quality
should be maximized, QoE-driven resource allocation and
scheduling mechanisms should incorporate the sensitivity of
the human perceived quality [105] which requires a strategy
to include the mapping of users’ opinions into resource
allocation and scheduling algorithms in various wireless
access technologies such as Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA), LTE, UMTS, WiMAX, or Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN). For example,Hassan et al. [106]model the
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Figure 6: QoE optimization mechanisms: (a) Thakolsri et al. [103]; (b) Staehle et al. [97]; (c) Latré et al. [104].

QoE of mobile VoIP services and use this as input for a QoE
management scheme employing a game theoretic approach
to resource management.

In this context, it is challenging for network elements
responsible for resource management to adapt the con-
strained uplink and downlink wireless resources by assigning
or periodically reassigning them to different service providers
and users such that all resource competitors are satisfied.
Also, QoE-driven resource management that would result in
higher users’ satisfactionmay be performed by implementing
QoE-aware routing and packet controllers which give pref-
erential treatment to certain types of packets, according to
priority-based policies that may differ depending on opera-
tor’s interests. However, in resource variable and constrained
systems, such as wireless networks, the priority to gain
resources is primarily given to users having good channel
condition and accessing low-demand applications that result
in his/her satisfaction for a small amount of limited resources
[103]. Furthermore, one has to account for users that may be
given priority for paying more, although they may not have
the above mentioned communication conditions. QoE data
may be utilized in order to aid and improve decision making
in the context of resource allocation and scheduling [103, 107],
mobility management [91], and so forth.

Further focusing on QoE-driven resource allocation, it
can be noted that this process may either be adapted to
meet different service requirements (e.g., via 3GPP QoS
provisioning mechanisms), or services may be adapted to
meet dynamic network resource availability (e.g., adaptive
streaming based on MPEG DASH). Additionally, it can be
considered in terms of QoE optimization for a single user
[91] or multiple users [103] differing in maximization of QoE
for a given user or total/average QoE for users, as well as

for single media flow [108] or multiple media flows [100, 101]
with different utility functions corresponding to each media
component.

However, comprehensive consideration of the various
QoE influence factors and their correlations is needed in
order to improve and optimize QoE. Depending on the
determination of the appropriate QoE IFs which may need
to be adjusted for a given service, QoE optimization may
be performed at different locations, as depicted in Figure 2.
Thus, as summarized in Table 4, the optimization can be
conducted by applying various control mechanisms at the
base stations within various access networks [109–111] by
applying policy management rules at the gateways or routers
within the core network [97, 103, 112, 113], by conducting
adjustments at the servers in the service/application [104, 113,
114], content or cloud domains, or the combination thereof
[107], as well as on end-user device [115]. Since QoE control
relies on QoE monitoring and measurement information,
usually the control locations are the same as monitoring and
measurement points. This does not necessarily mean that
QoE optimization is conducted at the location where the data
for its activation is collected, since the data gathered at one
point in the system may trigger the optimization at another
point. Additionally, the optimization may be performed at
levels ranging from link- to application-layer [59, 102], as well
as in a cross-layer fashion which is most common [97, 103,
108, 112, 113, 116].

The addressed approaches propose various QoE opti-
mization strategies that are aimed at optimal network
resource allocation [100, 101, 112, 113]; optimal radio resource
allocation [97, 103, 107, 109]; service optimization [97,
100, 102, 107, 110, 114]; optimized handover decision [113];
access network selection [111]; or battery consumption [115].
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However, the overall automatic optimization strategies may
successfully manage the finite network resources and fulfill
general users’ requirements, but these may not always be
optimal in terms of an individual user’s QoE. It has been
argued that automated mechanisms may benefit from the
user’s manual adjustments of the service settings on his/her
own device, although it would affect the network resources.
For example, Aristomenopoulos et al. [109] have proposed
a dynamic utility adaption framework suitable for real-time
multimedia services in a wireless environment, which allows
users to express their (dis)satisfaction with the service quality
and adjust it at their device. This framework provides the
seamless integration of users’ subjectivity in network utility-
based Radio Resource Management (RRM) mechanisms,
enabling cross-layering from the application to the Media
Access Control (MAC) layer.

With regards to timing when the QoE optimization
should be conducted, onemay distinguish between in-service
and out-of-service approaches. In-service QoE optimization
implies the conduction of the process in the system while
it is in operation. In other words, it performs the on-
line quality prediction/control during service execution. The
user-oriented approaches based on quality-related feedback
are in-service, since the events that trigger QoE adaptation
are coming from the individual user while she/he is using
the service [109, 111]. Also, the network-oriented approaches
may be in-service, since the resource management functions
can be triggered by events happening during the service
(e.g., detection of network congestion, operator policy) [59,
97, 102, 103, 110, 113–115]. On the other hand, out-of-service
QoE adaptation is performed in an off-line fashion by
implementing the controlmechanisms for network planning,
load balancing, network congestion detection, and so forth
[9, 116].

It may be concluded that in most situations the user
perceived QoE will depend on the underlying network
performance. However, network-oriented QoE optimiza-
tion processes would clearly benefit from perceived quality
feedback data collected at the user’s side, since QoE is
inherently user-centric. In addition, as previouslymentioned,
the network decision making process may benefit from the
user’s adaptations in terms of more efficient resource usage.
Therefore, in order to truly optimize and control QoE, both
network- and user-oriented issues should be encompassed.

4.2. Summary of QoEOptimization Challenges. As previously
discussed, QoE optimization and control is a challenging
task considering numerous constraints. Similarly, as related
to QoE monitoring and measuring processes, the main
challenges that arise with regards to QoE controlling may be
summarized in the answers to the following four questions:
(1) what to control?; (2) where to control?; (3) when to
control?; and (4) how to control?

Answering the question of what parameters to optimize
relates to the issue of determining the key factors whose
adjustments would result in improved QoE. Additionally, the
impact of those optimizations on other parameters must be
considered, since in certain cases improvements of one set

of parameters may result in other parameters degradations
(e.g., web browsing a high qualitymedia contentmay prolong
a web page response time). The what clause determines
another critical issue in the QoE optimization process: the
location where the optimization will be performed. Thus, the
QoE may be optimized at various locations as previously
discussed. Furthermore, one needs to determine when to
perform the QoE optimization: during the service, that is,
on-line control or in an off-line fashion. Additionally, it
needs to be considered how often to optimize QoE. Finally,
how to optimize QoE is determined by all three previously
mentioned clauses.

Basically, there are many strategies for QoE optimization
and control, and they can be described as being closer to
the network or closer to the user. A promising approach
appears to optimize QoE by combining the network- and
user-oriented approaches by supplementing the drawbacks
of one with the advances of the other. Therefore, by com-
bining different approaches in QoE optimization, multiple
stakeholders and players involved in the service delivery
process would benefit, since the various additional challenges
that each of them pose would be addressed. Additionally,
the characteristics of wireless and mobile environments that
have been discussed in Table 2 (e.g., the constrained and
shared network resources, variable and unstable nature of
wireless channels, device diversities and capabilities) will
pose additional challenges to cope with when allocating
limited resources among users.

Therefore, open research issues include applicability
across different wireless access technologies (e.g., LTE,
WiMAX, WLAN) and implementation on heterogeneous
devices; computational issues in terms of complexity of the
mechanism or limited computational capacity of a device
which may lead to battery consumption; signaling overhead
due to increased amount of signaling traffic exchanged
between devices and wireless access points (if the optimiza-
tion mechanism is distributed and combined) and resulting
latency; scalability in terms of resulting time-consuming
effect and cost when the solution is applied on a large number
of users; and so forth. Since a goal of future research is
to consider the user’s subjectivity in the QoE optimization
procedure, user-related issues such as fairness, trust, or
privacy must be addressed appropriately.

5. Conclusion

Satisfying user service quality expectations and requirements
in today’s user centric and upcoming converged all-IP
wireless environment implies the challenge of performing
successful QoE management. Requirements put forth by
standards including 3GPP, ETSI, and ITU include providing
support for access to services anywhere and anytime, over
any medium and network technology, and across multiple
operator domains. In the context of the highly competitive
telecom market, the fast development of new and complex
mobile multimedia services delivered via various newmobile
devices offers a wide scope of choice for the end user, hence
increasingly driving operators to put focus on the QoE
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domain. Studies have shown that themanagement ofQoE as a
highly complex issue requires an interdisciplinary view from
user, technology, context, and business aspects and flexible
cooperation between all players and stakeholders involved in
the service providing chain.

This paper gives a survey of the state of the art and
current research activities focusing on steps comprising the
QoE management process: QoE modeling, QoE monitoring
and measurement, and QoE adaptation and optimization.
Based on the overview, we have identified and discussed
the key aspects and challenges that need to be considered
when conducting research in the area of QoE management,
particularly related to the domain of wireless networks.
Challenges related to QoE modeling include the consider-
ation of various QoE IFs and identification of key ones,
as well as mapping the key IFs to QoE dimensions. The
main challenges related toQoEmonitoring andmeasurement
can be summarized in the questions: what to collect?, and
where, when, and how to collect data? Similarly, the following
questions what to improve?, and where, when, and how
to improve QoE? summarize the challenges of the QoE
optimization process. In the context of wireless networks,
QoE management has mostly been considered in terms of
resource scheduling, whereby resource allocation decisions
are driven to optimize end-user QoE. QoE-driven resource
management has become an important issue for mobile
network operators as a result of the continuously increasing
demand for complex and faster multimedia applications
that are adaptable to various devices and require increased
network resources (e.g., more bandwidth, less delays, higher
link quality), as well as the need for satisfying high user
expectations towards continuous communication, mobility,
and so forth. Therefore, QoE-driven mobility management
solutions have also been presented, as well as QoE-driven
service adaptation solutions.

Thus, by approaching various QoE aspects from a wide
interdisciplinary perspective, this paper aims to provide a bet-
ter understanding of QoE and the process of its management
in converged wireless environments.
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We propose a novel architecture for providing quality of experience (QoE) awareness to mobile operator networks. In particular,
we describe a possible architecture for QoE-driven resource control for long-term evolution (LTE) and LTE-advanced networks,
including a selection of KPIs to be monitored in different network elements. We also provide a description and numerical results
of the QoE evaluation process for different data services as well as potential use cases that would bene�t from the rollout of the
proposed framework.

1. Introduction

e convergence of wireless networks and multimedia com-
munications, linked to the swi development of services
and the increasing competition, has caused user expectations
of network quality to rise. Network quality has become
one of the main targets for the network optimization and
maintenance departments.

Traditionally, network measurements such as accessibil-
ity, maintainability, and quality were enough to evaluate
the user experience of voice services [1]. However, for data
services, the correlation between network measurements
and user bene�ts is not as straightforward. �irstly, the data
system, due to the use of packet switching, is affected by
the performance of individual nodes and protocols through
which information travels, and, secondly, radio resources
are now shared among different applications. Under these
conditions, the performance evaluation of data services is
usually carried out by monitoring terminals on the real
network.

e end-to-end quality experienced by an end user results
from a combination of elements throughout the protocol
stack and system components. us, the performance eval-
uation of the service requires a detailed performance analysis

of the entire network (from the user equipment up to the
application server or remote user equipment).

Quality of experience (QoE) is a subjective measurement
of the quality experienced by a user when he uses a telecom-
munication service. e aim pursued when assessing the
quality of service (QoS) may be the desire to optimize the
operation of the network from a perspective purely based on
objective parameters, or themore recent need of determining
the quality that the user is actually achieving, as well as
its satisfaction level. However, the QoE goes further and
takes into account the satisfaction a user receives in terms
of both content and use of applications. In this sense, the
introduction of smartphones has been a quantitative leap in
user QoE expectations.

Traditionally, QoE has been evaluated through subjective
tests carried out on the users in order to assess their
satisfaction degree with a mean opinion score (MOS) value.
is type of approach is obviously quite expensive, as well
as annoying to the user. Additionally, this method cannot
be used for making decisions to improve the QoE on the
move. at is why in recent years new methods have been
proposed to estimate the QoE based on certain performance
indicators associated with services. A possible solution to
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evaluate instantaneously the QoE is to integrate QoE ana-
lyzers in the mobile terminal itself [2]. If mobile terminals
are able to report the measurements to a central server, the
QoE assessment process is simpli�ed signi�cantly. Other
solutions are focused on including new network elements
(e.g., network analyzers, deep packet inspectors, etc.) that are
responsible for capturing the traffic from a certain service
and analyzing its performance [3]. For instance, the work
presented in [4] investigates the problem of YouTube quality
monitoring from an access provider’s perspective, concluding
that it is possible to detect application-level stalling events
by using network-level passive probing only. In other work,
the evaluation of video-streaming quality inmobile terminals
is addressed by monitoring objective parameters like packet
loss rate or jitter [5].

However, whatever solution intended to estimate theQoE
from traffic measurements requires some kind of mapping
towards a QoE value. A possible solution to perform this
process is to apply a utility function associated to the partic-
ular data service in order to map the application level quality
of service (QoS) into QoE (in terms of MOS value). Many
research works are focused in that direction. For instance,
a generic formula that connects QoE and QoS parameters
(for different packet data services) is proposed in [6]. e
work presented in [7] addresses the perception principles
and discusses their applicability towards fundamental rela-
tionships between waiting times and QoE for web services.
Other work quanti�es the impact of initial delays on the
user-perceived QoE for different application scenarios by
means of subjective laboratory and crowd-sourcing studies
[8]. Subjective experiments drawing on the evaluation of
objective and subjective QoE aspects by a user panel for
quantifying QoE during mobile video are presented in [9,
10].

Previous mentioned studies are mainly focused on QoS
and/or QoE evaluation, but no action, procedure, or frame-
work is proposed to enhance the end user quality. Only a few
works tackle this issue; for instance, a QoE oriented schedul-
ing algorithm is proposed in [11] to dynamically prioritize
YouTube users against other users if a QoE degradation is
imminent (based on the buffered playtime of the YouTube
video player). Other research work provides a methodology
for incorporating QoE into a network’s radio resource man-
agement (RRM) mechanism by exploiting network utility
maximization theory [12]. In [13], a speci�cation and testbed
implementation of an application-based QoE controller are
presented, proposing a solution for QoE control in next-
generation networks although they do not include any QoE
modeling or estimation algorithm.

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture that enables
LTE operators to be aware of the instantaneous QoE that
their subscribers are experiencing. In particular, we propose
some additions to existing LTE architecture for QoE-driven
resource control purposes.We have also identi�ed a set of key
performance indicators (KPIs) at the network and application
levels for different data services, as well as method to estimate
the QoE for web browsing, video YouTube, and voice over IP.
Finally, we describe a set of potential use cases that would
bene�t from the rollout of the proposed framework.

e remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of the LTE architecture. e
proposed architecture for a QoE-driven control is described
in Section 3. Section 4 presents a selection of KPIs to be
monitored in different network elements. e QoE evalua-
tion process from lower layers’ KPIs is described in Section 5.
Different use cases associated to the proposed framework are
analyzed in Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are
discussed in Section 7.

2. Overview of LTE Architecture

A general vision of the LTE architecture is described in
this section, focusing on the QoS concepts speci�ed in 3rd
generation partnership project (3GPP) speci�cations.

Figure 1 shows the overall network architecture of the
evolved packet system (EPS) including the network eleme-
nts and the standardized interfaces. e network is com-
prised of the core network (EPC) and the access network
(called Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network,
E-UTRAN). While the EPC consists of many logical nodes,
the E-UTRAN is made up of essentially just one node,
the evolved NodeB (eNodeB), which connects to the user
Equipments (UEs).

eEPS provides the user with IP connectivity to a packet
data network (PDN) for accessing the Internet, as well as for
running services such as voice over IP (VoIP). One of the
main concepts related to QoS in LTE is the EPS bearer, which
is a logical connection (associated with a certain QoS level)
between the terminal and the evolved packet core (EPC).
Multiple bearers can be established for a user in order to
provide different QoS streams or connectivity to different
PDNs. For example, a user can be engaged in a voice call (via
a VoIP bearer) while at the same time downloading a �le (via
a best-effort bearer).

e EPS includes a policy and charging control (PCC)
subsystem, which provides advanced tools for service-aware
QoS and charging control. It provides a way to manage the
service-related connections in a consistent and controlled
way. It determines how bearer resources are allocated for a
given service, including how the service �ows are partitioned
to bearers, what QoS characteristics those bearers will have,
and �nally, what kind of accounting and charging will be
applied.

e EPC is responsible for the overall control of the UE
and establishment of the bearers. e main logical nodes of
the EPC are (see Figure 1) as follows.

(i) Policy control and charging rules function (PCRF): it
is the policy engine of PCC, and it is responsible for
the QoS policy management as well as for controlling
the �ow-based charging functionalities in the policy
control enforcement function (PCEF), which resides
in the packet data network gateway (P-GW). e
PCRF provides the QoS authorization (QoS class
identi�er and bit rates) that decides how a certain data
�ow will be treated in the PCEF and ensures that this
is in accordance with the user’s subscription pro�le.
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(ii) Home subscriber server (HSS): it acts as a master
repository of all subscriber and service-speci�c infor-
mation. It combines the home location register (HLR)
and authentication center (AuC) functionality of pre-
vious releases. e HSS contains users’ subscription
data such as the EPS-subscribed QoS pro�le and any
access restrictions for roaming.

(iii) PDN gateway (P-GW): it is responsible for Internet
Protocol (IP) address allocation for the UE, as well as
QoS enforcement and �ow-based charging according
to rules from the PCRF. e P-GW is responsible for
the �ltering of downlink (DL) user IP packets into
the different QoS bearers.is is performed based on
traffic �ow templates (TFTs).

(iv) Serving-GW (S-GW): all IP packets are transferred
through the S-GW, which serves as local mobility
anchor for data bearers when the UE moves between
eNodeBs. It includes a bearer binding and event
reporting function (BBERF).

(v) Mobility and management entity (MME): the MME
is the control node which processes the signaling
between the UE and the EPC. e main functions
supported by the MME are related to bearer manage-
ment (establishment, maintenance and release of the
bearers), and connection management.

(vi) Application function (AF): it extracts session infor-
mation from the application signalling and com-
municates with the PCRF to transfer this dynamic
information, required for PCRF decisions.

(vii) Subscription pro�le repository (SPR) is the database
that stores information related to network usage
policies of a subscriber. For example, the SPR can
indicate which �nal services are authorized for a
user, the authorized QoS parameters per service, or
the user category (e.g., business and consumer). e

PCRFmay use the subscription information as a basis
for the policy and charging control decisions.

(viii) Traffic detection function (TDF): it has been intro-
duced in LTE-A to help the network achieve service
awareness by introducing mechanisms for service
detection.

(ix) Online charging system (OCS) provides credit man-
agement and grants credit to the PCEF based on time,
traffic volume, or chargeable events.

(x) Offline charging system (OFCS) receives events
from the PCEF and generates charging data records
(CDRs) for the billing system.

e access network of LTE, E-UTRAN, simply consists of
a network of eNodeBs, which are normally inter connected
with each other by means of an interface known as X2, and
to the EPC by means of the S1 interface. e eNodeB plays
a critical role in the end-to-end QoS. It usually performs
the following QoS-related functions: admission control and
preemption, rate policing (to protect the network from
becoming overloaded and to ensure that the services are
sending data in accordance with the speci�ed maximum bit
rates), scheduling (to distribute radio resources between the
established bearers), and L1�L2 protocol con�guration in
accordance with the QoS characteristics associated with the
bearer.

e UEs in LTE may support multiple applications at the
same time, each one having different QoS requirements. is
is achieved by establishing different EPS bearers for each QoS
�ow. EPS bearers can be classi�ed into two categories based
on the nature of the QoS they provide: guaranteed bit rate
(GBR) bearers in which resources are permanently allocated
and non-GBR bearers which do not guarantee any particular
bit rate. In the access network, it is the eNodeB’s responsibility
to ensure that the necessary QoS for a bearer over the
radio interface is met. Each bearer has an associated QoS
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T 1: Role of the main EPS interfaces.

Interface Role

Gx Used by the PCRF to convey policy enforcement to the
P-GW

Gxx Bearer binding and event reporting function

Rx Used by application function to convey policy data to
the PCRF

Sp Retrieving per subscriber policy data

Sd Used to identify/inform about the ongoing session
details from the TDF

SGi It is the reference point between the P-GW and the
PDN (e.g., Internet)

S5 Signaling interface for establishing bearers between
S-GW and P-GW

S6a Used by the MME to retrieve subscriber data from HSS

S11 Used by the MME to control path switching and bearer
establishment in S-GW

S1-MME Signaling interface between the eNB and the MME
S1-U User plane between eNB and S-GW
Uu is is the air interface between UE and eNB
Gy Online charging information
Gz Offline charging information

class identi�er (QCI)—characterized by priority, packet delay
budget and admissible packet loss rate—and an allocation
and retention priority (ARP) used for call admission control.
IP packets mapped to the same EPS bearer receive the same
bearer level packet forwarding treatment (e.g., scheduling
policy, queue management policy, and rate shaping policy).
us, the UE is not only responsible for requesting the
establishment of EPS bearers for each QoS �ow, but also for
performing packet �ltering in the uplink (UL) into different
bearers based on TFTs, as P-GW does for the DL.

Table 1 summarizes the role of the main interfaces in the
EPS.

3. Proposed Architecture for
a QoE-Driven Control

Wepropose a novel architecture that enables LTE operators to
be aware of the instantaneous QoE that their subscribers are
experiencing. In the proposed architecture, all the informa-
tion related to QoS or QoE will be managed in a centralized
point that collects performance indicators from different
network elements and take potential actions to improve the
QoE.

Ideally, the PCRF would be the preferable candidate for
this role. However, current PCRF interfaces’ speci�cations do
not provide enough �exibility to receive relevant information
from any network element. is is why we propose to deploy
an ad-hoc QoE-server (with a standardized interface towards
the PCRF). A proper dynamic linkage between the QoE
server and PCRF is recommended with the aim of achieving
a dynamic control of QoS based on customer perception.
As de�ned in the standard, PCRF may receive QoS-related

information from different network elements: P-GW, S-GW,
AF, and SPR. e goal of including any kind of interaction
between the QoE Server and PCRF is to provide a wider
vision of the quality perceived by the end users in order to
take actions via policy management.

Taking into account that PCRF entity just includes stan-
dard interfaces, the communication between both entities
could be ful�lled through the following alternatives (see
Figure 2).

(a) Via Gx reference point: this option requires the QoS
platform to include the capability of interchanging
diameter commands with the PCRF. Note that PCRF
manufacturers include Gx interface to manage policy
rules between applications and policy enforcement
points, such as gateways, DPIs, and so forth. We
propose to reuse Gx to connect PCRF to our policy
server (acting as a PCEF). It is not required that the
QoE engine includes the whole PCEF functionality
(like tra�c �ltering, monitoring, etc.) because these
tasks need to be performed at the user plane. Instead,
this platform just needs to include the possibility
of sending/receiving certain information to/from the
PCRF. is option has a higher �exibility to inform
the PCRF about particular events related to the QoS.

(b) Via Sp reference point: this option relies on stor-
ing average QoE/QoS indicators in a proprietary
database, which can be accessed via Sp from the
PCRF, as it is already done with the standardized SPR.
is reference point is used to retrieve subscriber
related information like allowed services and pre-
emption, subscriber’s usagemonitoring-related infor-
mation, pro�le con�guration, priority level (used to
determine the ARP), list of allowed QCIs, and so
forth. A possible use of the proprietary database is
to provide dynamic subscriber-related information
according to their associated performance indicators
collected by the QoE engine.

e QoE server will be responsible for the following
tasks: (1) collecting performance indicators from different
network elements; (2) estimating the QoE for speci�c data
services from previous performance indicators; (3) triggering
potential actions (depending on the use case).ese tasks are
further described along this paper.

3.1. Collection of Performance Indicators. Numerous network
elements may contribute to the performance monitoring
process. Traditionally, performance-statistics from the oper-
ator network management subsystem (NMS) were the main
source of feedback information to assess the service quality
[14]. However, they are not considered very useful for the
evaluation of data service quality, as NMS statistics are
averaged for different services and for a long period of time
(typically 1 hour).

Instead, mobile network operators usually deploy some
kind of monitoring platform based on deep packet inspectors
(DPIs). A DPI is a network equipment that potentially allows
network providers to monitor, collect, and analyze the data
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F 2: Proposed QoE architecture.

communications of millions of users simultaneously. DPIs
make it possible to identify the applications being used on
the network, which is very valuable information for many
purposes such as QoS policy management. If a DPI is
available, it will provide very valuable (real-time) information
about the QoS being provided to each data �ow.e location
of such DPI will likely be close to the P-GW (or even within
the P-GW as a hardware card). e advantage of having a
DPI is that it is able to monitor above IP layers, for example,
the transmission control protocol (TCP). Note that at, this
location, all EPS bearers are handled by the DPI (or P-GW),
each EPS being associated with a particular QoS pro�le.
In fact, the complete QoS pro�le associated to each EPS
bearer (i.e., QCI, ARP, GBR, maximum bitrate (MBR), etc.)
is well known. at way, it may be checked whether the
provided QoS is in concordance with the negotiated QoS
pro�le; otherwise, EPS bearer renegotiation actions may be
triggered via the PCRF. All statistics should be obtained per
EPS bearer and calculated at a quick rate (e.g., 1 second)
so that the QoE of each data service is (re)estimated every
second, and real-time actions may be triggered.

In addition to the DPI monitoring process, the poten-
tial complementation of information with other sources
of information from different network elements (mobile
devices, gateways, etc.) is foreseen. If device-based agents
are used within the network, it shall be integrated onto
the QoE engine as a manner of enriching overall view of
QoE for the network. Agent-based solutions are considered
an interesting approach within an overall QoE monitoring
strategy as representing a unique solution to access device
speci�c issues. Nevertheless, these solutions are currently
seen as a complement to network-based approach that shall
help in speci�c issues related to QoE but are not currently
seen as a replacement for network-based approaches due to
the following.

(i) It is difficult to think on all-network scalability of
these solutions on the medium term as per heavily
dependent on handset manufacturer willingness to
include them.

(ii) Agent-based solutions provide a very detailed view
from end customer perspective, but have strong
limitations in terms of exploring root cause for
issues beyond pure device and access network-related
problems.

(iii) Beyond pure technical aspects around the solutions,
there are speci�c privacy and data protection aspects
that need to be considered within the implementation
of such solutions.

Based on that, it is recommended that device-based
solutions are considered within the overall QoE monitoring
strategy, scoping a percentage of the network and with the
main function of complementing network-based solutions,
specially for these aspects that are not easily seen/estimated
from network perspective (device issues, network unavail-
ability, and precise location of events).

4. KPIs Monitoring

As discussed before, our proposed architecture uses KPIs
collected from different network elements, being DPIs and
mobile terminals the most relevant ones. In this respect,
this section describes a set of potential KPIs that might be
monitored in such network elements.

4.1. KPIs to Be Monitored at a DPI. Existing DPIs are able to
monitor a wide set of parameters and performance indicators
at different network layers and associated to different data
services. Here we list three basic network performance indi-
cators that are key to characterize the instantaneous network
status; they are useful for the estimation of theQoE associated
to whatever data service.

(i) IP level throughput: it may be used to compare the
provided throughput with the GBR and MBR values
negotiated during session establishment. In the UL,
this KPI provides a good performance indicator
associated to the whole EPS bearer, as the statis-
tics are taken at the output proxy of the operator
network. However, the incoming DL throughput
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measured at the DPI may not be a proper KPI
for estimating the QoE when the radio interface is
the bottleneck of the network, as, in this case, the
measured IP level throughput does not correspond
to the IP level throughput experienced by the mobile
terminal. However, this problem only occurs when
user datagram protocol (UDP) is used as a transport
protocol and losses may happen between the DPI and
the terminal; in that case, the solution is based on
obtaining the IP level throughput directly measured
in the terminal, as described later on. When TCP is
used, this is not a problem as the IP level throughput is
regulated by the TCP congestion control mechanism,
and, hence, the measured throughput will be (ideally)
similar to the throughput received at the terminal.

(ii) IP packet loss rate: the study of packet loss rate is
a challenge as packet losses may occur in any network
element which data passes through.e procedure to
measure the packet loss rate can be based on analyz-
ing upper layer protocols; concretely, this procedure
is applicable for services based on TCP (e.g., web
browsing, HTTP YouTube progressive downloading)
or real-time transport protocol (RTP), like in real time
streaming protocol- (RTSP) based video streaming).
In case of RTP packets, loss detection shall be based
on the sequence number �eld included in the RTP
header, checking for possible missing numbers in the
incoming RTP �ow. In case of TCP-based services, a
simple way to detect TCP losses in the P-GW is to
analyze the packet retransmissions from the server,
computing the duplicated number of sequence in
the DL. If selective acknowledgment (SACK) fea-
ture is used in the TCP connection, the number of
retransmitted packets will be the same as the lost
ones, obtaining an accurate measure of the end-to-
end loss rate. On the contrary, if SACK feature is
not used, when the server detects a new packet loss,
all the packets with higher sequence number will
be retransmitted, computing all of them as packet
losses. In this case, the estimated loss rate would
be higher than the actual loss rate. Note that the
estimation of the loss rate has to be averaged for a
large number of packets; otherwise, the result might
be distorted. Other way to compute the TCP losses
would be implementing a part of the TCP protocol
in the DPI. Concretely, the TCP control mechanisms
could be used to determine the packet losses. It would
be necessary to compute the duplicated ACKs from
the UL as well as the losses due to the retransmission
timeout (RTO). e adjustment of the initial RTO
must be set as the value of the initial RTOof the server
minus the time spent from the P-GW to the server
(easy computed by executing a PING command).
But the RTO is a parameter calculated dynamically,
so it would also be necessary to implement the
corresponding Jacobson algorithm in the P-GW to
dynamically estimate the RTO value according to the
round trip time (RTT) and RTT variation; the results

of this dynamical calculationmight not be the same in
P-GW and the server due to the delays experienced in
the external network. is method has the advantage
of detecting packet losses even before the server, but it
is very costly computationally, due to the vast number
of TCP connections managed by the P-GW.

(iii) End-to-end IP RTT: a possible method to measure
the RTT is based on analyzing the TCP connection
establishment of a particular data service at a par-
ticular cell. As it is well known, TCP connection
establishment uses a three-way handshake where the
bit SYN is active. e following steps should be
followed. (1)When the DPI/P-GW receives a TCP/IP
packet (from a terminal) with the bit SYN active,
it must start a timer computing the RTT; (2) the
contribution of the external RTT will be computed
aer the reception of a new TCP/IP packet with the
bit SYN that is active (from the server) acknowledging
the previous one. e measurement of this contri-
bution is especially important as the load conditions
in the external network are unknown to provide
a theoretical estimation; (�) �nally, the end-to-end
RTT will be completed when a new acknowledgment
from the terminal is received at the DPI/P-GW. is
measurement should be performed for each TCP
connection establishment procedure detected at the
DPI/P-GW.emost important statistic related to the
RTT is the average RTT, which have a very important
impact on upper layers’ performance, especially for
TCP. In that sense, RTT average value should be given
for each QCI, as potential actions for improving the
QoE in this scenario will be taken per QCI.

4.2. KPIs to Be Monitored at the Terminals. An important
advantage of using real measurements at the terminal side is
that they are highly correlated to the real QoE obtained.us,
collecting statistical data speci�c for each service and termi-
nal will allow for a better analysis of the performance of each
service.roughperiodic reporting of thesemeasured values,
the QoE assessment process is greatly simpli�ed. In principle,
the availability of obtaining certain performance indicators
or parameters is dependent on the terminal manufacturer.
e focus of this section is to list and describe the main KPIs
that should be measured at the terminal side for speci�c data
services.

Such monitoring process shall be carried out by an ad
hoc application installed in mobile terminals.e soware in
charge of collecting terminal KPIs should be low consuming
in terms of radio bitrate and processing load in order to not
affect the quality of other applications. Such soware will
be responsible for measuring and reporting a set of KPIs to
feed the theoretical model that estimates the QoE. For those
mobile terminals that do not include monitoring capabilities,
the theoretical model will use default values or average values
from terminals located in the same cell.

Potential measurements at the terminal side are divided
into the following.
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(i) Signaling KPIs: associated to signaling delays during
service establishment or attach to the EPS network,
which just affect the initial service establishment and
possible renegotiations of the bearers.

(ii) Network level KPIs: although there might be some
overlapping with the network level KPIs measured in
a DPI, it is always preferable to use KPIs collected
by the terminals (if available) as they represent the
�nal QoS received by the user equipment. Example
of such KPIs isIP level throughput, IP packet loss
rate, IP packet sizes, RTT from terminal-to-server
or terminal-to-terminal (which might be periodically
measured by sending PING commands from the
terminal), and so forth.

(iii) Transport level KPIs: main KPIs at this level are TCP
parameters, like the TCP advertised window (AD-
WN) or the maximum segment size (MSS). e
ADWN represents the receiver window size, and it
is included by the receiver in every ACK segment,
indicating the maximum amount of data that it is
able to receive. ADWN value should be at least as
large as the bandwidth-delay product (BDP); other-
wise, the receiver TCP layer will limit the achiev-
able bandwidth. For example, let us consider a LTE
terminal with 10Mbps of transmission capability in
DL. Assuming a typical LTE RTT of 10ms for a 40
bytes packet, BDP can be computed as ADWN ≥
BDP = Bandwidth ∗RTT = 10Mbit/s ∗ 10ms =
12.5 kbytes. Additionally, during the TCP connection
establishment both ends agree on the size of the
largest segment that can be used within that connec-
tion, known as MSS. e value of the MSS also has
an important impact on TCP performance.e larger
the MSS the shorter the slow start phase will take to
�ll the pipe, due to the fact that during slow start the
increment of transmitted bytes is in units of segments.
In case of bigger segments, the bandwidth utilization
during �rst slow start cycles is higher, and the BDP
can be reached quicker. In addition, MSS also has an
impact on the total packet overhead introduced by
the different protocols. Another drawback of using
small TCP segment sizes is the increase of the number
of ACKs that are sent back to the transmitter. We
recommend obtaining these two parameters values
from the terminal in order to adjust the TCP model
accordingly.

(iv) Application level KPIs: focused on obtaining some
parameters that are required to estimate the QoE.
One of the key issues when estimating the QoE
is a proper identi�cation of the main application
performance metrics that affect the service quality,
for example, number of rebufferings for streaming
or end-to-end delay for VoIP. e knowledge of
these application performance metrics may not be
straightforward, but it may require to get lower layer
QoS metrics in order to estimate them. Note that the
process of mapping application QoS into user QoE
may require the knowledge of some con�guration

parameters that cannot be estimated analytically.
Such performance indicators/parameters are service-
speci�c (web browsing, �ouTube, VoIP) as described
in Section 5. e way to measure some of these
parameters is explained below.

(a) Web page downloading time (D): there are two
options to compute this metric. e most accu-
rate option is based on monitoring and parsing
HTTP packets. It is important to identify all
HTTP transactions belonging to the same web
page since the secondary objects contained in a
web page might be located in external servers.
e information related with the links where
these objects are located is included in the main
object. So, a possible way to �nd out all TCP
connections related with the actual web page is
searching all the links included in themain page
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) code.
Once all the segments belonging to the same
transaction have been identi�ed, the web page
downloading time can be estimated as the time
spent from the web page request to the last data
segment received. Another simpler option is to
estimate the web page downloading time from
the lower layer throughput and web page size,
which could be known a priori by reading the
content-length HTTP header response.

(b) End-to-end delay (d): in order to compute the
end-to-end delay, there are two options. e
�rst option is to analyze the timestamps (if
available) included in some packets. is infor-
mation is included, for example, in real time
control protocol (RTCP) packets, which is com-
monly used in standard VoIP service. In addi-
tion, this solution requires sender and receiver
to be synchronized via network time protocol
(NTP). Another drawback of this solution is
that RTCP packet sizes may differ from the
size of those packets containing the user data,
leading to a difference between the measured
delay (using RTCP packets) and the actual delay
(corresponding to data packets). e second
option is to approximate the end-to-end delay as
the half of a RTT,whichmight only bemeasured
at transport layer during the TCP connection
establishment, or at network layer, as described
before.

(c) Loss probability at application level: for RTP-
voice services, loss detection can be based on
the sequence number �eld included in the RTP
header, checking for possible missing numbers
in the incoming RTP �ow.

(d) Video buffer size: this parameter is included in
the request that the embedded player sends
to the multimedia server for the download of
the selected video. e “burst” �eld (within
“videoplayback” list of parameters) indicates the
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T 2: Summary of KPIs to be measured at each protocol layer.

Layer KPI/parameter

Signaling Attach delay
EPS bearer establishment delay

Transport
TCP advertised window (ADWN)
TCP maximum segment size (MSS)

Network

Average RTT
RTT variance
IP packet loss rate
IP packet sizes

Application

Web browsing
Average throughput at application layer (𝑟𝑟)
Web page downloading time (𝑑𝑑)
DNS resolution time

VoIP (E-model) End-to-end delay at application level (𝑑𝑑)
Loss probability at application level (𝑒𝑒)

Video YouTube
(HTTP/TCP)

Video buffer size (𝐵𝐵full)
Buffer length when the player paused
(𝐵𝐵empty)
Video bitrate (𝜆𝜆)
Video length (𝑙𝑙)
Average TCP goodput (𝛽𝛽)
Number of empty-buffer events (𝑛𝑛rebuf)

buffer size in seconds, which ismultiplied by the
video data rate, provides the buffer size in bytes.

(e) Video bitrate and video length: these parameters
are sent asmetadata in the �le downloaded from
YouTube. is �le is Flash Video (FLV) for the
majority of non-High De�nition clips and MP�
for High De�nition clips.

A summary of the main KPIs to be measured at each
protocol layer is listed in Table 2.

5. QoE Estimation Process

All KPIs obtained from different network elements are
related to different layers below the application. For instance,
KPIs measured at the gateways are mostly related to the
network level, KPIs measured at a DPI may be associated
to the network or transport level, whereas KPIs measured
at the terminals can be associated to any level below the
application. For that reason, the performance at lower layers
received at the QoE server must be mapped onto application
performance level, and ultimately, onto a QoE value.

We propose a methodology for estimating the QoS and
QoE perceived by the user for different packet data services
over wireless networks. e proposed methodology is based
on network and protocol models, service-related parameters,
and utility functions that map QoS objective metrics into the
subjective experienced quality as perceived by the end user.

e modeling methodology follows a bottom-up appro-
ach, from the physical up to the application layer, taking into
account the effects with a higher impact on the overall QoS.
erefore, layer 𝑖𝑖 provides a set of performance indicators to
the layer above (𝑖𝑖 𝑖 𝑖) and successively, up to the application
layer. Speci�c equations that model each layer along the
protocol stack is out of the scope of this paper although
further details can be found in a previous work from one of
the authors [15].

e �nal goal of this end-to-end model is to evaluate
the application level QoS, which will be later mapped into
QoE (in terms of MOS value), as shown in Figure 3. is
last process is proposed to be performed by means of utility
functions associated to each particular service.e goal of the
utility functions is to map objective measurements (in terms
of QoS) into subjectivemetrics (in terms of QoE perceived by
the user).

Note that utility functions are very service dependent
whereas MOS values will be estimated per QCI, which may
aggregate different services according to the standard [16].
is may be a problem if the operator decides to aggregate a
key data service with other services into the same QCI. If this
is the case, it is highly recommended to use proprietary QCIs
to keep separated the data services to be optimized.

is mapping process shall consider the speci�c charac-
teristics of each data service. As an example, we focus on three
different services:

(i) Web browsing: the most important objective param-
eter to estimate the MOS in a web browsing session
is the web page downloading time 𝐷𝐷. e utility
function (utility functions are generally obtained
through subjective tests to users, by varying the
value of the application performance metrics under
consideration) that estimates the MOS as a function
of𝐷𝐷 (in seconds) is given by [17]:

MOS = 5 − 578
𝑖 𝑖 (𝑖𝑖.77 𝑖 22.6𝑖/𝐷𝐷)2

. (1)

(ii) Video YouTube: among the various works devoted
to estimate the MOS for video services [18–20], the
analysis presented by [18] provides a utility function
for hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) video stream-
ing as a function of three application performance
metrics: initial buffering time𝑇𝑇init (time elapsed until
certain buffer occupancy threshold has been reached
so the playback can start, measured in seconds),
mean rebuffering time 𝑇𝑇rebuf (average duration of a
rebuffering event, measured in seconds) and rebuffer-
ing frequency𝑓𝑓rebuf (frequency of interruption events
during the playback, measured in seconds−𝑖). e
�nal MOS expression is given by

MOS = 4.23 − 0.0672𝑇𝑇init

− 0.742𝑓𝑓rebuf − 0.𝑖06𝑇𝑇rebuf.
(2)

Note that these application layer metrics (𝑇𝑇init, 𝑇𝑇rebuf,
and 𝑓𝑓rebuf) can be estimated (at the receiver) from
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F 3: Bottom-up approach to evaluate the QoE.

performance indicators at lower layers (like the TCP
throughput) as well as other con�guration parameters
like video coding rate or buffer size at the receiver (see
[18] for further details).

(iii) VoIP: in this case the MOS formula just maps the
result given by an intermediate model into normal-
ized MOS values. is intermediate model, known
as the E model, is speci�ed in [21], and it provides
a numerical estimation 𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 of the voice
quality from a set of network impairment factors
related with the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the
transmission channel, delay, distortions introduced
by the coding/decoding algorithms, packet losses, and
so forth. In [22], a simpli�cation of the E-model
is provided, particularizing it for VoIP communi-
cations, where the voice quality 𝑅𝑅 is given by the
following expression: 𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅
𝑅77𝑅3)𝑅𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅77𝑅3)𝑅𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒-eff +𝐴𝐴 being 𝑅𝑅 the end-to-end
delay in milliseconds, 𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒-eff the effective equipment
impairment factor, 𝐻𝐻𝑅𝐻𝐻) the unit step function, and
𝐴𝐴 the correcting factor, which takes into account the
environment where the communication takes place.
Besides, [22] provides a formula to translate the 𝑅𝑅
value into MOS:

MOS 𝑅 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅35 𝑅 𝑅𝑅

+ 𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅) 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅 𝑅𝑅) 𝑅 7 𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
(3)

e impairment factors, in turn, depend on the
speci�c codec used for the VoIP communication� the
values of these factors for a number of codecs are
tabulated in [22, 23].

6. Potential Use Cases

ere are many use cases that would bene�t the rollout of a
QoE-monitoring solution as proposed in this paper.e basic
utility of the proposed architecture is to monitor the QoE
associated to a particular data service and user. Once theQoE
server has information about the speci�cQoE for that service,
the mobile network operator may use such information for
different purposes, some of them are described next.

6.1. QoE Estimation. e �rst use case is focused on the
pure QoE evaluation process, including average numerical

QoE results for the three services described in Section 5.
Results have been obtained from simulations assuming a
LTE network whose main con�guration parameters (at all
protocol layers) are summarized in Table 3. A QoE module
is responsible for collecting network and application perfor-
mance indicators and, aerwards, formappingQoS ontoQoE
in terms of a MOS value (according to the utility functions)
as described in Figure 3.

Regarding the web service analysis, the exchange of
information is done via HTTP/TCP, where HTTP version
1.1 has been assumed. is version includes the persistent
connection feature, which makes it possible to reuse the
same TCP connection for downloading subsequent objects
included in the web page. e optional pipelining feature
has been also assumed, thus allowing a number of object
requests to be simultaneously sent without waiting for the
reception of the previous object. Figure 4 on the le shows
the MOS results for different network RTTs and different
number of secondary objects in the web page (from 2 to 50
objects of 20 kB each). Firstly, long RTTs lead to a worse TCP
performance (in terms of throughput) as a consequence of its
inherent congestion control mechanisms (both during slow
start and steady-state phases). Such throughput reduction
has a direct impact on the web page downloading time and
MOS. Secondly, a higher number of objects in the web page
(assuming equal sizes) leads to longer downloading times,
thus degrading the MOS.

In the case of VoIP service, it usually relies on UDP as
transport layer with a con�gurable voice-coding rate from
around 6 kbps to 40 kbps. Due to the low data rates that
a VoIP �ow usually needs, throughput requirements at the
network side are not usually an issue over an LTE network.
Instead, the network performance indicator mostly affecting
the service quality is the end-to-end delay. Taking into
account the characteristics of the VoIP traffic, a robust header
compression (RoHC) mechanism has been considered at the
packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer. In addition,
the RLC unacknowledged mode (UM) has been selected
in order to minimize the end-to-end delay, which is the
application layer metric that mostly affects the MOS. Figure
3 on the right shows the MOS results as a function of the
one-way end-to-end delay and the voice coding rate. In the
QoE computation formulae, a correcting factor (A) value
has been set according to a cellular communication inside
a building whereas the impairment factor 𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒-eff has been
obtained from tabulated values [24] for selected voice codecs.
It can be observed that the maximum end-to-end delay that
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T 3: Con�guration parameters along protocol stack.

Layer Parameter Value

PHY

Carrier frequency 2GHz
System bandwidth 20MHz
Antenna con�guration 1-layer MIMO 2 × 2 (beamforming)
Precoding LTE 4-words codebook
Channel type Extended pedestrian A (at 4 km/h)
Channel estimation Zero forcing
MIMO detection MMSE
Target BLER 10%
Control channel overhead From 1 to 3 OFDM symbols
Modulation/coding rate 16 CQI table (4 bits)
Channel coding scheme Turbo codes + SOVA
Average SNR 20 dB

MAC HARQmodel Incremental Redundancy + Chase Combining
Scheduling method Proportional fair

RLC Maximum number retransmissions 1 for web and YouTube, 0 for VoIP
PDCP Header compression Enabled for VoIP, disabled for web and YouTube
IP End-to-end delay (excluding the radio interface) Variable (from 0 to 250ms)

TCP

Maximum segment size 1460 bytes
initial congestion window 1 segment
Advertised receiver window 32 kbytes
#ACKs per segment 1
SYN timeout 3 s

APP

Web Web page size 100 kB text + variable # of objects of 20 kB each
HTTP version 1.1 (persistent TCP connection )

YouTube

Video length 250 s
Video coding rate 512 kbps
Client data buffer necessary to start the playback 32 s
Buffer threshold that triggers a rebuffering event 2 s

VoIP Voice coding rate 8.85 kbps and 23.85 kbps
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F 4: Average MOS results for web browsing (a) and VoIP (b).
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makes it possible to obtain a fair quality (i.e., MOS = 3) is
around 100ms (for a coding rate of 8.85 kbps) and 270ms (for
23.85 kbps).

YouTube service is based on progressive download tech-
nique over HTTP/TCP; that is, the client sends an HTTP
request and, as a consequence, the YouTube multimedia
server delivers the requested video through an HTTP
response over TCP. According to (2), the MOS for YouTube
depends on three application layer metrics (𝑇𝑇init, 𝑇𝑇rebuf,
𝑓𝑓rebuf), which can be estimated (at the receiver) from net-
work performance indicators at lower layers (like the TCP
throughput, end-to-end RTT, or packet loss rate) as well as
other con�guration parameter (available at the receiver side):
TCP AWND size, video coding rate, video length, play-out
buffer size at the receiver, or minimum buffer threshold that
triggers a rebuffering event (see [8] for further details).

Figure 5 on the le depicts the results of the three
application performance metrics for YouTube as a function
of the network RTT. e upper subplot represents the
achievable average TCP goodput (computed from [25]). So
if the average TCP goodput is higher than the video coding
rate (512 kbps), then the probability of rebuffering events
will be negligible. As the RTT is increased, TCP goodput
is decreased until it becomes lower than the video coding
rate at certain RTT value; from this RTT value and above,
the parameters related to the rebuffering events (𝑇𝑇rebuf and
𝑓𝑓rebuf) are higher than zero (as shown in the lower subplot).
e initial buffering time (𝑇𝑇init) is also increased for higher
RTTs since lower TCP goodput values lead to longer delays to
reach the minimum buffer occupancy (𝐵𝐵full). e rebuffering
time (𝑇𝑇rebuf) has the same behavior although it is null as
long as TCP goodput is above the video coding rate (i.e., no
rebufferings occur). Besides, it can be seen that 𝑇𝑇rebuf < 𝑇𝑇init
for the same RTT value due to the following reasons: (1) the
amount of data needed to be �lled (𝐵𝐵full) for the computation
of 𝑇𝑇init is greater than the amount of data (𝐵𝐵full − 𝐵𝐵empty)
required for the computation 𝑇𝑇rebuf and (2) the computation
of𝑇𝑇init assumes that TCP data transfer starts with a slow-start
phase whereas the computation of 𝑇𝑇rebuf considers the TCP
steady state to be reached (being the TCP goodput higher
in this second phase). Figure 5 on the right shows the MOS
results for different RTTs. As mentioned above, for low RTT
values (which achieve TCP goodput values higher than the
video coding rate), the initial buffering time is the onlymetric
affecting the MOS (the higher the 𝑇𝑇init, the lower the MOS).
When the rebuffering events start to take effect over theMOS,
its value is rapidly decreased since interruptions over the
playback are very annoying for the users.

For this speci�c data service, in which the MOS depends
on many con�guration parameters available at the mobile
terminal, it is required to monitor most of the parameters in
the own terminal, and not in the network. However, network
performance indicators might be monitored either in the
terminal (preferable) or in a DPI.

Although previous results correspond to average MOS
values, the estimation of the MOS in a real scenario shall
be performed instantaneously in order to have real-time
statistics about the user’s QoE so that real time actions may
be taken (see Figure 6). e evaluation of additional actions

from the operator side is not under the scope of this paper
although a brief description of potential use cases is given in
next subsections.

6.2. QoE/QoS Optimization. e proposed architecture can
be applied to estimate the QoE perceived by the end-user
for new data services over a speci�c wireless network. In
addition, the knowledge of the instantaneous and average
QoE per user may help the operator to perform other actions
like for instance the following.

(a) �odi�cation of subscriber priority: when a poor per-
formance in a speci�c location or particular sub-
scriber is detected, the interaction of the QoE Server
with the PCRF could be considered in order to prior-
itize network resource usage for each cell site and/or
for each individual subscriber. Such indication could
be ful�lled by, for example, modifying priority levels
(in the proprietary database) associated to particular
subscribers (ARP and/or QCI). In case of using a
different QCI, it is recommended to use proprietary
QCIs that distinguish between subscriber pro�les, not
between QCIs associated to different services.

(b) Flexible bandwidth limits: it allows operators to set
dynamically different bandwidth limits depending on
a number of factors like: data service (e.g., streaming,
gaming, downloads, and email), usage patterns, sub-
scriber, location, time of day, and so forth. Particular
QoS policies may be used to optimize the allocation
of available bandwidth across subscribers, increasing
fairness in network access and improving the user
experience, while still taking into account real-time
subscriber preferences and behavior, and network
conditions.

(c) Enforce policy rules on many different enforcement
points: the coordination between QoE server and
PCRF makes it possible to enforce policy rules in
many different enforcement points including access
gateways, DPIs, content optimization servers, and
even, subscriber devices (or any other network ele-
ment with access to the QoE solution). Although
PCRF only has a direct communication with P-GW,
S-GW, and DPI (acting as a PCEF), it would be
also possible to set policy rules on mobile devices
through the QoE server (for those mobile devices
with an ad hoc application). is procedure would
require the QoE server to implement a PCEF entity
in charge of receiving the policies from the PCRF
and, aerwards, forward them to the mobile devices.
is allows service providers to apply policy rules
throughout the network and support a diverse set of
use cases.

(d) Send noti�cations to subscribers: theQoE servermight
send noti�cations triggered from the PCRF based on
real-time events, such as exceeding a usage threshold
for a speci�c application, roaming to another net-
work, or qualifying for a customer loyalty program.
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F 5: YouTube application performance metrics (a) and MOS (b) for different RTTs.

User QoE MOS = 3.38

Network QoS

Application QoS

RTT = 50 ms

roughput = 379 kbps

Loss rate = 1%

Video bitrate = 384 kbps

Video length = 250 s

Config. parameters
Instantaneous

MOS

Time (s)
(Bad) 1

(Fair) 3

(Excellent) 5

Trigger actions to
enhance the QoE

F 6: Example of MOS evaluation for YouTube service.

6.3. Network Capacity Planning. Capacity management is
based on engineering limits which specify the maximum
level of utilization that can be tolerated in order to provide
the required quality of experience. For example, in voice
legacy networks engineering limits are calculated by the use
of Erlang’s formula on base of maximum tolerable blocking
rates. For mobile broadband networks, however, such a
reliable and simple relation connecting quality with capacity
does not exist.

e widely accepted processor sharing model only serves
as an estimate on perceived throughput but fails in predicting
quality for a heterogeneous service mix as it is observed in
mobile internet traffic.erefore, direct qualitymeasurement
has to play a more active role than just providing end-to-
end control as usually employed for circuit-switched net-
works. Monitoring of resource utilization should therefore be
complemented by monitoring of end-to-end quality, giving
a complete view on QoE with regard to network topology

and time. is will enable to build a reliable correlation
between utilization and quality and thus serve as a basis for
economically efficient capacity planning. is is particularly
important for real-time data services like VoIP or video
streaming.

e proposed QoE solution could help on the identi-
�cation of the minimum resources required for the radio
interface, the E-UTRAN and the EPC to achieve a desired
QoE.�ith the aim of ful�lling the operator’s end user quality
requirements as well as minimizing CapEx and OpEx, our
QoE solution could be used for both budget planning. Its end-
to-end approach provides additional bene�ts by ensuring that
all domains involved are consistently dimensioned across the
whole network.

Device-based solutions are considered of interest for
speci�c use cases (mostly precise location and device perfor-
mance impact). Nevertheless, these solutions have signi�cant
limitations in terms of scalability and handset manufacturer
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dependencies. Based on this, device-based solutions shall be
considered as a complement to a network-based solution that
may address speci�c needs on a sample of the network.

Note that network capacity planning is not a real time
process, that is, it does not require quick actions as a
consequence of certain events in the network. In that sense,
a quick availability of performance indicators is not an issue.
Additionally, statistics from theNMSdatabasewill help in the
dimensioning process as it provides both network topology
and traffic load information associated to each network
element. Taking into account detailed information about
customer usage and traffic/usage patterns, our proposed QoE
solution would be able to perform for example, the following
tasks.

(i) �denti�cation of network bottlenecks and �re�dimen�
sion the network to ensure the targeted QoE: QoEmea-
surements with full network coverage can improve
efficiency of bottleneck identi�cation and extend the
capability of existing load monitoring in classifying
the grade of congestion according to impact on qual-
ity. is analysis makes it possible to (re)dimension
those network elements and links with potential
problems. is process should provide optimum
network con�guration for the given requirements,
expected traffic mix, and QoS pro�les, and it is
the previous step to troubleshooting. It includes a
(cell-by-cell) dimensioning process of all network
interfaces including the radio (both for user plane and
control plane) using real network data.

(ii) Traffic forecasting based on actual and historical data
traffic. e proposed QoE solution could be also used
to perform a traffic forecasting process based on his-
torical data traffic stored in its database. Concretely,
this solution could implement forecasting algorithms
to predict traffic demand in a per-cell basis based
on historical data and on the expected global traffic
growth. e goal is to estimate the amount of traffic
in the future by spreading forecast market data traffic
to the sector level, both in terms of total amount of
traffic as well as the traffic mixture.

6.4. Handset and Service Performance Benchmarking. With
the growing number of mobile handsets and multimedia
content launched onto the market, it is becoming increas-
ingly important for operators to benchmark each individual
terminal and measure its performance. Detail insight onto
how different handsets (smartphones) do perform within the
network for different services and applications, as a manner
to guide handset selection and certi�cation, and potentially
feeding into device commercial negotiations.

is process enables the identi�cation of problematic
handsets and analyses of the cause for the faults. By identi-
fying problematic handsets, operators can quickly make the
required adjustments to their network to provide support
for more handset models, thus improving the customer
experience.

Since our QoE solution will receive performance indi-
cators from a set of mobile devices, it will store statistical

reports for quality of a wide range of handsets. ese reports
show the QoS experienced by the handset user over time. In
addition, they show handset usage trends enabling operators
to optimize the support for various types of handsets.

e main goal of this task would be to provide the
following.

(i) To benchmark handset performance: how voice and
data are perceived from real handsets and subscribers’
perspective from any point of the network. Our QoE
solution will analyze handset performance from voice
and packet service statistics over time and location.

(ii) To identify, analyze, and resolve problems linked to
handsets.

(iii) Handset validation process: benchmark new handsets
based on speci�c criteria (e.g., check that handsets
models used by roamers are compatible).is enables
a faster handset selection and validation process and
contributes to reducing the need for expensive active
testing and emulating hundreds of handsets.

(iv) To deliver the best QoE for new applications: new
services such as video-streaming applications are
an important source of revenue for operators. In
order to ensure top quality data services, handset
performance monitoring helps to test applications
andmeasure the quality of experience perceived from
a handset prospective. It is important to make sure
that multimedia applications are �ne-tuned for the
handsets that use them the most. Furthermore, using
this process, marketing team can easily follow up
the introduction of new services and handsets and
measure their usage.

6.5. Network Troubleshooting. Current network-monitoring
tools may not be the best approach for systematic network
troubleshooting when issues are detected on customer expe-
rience (further than related to pure network issues without
clear correlation onto customer impact). e solution shall
be able to provide with customable alarming thresholds
setting for different indicator functions. Automatic thresh-
old setting, trend-tracking mechanisms, and automatic/self-
learning procedures for deviation tracking availability will be
positively considered.

e real challenge comes in diagnosing network problems
that impact customer experience. ese problems may be
speci�c to a particular cell, device, core network element,
or application. In a large network with tens of thousands of
sites, each using multiple bands and carriers, and linking to
hundreds of core network elements and application servers,
�nding the one issue underlying a problem may require
analysis of Terabytes of data.

Quality of service is the most important LTE trou-
bleshooting feature which may give one vendor (or operator)
the advantage over the other. To understand the QoS issues
in their networks, operators need to have more than basic
analysis capabilities of the network performance in any trou-
bleshooting system they implement. Measuring QoS in all IP
networks requires an evolved solution. e engineers need
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appropriate KPIs (customizable built-in KPIs) to analyze
service setup, service quality with dropped sessions, issues,
and causes. e network’s need to deliver high bandwidth
data services, directly in�uences the capacity required of the
monitoring solution and the ability needed to determine
which subscribers are using the network and what services
are being used.

Several nodes and interfaces are involved in transmitting
the subscriber’s identi�ers which are used for processing the
policy and charging control in LTE networks. Any failure to
process this information correctly generates mistakes which
come to light in the bottom line—customer satisfaction and
the billing system. erefore, it is essential that an operator
is able to troubleshoot the relevant nodes preventing both
service degradation and loss of income.

Our proposed QoS solution is able to receive real-
time KPI alarms, which provide an at-a-glance overview of
network and service performance degradations. Automatic
noti�cation of problems in the network helps to solve net-
work failure faster, even before the subscribers are aware of
such problems.

6.6. Network Monitoring and Reporting. Typically, network
monitoring process is mostly based on overall network
performance indicators, so that perceived experience by the
end customer is not possible to be easily derived on global
scale.eproposedQoE solutionwould allow for a combined
network plus customer experience monitoring (based on
QoE), being able to anticipate speci�c customer/service
issues and reduce business impact. Detailed information
about customer usage and traffic/usage patterns, which is
considered of vital importance for both customer business
department and for evolving towards increased level of
segmentation into multiple dimensions (customer, service,
etc.) is based on real trends.

e proposed QoE solution could use passive methods
to infer automatically from passive measurements the user
perception on the network. e goal would be to automat-
ically derive user perception, from speci�c indicators being
accessed purely from monitoring (eliminating the need for
customer surveys) both from the network and terminal sides.

6.7. Customer Care. Currently, customer perception is eval-
uated mostly via periodical questionnaires and interviews
with selected customers that provide views/insights onto
perceived experience. e ability of linking perceived (sub-
jective) experience withmeasured (objective) QoE indicators
may lead to signi�cant bene�ts in terms of achieving a better
insight onto customer perceived quality in amuchmore wide
approach than current one based on sampling of speci�c
customers—evolution towards full network customer quality
tracking.

QoE-monitoring solutions are linked onto Customer
Care centers by means of simpli�ed interfaces and overall
status for real-time access to customer speci�c information,
enhancing the response to customer quality and thus satis-
faction. Customer care teams can rapidly diagnose problems

and identify whether the root cause is linked to a badly per-
forming network,mobile terminal, or application.ismakes
it possible to identify problems before they affect customers
communicating more proactively thereby increasing overall
customer satisfaction.

A of this use case, related to the potential active remote
handling of devices (e.g., accessing remotely the PC to
determine con�guration issues), has been identi�ed.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel architecture for
providing QoE awareness to mobile operator networks. e
proposed architecture makes it possible to link QoE engine
and PCRF with the aim of achieving a dynamic control of
QoS based on customer perception. Combining sophisticated
metering capabilities with a highly con�gurable business
rules engine, the PCRF can manage the QoS, optimizing
high bandwidth traffic, and enforcing usage quotas. e
communication between both entities could be ful�lled
through the following alternatives: (a) via Gx reference point
or (b) via Sp reference point (through a proprietary database).
Several use cases (that take the advantage of such coordi-
nation) have been proposed, including the modi�cation of
subscriber priority for future bearer establishments, dynamic
con�guration of bandwidth limits, enforcement of policy
rules onmany different enforcement points, or the possibility
to send noti�cations to mobile terminals.

Regarding other potential applications of the proposed
QoE solution (without requiring interaction with the PCRF),
other use cases that would bene�t the rollout of a QoE-
monitoring platform solution have been described, including
network capacity planning, handset and service performance
benchmarking, network troubleshooting, network monitor-
ing and reporting based on QoE, and customer care.

Future work will be focused on a feasibility study towards
a real-world practice over a LTE testbed. e �nal goal is
to provide practical results and experience on dynamic QoE
provisioning in EPS systems.
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